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Preface
The escalation of a society depends upon the innovative work done by engineers and scientists. The
novel work of researchers needs ample recognition and publication of their work is a step in this
direction. In order to bring the work of the researchers foreword in front of the world, SBSSTC,
Ferozepur is taking a chronological step of organizing National Conference on Communication,
Computing and Electrical Systems, 2016 (NCCCES-2016).
We are immensely pleased to place on record our sincere gratitude to our Chairman, BoG,
Mr. Akhil Malhotra for his insightful comments and instilling confidence in us to organize this
event successfully.
Our worthy Director, Dr T. S. Sidhu deserves our special thanks for his constant motivation
and valuable guidance in overall progression of conference. He has been an incredible steer and
driving force always.
We are grateful to Dr R. S. Kaler, Deputy Director and Senior Professor, Thapar University,
Patiala, and Dr A.K. Tyagi, Professor, SBSSTC, Ferozepur for delivering talk of their research
work to the participants. We are indebted to the research scholars who contributed their research
work. Our warm greetings go to the organizing committee who worked tirelessly and spent a
number of sleepless nights in organizing this conference.
Finally we thank the Almighty, for giving us power and courage to organize such an event
at this level.

Conference Team
NCCCES-2016

Message

I, being the chairman of the institute congratulate all the participants and organizing team on the
auspicious occasion of National Conference on Computing, Communication & Electrical
Systems 2016 (NCCCES-2016). I feel proud that SBSSTC, Ferozepur is hosting such a great forum
to welcome the inventing thoughts of fresh and experienced minds.
We all feel very gracious that our Institute is setting up new benchmarks of excellence in
the field of research and technology. This conference will provide a great platform for research
scholars to build up a strong foundation for their future research work.
I congratulate all the innovative minds who are stepping forward to take part in this
conference and has grabbed this golden opportunity to get their names embarked in history books
of technology, through contributing to the proceedings of this conference. I also want to put on
records the contribution of the organizing team for their immense efforts to bring engineer fraternity
on this platform through this conference and wish them a marvelous success.

Sh. Akhil Malhotra
Chairman, BOG

Message

It is a great pleasure for me to welcome the participants of the National Conference on Computing,
Communication & Electrical Systems 2016 (NCCCES-2016) which is going to be held for the third
time at Shaheed Bhagat Singh State Technical Campus, Ferozepur, Punjab on 21-22nd November,
2016 jointly organized by three departments CSE, ECE and EE. It has been a real honor and
privilege to be as the patron of the conference.
Over the last two year National Conference on Computing, Communication & Electrical
Systems has provided a cross-disciplinary platform for researchers and participants to address the
rich space of Computing, Communication and Electrical platforms. I am sure that this conference
will provide ample opportunities for discussions, debate and exchange of various key research ideas
among conference participants this time also.
I believe that this conference will act as edifice for the grooming researchers and foster
them with innovative ideas for their research.
I would like to extend my best wishes to the organizers of the conference and convey my
heartfelt wishes for grand success of this event.

Dr. T S Sidhu
(Director & Patron)

Message

`
Ever since its inception in 1994, SBSSTC has persistently strived for the excellence in technical
education. Despite being situated at India’s one of the remotest parts, merely 10 KM from the IndoPak border, it has successfully pursued various benchmarks of achievements. During its history of
over 21 years, it has made it a tradition to regularly organize all kind of technical activities, be it
STCs, FDPs, Seminars, Workshops or Conferences.
I am happy and feel proud that I have been entrusted with the responsibility of Chief Coordinator
of the National Conference on Communication, Computing & Electrical Systems (NCCCES2016). This interdisciplinary conference was held in the salubrious environs of this institute on 2122 November 2016. It is highly amazing to observe that Communication, Computing & Electrical
Systems (CCCES) has emerged as a big league in this part of country as evidenced by the
overwhelming response from the research community of the region. This event offered a wide
range of themes and topics of interest to the research community. The core mission of the event
was to promote leading-edge research in CCCES.
Being the Chief Coordinator of NCCCES-2016, I whole heartedly appreciate the work done
by the Organizing Team of the conference, especially Dr. Sanjeev Dewra, and applaud their efforts
in a big way. Certainly, in the years to come NCCES-2016 will emerge as a gigantic platform for
formal and informal interactions among the worthy members of the research fraternity which in
turn will result into many interdisciplinary research alliances in this broad field. The event has also
provided a ‘trans-disciplinary’ forum to the scientific community, academicians, researchers,
professionals, administrators, industry representatives, students and by extension, to the business
leaders and policy makers for discussion and networking with a framework for developing and
better appreciation of inter-relationship between scientific breakthroughs, industrial scenario,
society and environment.
I am highly grateful to all Keynote & Invited Speakers, Session Chairs and Contributors
whose work is included in the conference proceedings. I am also thankful to Hon’ble Chairman
BOG, Sh. Akhil Malhotra ji, CMD, Shiva Group, Ludhiana (Punjab) and the Director of the
institute Dr. T.S. Sidhu for their whole hearted support to make the conference a great success.
Anand K. Tyagi
Professor &
Chief Coordinator

Message

Warm and happy greetings to all,
Now a days the field of Computing and Communication Systems, is growing exponentially
and playing a vital role in revolutionizing the global industry. The developed countries are at the
forefront of research and development in these areas and hence have fostered further technological
advancement. As a convener I am immensely delighted that the three departments CSE, ECE and
EE are amalgamating to work under a common platform of National Conference on Computing,
Communication and Electrical Systems 2016 (NCCCES-2016). The conference is going to
present a collection of various technical papers in this event.
It is testament of the importance and significance of this event that it has the presence and
active participation of the most important researchers and technologists. I hope that the platform
that we have created for ourselves for learning from each other and sharing the excitement of the
profession will also be a launching pad for the future collaborations and fascinating outcomes.
This interdisciplinary conference will bring together academics, students and research
scholars from key government and non-government organizations from all over the state to share
and enhance knowledge on latest advancements.
With best wishes,
Dr. Sanjeev Dewra
Conference Convener
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Electro-ceramics as the Key to Development in Communication,
Computers, Electronics & Electrical Systems
Dr. Anand Kumar Tyagi
Professor, Department of Applied Science and Humanities,
Shaheed Bhagat Singh Technical Campus
Ferozepur, Punjab, India

ferroelectric materials, highly conductive ceramics,
sensors, actuators, as well as, electrodes materials. The
performance of electroceramics and their devices is
primarily dependent on the three factors namely; i)
Complex interplay between processing & chemistry ii)
Structure at many levels iii) Device physics. Some general
applications of Electroceramics are in Insulators, Resistors,
High Capacity Capacitors, Piezoelectric sonar transducers,
Ultrasonic transducers, Radio & communication filters,
Medical diagnostic transducers, Ultrasonic motors,
Electro-optic light valves, Thin-film capacitors and
Ferroelectric thin-film memories.

Abstract - The recent advancements in the fields of
Communication, Computers, Electronics & Electrical Systems
owe to the inventions of suitable Electro-ceramics which can be
used to fabricate various components of devices generally used in
these applications. This paper describes and discusses various
Electroceramics that are being used presently or have futuristic
potential of being used in these areas. In order to further
highlight the suitability of this class of materials in these
applications, synthesis and a novelty check of complex titanate
based ceramic dielectric resonator, has been done and its
synthesis using Nano-powders generated by Auto-ignition
method has been outlined in terms of Phase Development &
Optimized preprational conditions.

With this type of large application potential in a number of
engineering areas, Electroceramics has emerged as a
separate class as shown in Fig.1(a), that’s why Electroceramics are sometimes referred as the New Age Materials
[2]. Electroceramics have completely revolutionized the
communication technology with the invention of mobile
communication devices like cordless, portable, and car
telephone that have become popular overnight across the
world. A number of materials of this class like
ferroelectrics and dielectric are used in making a cell
phone. The components of cell phone that are made of
electroceramics
include chip monolithic ceramic
capacitors, microwave oscillators, microwave filters,
ceramic resonators, high frequency SAW filter, ceramic
filters, piezoelectric receivers and piezoelectric speakers.

1. Introduction
With the emergence of advanced technologies in
Communication, Computers, Electronics & Electrical
Systems, the general user miss out the link between Know
How & Practices. The prime objective of this paper is to
make them aware of the basic technologies and materials
that are used therein. Beside a large number of Electronic
materials, Ceramics find a large scale usage in this field.
Generally, inorganic non-metallic materials, more
specifically polycrystalline non-metallic materials are
referred as ceramics. Beside traditional engineering
applications, the inherent physical features of ceramics
have made them desirable for use in the electronics and
electrical systems. The ceramics which have been specially
designed for specific electrical, electronic, optical or
magnetic properties are usually referred as Electroceramics
[1].

The most important thing about Electroceramics is that
their properties can be tailored to operate as insulators,
International Journal of Computer Science and
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capacitor and thus contributes capacitance to the MLCC as
the electrodes terminate in a parallel configuration as
shown in Fig.2. The advances in preparation technology
have enabled us to make dielectric layers <1 m thick [3].
The demand for miniaturization largely needs an increase
in the face area A, however, the situation is different in
case of MLCC as:

C   r o

A( N  1)
d

Where; N is the number of stacked plates. We may
increase C by either simply increasing N or εr. Ideally, the
dielectric should have a low electrical conductivity so that
the leakage current is not too large.

Fig. 1(a): Electroceramics; as Separate Class of Materials

Fig. 1(b): Various components of Laptop made up of Electroceramics

Similarly, a commonly used laptop also employs many
components that are made of electroceramics. Dielectric
based Multilayer Ceramic Capacitors (MLCC), Ceramic
SMT, Dual and multi capacitor arrays, low inductance,
X2Y, Switch mode etc are the basic laptop components
that are constituted of electroceramics as shown in
Fig.1(b). Therefore, Electro-ceramics find a many
applications in Communication, Computers, Electronics &
Electrical Systems (CCEE Systems), may it be the
manipulation of weak signals in computers or the operation
of the high power systems like surge protectors.

Fig.2(a): Multilayer Ceramic Capacitor; Principle & configuration

2. Applications of Electroceramics in CCEE
Systems:
2.1 Dielectric Materials
Fig.2(b): MLCC structure

The most abundantly used electroceramics include
Dielectric materials that are employed in making the
Capacitors. Generally, MLCC’s are used in CCEE systems.
The MLCC structure consists of alternate layers of
dielectric material and electrode material. Each dielectric
layer sandwiched by metallic electrodes constitute a

International Journal of Computer Science and
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The popularity and ever increasing demand of MLCC’s in
CCEE systems resulted into their large scale production.
MLCC’s are generally utilized in many states of art
applications like LSI circuits as shown in Fig.3.
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resistor with high value of the temperature coefficient of
resistance (TCR). The values of TCR may be positive
(PTC) or negative (NTC) both. There are numerous uses of
TSR in Sensor Technology in Fig.5. There are many
situations wherein, it is desirable to have high or low
resistances as a function of applied voltage. Such a device
is called a Voltage Dependent Resistor (Varistor) that can
be employed to protect a circuit from high-voltage
transients by providing a path across the power supply
which draws minimal current under normal working
conditions, however, in case of abnormal rise in voltage, it
takes large current, thereby preventing the high-voltage
spikes from reaching the main circuit as shown in Fig.5.

Fig.3(a): Change in Production Volume of MLCC

Fig.5: Temperature Sensitive Resistor and Voltage Dependent Resistor.

2.2 High-K Dielectric Materials
The development of dielectric materials with unusually
high-dielectric constants (r > 2000-100000), and their
ferroelectric nature, led to an explosion in ceramic
use. The first application of high-k dielectrics was in
capacitors based on BaTiO3 followed by other
technologically important applications like Piezoelectric
Transducers, Electro-optic light valves and devices based
on Positive temperature coefficient (PTC). More recent
usages of these materials are in Medical ultrasonic
composites, High displacement piezoelectric actuators and
photo-resistors [4].

Fig.3(b): Application of MLCC in LSI Circuit

Another important class of Capacitors that find large usage
in CCEE systems is of Surface Mount Capacitors (SMC).
The ceramic based SMC’s are used in many types of
electronic equipments, computers, consumer electronics,
telecommunication, defense, automotive electronics, Biomedical electronics and medical equipments. High
temperature or high voltage ceramic capacitors are used in
oil exploration, military applications, aerospace, medical
imaging, power generation and high voltage power
supplies as shown in Fig.4.

Piezoelectricity originally discovered in 1880 by J & P
Curie involves generation of electrical charge by crystals
(such as quartz) on application of pressure. It is described
as the generation of electricity as a result of mechanical
pressure, or electrical polarization produced due to
mechanical strain in certain crystals. This phenomenon
owes to the structural feature of lack of centre of symmetry
in the crystallographic unit cell i.e. the unit cell is noncentro symmetric. Piezoelectric effect is linear with
respect to the strain. It is reversible and the amount of
polarization generated is dependent on the value of the
stress applied and the sign of the charge produced is
dependent on the type of stress (tensile or compressive).
Most of the functional piezoelectric materials belong to a
single family of ferroelectrics or, more specifically, polar

Fig.4: Ceramic Surface Mount Capacitors (SMC) in CCEE Systems

Other important applications of Dielectric Electroceramics
include Temperature Sensitive Resistor (TSR) and
Voltage-dependent Resistors (Varistors). A TSR is a
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materials. Their piezoelectricity can be used in transducers,
sensors and actuators, whereas their pyroelectricity is
exploited in designing infrared detectors as shown in Fig.6.

memories. These applications of thin film ferroelectrics
owes to their unique pyroelectric, opto-electronic,
dielectric and piezoelectric properties [4].

(a)

(b)

Fig.7: (a) Ferroelectric Ceramics; Perovskite Structure with general
formula ABO3 (b) FeRAM Cross-section

Presently the semiconductor memories (DRAM and
SRAM) are generally but these suffer from the drawback
of loss of stored information in case of power failure since
these are of volatile nature. In order to prevent loss of
information, we have to use CMOS memory with battery
backup electrically erasable PROM's. These non-volatile
memories are very expensive. Ferroelectric Memories
provide answer to this burning question. A ferroelectric
thin film is used as a capacitor in FeRAM for storing the
data as shown in Fig.7 (b). It is a nonvolatile RAM that can
achieve very high writing and reading speeds as compared
to DRAM. Besides the high speed, low power
consumption and non-volatile nature, FeRAM offers the
advantage of being easily embedded into VLSI logic
circuits that make it the first option in many applications,
like radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, smart cards
and System on a Chip (SoC) applications. A memory cell
of FeRAM is consisted of a transistor and a capacitor
(1T1C) and it is capable of storing one bit of information.
The basic challenge is of reducing its size as it may be at
the cost of reliability. Beside the size of cell, reliability of
FeRAM also dependents on the materials used
(ferroelectric film, electrode, interlayer dielectric, etc.),
fabrication process, device structure, memory cell circuit
and operation sequence.
The area ratio of ferroelectric and buffer layer capacitors
plays an important role in operation and reliability of
FeRAM memory elements and it can be optimized by
using MFIS or MFMIS structures as shown in Fig.8.
Proper selection of the material of floating gate ensures a
high quality ferroelectric film deposition on it and also
avoids diffusion of constituent elements of ferroelectric
film in buffer layer and Si substrate.

Fig.6: (a) Working Principle of Piezoelectric Actuators and Sensors

Fig.6: (b) Geometry of Piezoelectric Actuators and Sensors

2.3 Ferroelectric ceramics
These materials have perovskite structure, with general
formula ABO3, in which A is a large divalent metal ion
such as Pb2+ or Ba2+, B is a small tetravalent metal ion,
such as Ti4+ or Zr4+, octahedrally coordinating with oxygen
as shown in Fig.7 (a). Ferro electricity occurs because of
the mutual displacement of positive and negative ions,
namely B4+ and O2- [4]. This produces the spontaneous
polarization which in turn produces extremely high
dielectric constant, hysteresis loop and piezoelectricity.
Ferroelectric ceramics; PZT (PbZrTiO3) are generally used
in a number of applications like transducers, sensors,
generators, actuators and modern IC’s for RAM. They can
also be used in dynamic random access memory (DRAM)
and non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM). Thin
film ferroelectric had been the centre of attraction because
of their numerous electronic and electro-optic applications
like pyroelectric sensors, thin film capacitors, surface
acoustic wave (SAW) substrates, non-volatile memory
elements, optical waveguides, displays and optical
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(i)

is a two stage process. The application of stress on the pole
(under open circuit conditions) leads to a reduction in the
gap between poles. When the spark gap breakdown
occurs, the electric discharge is set in between the poles
and closed circuit conditions are produced in place of the
open circuit conditions. This produces a sudden drop in
voltage that initiates the second stage of energy generation.
The combination of the strains from the open and short
circuit conditions produces more energy which is
dissipated in spark generation. The tablet sized discs of
PZT ceramics are generally employed in gas igniters.

(ii)

Fig.8: (i) Schematic Drawing of Field Effect Transistor (FET) with (a)
Metal Ferroelectric Insulator Semiconductor (MFIS) (b) Metal
Ferroelectric Metal Insulator Semiconductor (MFMIS) gate Structures
and (ii) (b) Memory Cell Layout Designed using 0.14 µm Rule

2.4 Electro-Optic Applications
The basic prerequisite for electro-optic applications is the
optical transparency of the ferroelectric thin films having
higher degree of crystallinity. The electro-optic thin film
devices are of two types; the optical waveguides; in which
light propagation takes place along the plane of the film,
and the optical memory and displays wherein the light
propagates through the film [2].

(a)

(b)

Fig.9: Applications of Piezoelectric Ceramics (a) Schematic
Representation of Working of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) Based
Devices (b) Working Sketch of a Piezoelectric Spark Generator

2.4.1 Pyroelectric Detector
The phenomenon of production of polarization on
application of temperature gradient to certain crystals is
termed as Pyroelectricity. Single crystalline Trigycine
Sulfate (TGS), LiTaO3 and (SrBa) Nb2O6 exhibit this type
of behaviour, therefore, these are used in the heat sensing
applications. PbTiO3, (Pb La) TiO3 and PZT are some of
the other materials that have futuristic application potential
for thin film pyroelectric sensing applications.

2.5 Magnetic Ceramics
There are many classes of magnetic materials based on
their characteristics like diamagnetic, paramagnetic and
ferromagnetic. Diamagnetic materials are the ones that
have magnetization produced opposite to the applied field.
The susceptibility for these materials is generally very
small but negative (~ 10-6). The examples of this class of
materials are most non-metals, many organic compounds,
inert gases and superconductors. Paramagnetics are
generally magnetized in the direction of applied field
poorly. Their magnetic properties are primarily due to the
permanent magnetic moment arising from spinning and
orbiting electrons. The susceptibilities are therefore
positive but again small (in range 10-3 – 10-6). The major
applications of Magnetic Ceramics are in Computers,
Microwave applications (Radar, communication &
heating), Recording, Multimedia electronic and Permanent
and Electo-Magnets. Magnetic materials may be classified
under three major classes.

2.4.2 Surface Acoustic Wave Substrate: Surface Acoustic
Wave (SAW) device
These are fabricated by depositing interdigital electrodes
on the surface of a piezoelectric surface. An acoustic wave
is produced at the input stage propagates along the upper
surface of piezoelectric substrate and it is detected at the
output stage transducer as shown in Fig.9(a). The major
applications of this type of devices are in filters and delay
lines used in TV and wireless microwave communication.
2.4.3 Gas Igniters

2.5.1 Spinel (cubic ferrites) Soft magnets
A gas igniter is consisted of two cylindrical poles made up
of ceramic material. These are oppositely charged and put
end to end to facilitate proper sparking as shown in
Fig.9(b). Since the voltage difference is large, the
compressive stress must be applied quickly so that the
leakage of charge may be minimized. The spark formation

The cubic spinels, also called ferrospinels, have very low
coercive force (4x10-5 weber/m2) and large value of
saturation magnetization (0.3-0.4 weber/m2). In these
materials, very small field is sufficient to cause
demagnetization and very small energy losses occur per
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cycle of hysteresis loop which a essential prerequisite for
many applications like erasable memories, telephones &
Inductor cores and transformers. In a soft magnetic
material like ferrite, the magnetic domains easily and
quickly align along a variable magnetic field [5].

The major application of GMR is in storage of huge data
as shown in Fig.10 (a). IBM was the first to develop the
hard disks based the phenomenon of GMR. Presently
nearly all disk drives utilize this technology. On-chip
sensors, solid-state compasses, and non-volatile magnetic
memory based on GMR technology are now available in
market [6]. Other important applications of GMR are
Automotive Sensors, Sensors for detection of landmines
and Read and Write Sensors. The principle used for
devising a magnetic field sensor is explained in Fig.10 (b).
These tiny sensors can be made in such a way that a little
change in magnetic field causes a detectable change in
their resistivity; such changes in the resistivity produce
electrical signals corresponding to the data on the disk.
The data storage industry foresees that the GMR effect will
allow disk drive manufacturers to continue increasing
density at least until disk capacity reaches 10 Gb per
square inch.

2.5.2 Magnetoplumbite (hexagonal ferrites) Hard magnets
Hexagonal ferrites generally have a very large value of
coercive force (~0.2 – 0.4 weber/m2) and these are strongly
resistant to demagnetization (~2 – 3 J/m3). These materials
are usually referred as are hard magnetic materials and
their large and permanent magnetization is attained during
manufacturing only. These hard magnates are used in
loudspeakers, electrical measuring equipments and motors.
2.5.3 Garnets (Microwave Ceramics)
Garnets are usually the complex oxides of Fe and Rare
Earths. Their magnetic characteristics; like stability,
magnetization, g factor etc, can be easily tailored at
preparational and processing stages. These materials are
highly suitable for high frequency microwave applications.
The examples of this class of materials are Y2O3 : 5Fe2O3
or Y3Fe5O12 or YIG.

2.6 Giant Magneto resistance (GMR)

Fig.11: (a) Hallmark Developments and Time Line of Superconductivity
Research [8] and (b) Futuristic Perspective of Superconducting
Technology [10].

The GMR is the change in electrical resistance of some
materials as a function of magnetic field applied. GMR
effect was initially observed in the composite material
comprised of alternating thin layers of metallic elements
but later a number of ceramic materials found to show this
effect. Some of the Ceramics that exhibit the Intrinsic
Magnetoresistance are; SrRuO3, Tl2Mn2O7, CrO2,
La0.7(Ca1-ySry)0.3MnO3, Fe3O4 and CaCu3Mn4O12 (CCMO).

2.7 Superconducting Ceramics
Some materials when cooled to cryogenic temperatures
loose their electrical resistivity. This phenomenon now
called ‘Superconductivity’ was first time observed in 1911.
After that many materials; elements, intermetallics and
compounds have been found to loose their resistivities at
characteristic temperatures Tc as shown in Fig.11 (a). In
1986, Copper Oxide based Ceramic materials were also
found to show superconductivity with transition
temperatures from 91 to 132 K [7].

Fig. 10: Applications of GMR (a) Reading and Writing with a
Magnetoresistive Probe and (b) Magnetic Field Sensing [6].

(a)
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Fig.12: Two Important Effects Exhibited by Superconductors; (a)
Meissner Effect; Magnetic Levitation, (b) Josephson effect; Tunneling
through Insulator Sandwitch.

2.7.2 Transport
Ultra rapid transportation system can be designed by using
the principle of Meissner Effect. Magnetically levitated
trains have been designed by using the upthrust generated
due to expulsion of magnetic lines of forces by the
superconducting materials. By using suitable designs of
superconducting magnets and levitated vehicles, cheaper,
faster and highly efficient variants of these trains could be
produced in future.

The two important effects exhibited by superconductors
that have very high technological importance are Meissner
Effect i.e. expulsion of magnetic lines of force by a
superconductor and Josephson Effect that permits the flow
of current in a three layer system; superconductorinsulator-superconductor. The implication of the former is
the magnetic levitation and that of the later is a very high
precision as a sensor for electromagnetic radiations as
shown in Fig.12. Some important applications of these
materials are summarized here in brief.

2.7.3 Electronics, Radio Frequency Devices, Magnetic
shields and SQUIDS
Various ultra high performance electronic devices and
components can be made using superconductors [9]. Ultra
low resistivity of superconductors even at very high
frequency (microwaves) makes these materials suitable for
communication technology. Superconductors expel the
magnetic field that’s why these may act as efficient
magnetic shields in cryoelectronics. By utilizing the
Josephson effect, ultrafast fast electronic switching can be
realized that in turn may be used to develop the faster
microprocessors. Superconducting Quantum Interference
Devices (SQUIDS) can detect even minor variation in
quantum flux, thus these may be employed in the study of
earth quakes, removing paramagnetic impurities and
investigations on magnetic signals from the brain and
heart.

2.7.1 Power Generation, Storage, Transmission and
Electrical Machinery
A significant amount of electrical energy is wasted as i2R
losses when electricity is produced, transmitted and
consumed in appliances and electrical machinery as the
conducting wires/cables are made from the traditional
metals. As superconductors do not oppose flow of
electricity and exhibits nearly zero resistance, therefore,
systems based on superconducting technology are expected
to be more efficient. The losses shall be bare minimum in
generation, storage, transmission and usage if the
conventional conductors are replaced by superconductors
in all the applications as shown in Fig13.

2.7.4 Computing and Information Processing
Superconductors have the futuristic potential of being used
in developing the quantum computers. These computers
are going to entirely different from the existing digital
computers as they exploit the quantum properties to
represent data and its manipulations as per the need.
Quantum processors make use of superconducting qubit
architecture and processing speeds as high as 100 GHz can
be achieved.

Fig. 13(a): Application of Superconductors in Power Generation

The future of the superconducting technology is being
perceived to be very bright as shown in Fig.11(b) and by
2050 all major applications are expected to utilize this
highly energy efficient and environment friendly
technology [10].

2.8 Novel Microwave Dielectric Ceramics
Wireless Microwave communication has been a fast
growing industry in recent years and it has contributed
directly or indirectly to almost all spheres of life.
Fig. 13(b): Application of Superconductors in Storage
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Availability of suitable microwave materials is the basic
key to development in this area. These materials are the
specially tailored ceramics to meet the demand and
requirement of microwave applications for high
performance, low cost devices in any quantity; large, small
or medium [11].

importance for improvement in dielectric characteristics.
The development of monophasic Ba2Ti9O20 had, however,
been a challenge. A solid state reaction between BaCO3
and TiO2 even at 1360oC for 5 hours could not get the
monophasic Ba2Ti9O20, therefore, synthesis of a near
monophasic Ba2Ti9O20 can only be achieved by a novel
synthesis route. For having predominantly single phasic
Ba2Ti9O20 materials having improved characteristics, the
processes employed at synthesis step are of vital
significance. For these electroceramics, the dielectric
properties are critically dependent on processing
parameters, evolution of second phases, particle size and
physical properties of sintered mass like porosity. The
desirable prerequisites for synthesis of single- phasic
Ba2Ti9O20 materials with desirable properties are;
distribution of particle size in a narrow range (preferably
nano-crystallites for higher active surface) and better
sinterability [14].

The basic challenge is to have all the properties needed for
practical applications at various operating frequencies in a
single material at a reasonable cost. Dielectrics or
ferroelectrics may be the good options as these are ceramic
materials and ceramics are nonreactive, they don’t have
age perceptibly and don’t absorb moisture noticeably, they
can chip easily with hard surfaces and since they are
“born” in kilns at temperatures over 1,000 °C, they have
very good stability. Therefore, a large numbers of
dielectrics have been and are being researched, explored
and developed with an objective to improve/tune their
properties by doping suitable additives and by optimizing
their preparation conditions [12].
The key components of microwave systems/ devices are
Microwave Cavities or Resonators consisted of Dielectric
Ceramics that are generally employed for storing energy in
place of the conventional bulky metallic cavities. A
Dielectric Resonator (DR) is equivalent to a RLC circuit at
microwave frequency. It makes a good low-cost, fixedfrequency resonant circuit. The shape of a DR, is either
cylindrical or cubical. Dielectric Resonator (DR) size is
inversely dependent on frequency i.e. Larger εr means
lower frequency and smaller size. High- εr value is
required for reducing size of the component. The following
properties of a dielectric determine its functionality as a
DR [13].
 Relative permittivity or dielectric constant (εr),
 Quality factor Q; inverse of dielectric loss (tanδ)
 Temperature coefficient of the resonant frequency
(حf).
Complex titantes like Barium Nona-titanate Ba2Ti9O20 are
the promising electroceramics to meet all the requirements
of a good DR. Ba2Ti9O20 is a low loss (quality factor
Q>10,000), temperature stable dielectric material with a
reasonably high relative permittivity (~39). It also shows a
low value of حf (~4 ppm/K), therefore, it can be a dielectric
resonator material for use in the microwave
communication technology.

Fig. 14: Flow chart for synthesizing the monophasic Ba 2Ti9O20

2.8.1 Barium Nona-titanate Ba2Ti9O20

In order to have an economical, good quality DR materials,
one should take care of the following criticalities during
synthesis.
 Methodology for Optimized Synthesis
 Control over particle size; Interfacial effects
 Correlation between Microstructural stability and
Material Characteristics
 Environmental & Aging Effects

Synthesis and fabrication of phase pure dense bodies of
Ba2Ti9O20 ceramic with phase purity is of great practical

In this study, the single phase Ba2Ti9O20 has been prepared
by using the powder derived from an Auto-Ignition/
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Internal Combustion route with an attempt to investigate
the role different parameters on synthesis of single phase
Ba2Ti9O20 ceramics. This method is suitable for producing
the nanocrystalline powders of the oxide ceramics at a
lower calcinations temperature in much shorter time. We
have a exothermic decomposition reaction of a fuel added
to the reactants prior to the reaction. This produces either
the desired phase or a semi decomposed precursor in
powder form. The transparency of Ba2Ti9O20 gel which is a
condition for this route to work is dependent upon the
nature of the fuel, its amount and pH value of initial
solution. Fig.14 below outlines various steps of the process
of synthesizing the phase pure complex titanate of this
class. Since properties have direct relationship with any
possible deviation in stiochiometry of the starting
materials, therefore, only AR grade chemicals with purity
of at least 99.99% were used.

through the advent of a new second phase BaTi4O9 as
shown in Fig.15(i). This second phase is meta-stable and it
has a number of structural imperfections. The advent of
this BaTi4O9 phase encourages the phase development of
BaTi4O9 and further decreases the temperature of phase
formation during final heat treatment by 100-150°C. This
method is found capable of preparing DBN based DR
materials suitable for Microwave Communication
Technology relatively at lower temperature. The optimum
pH value for smooth synthesis is determined to be ~ 6 and
the optimal formation of Ba2Ti9O20 phase takes place
through the evolution of the second phase of BaTi4O9 as
shown in Fig.15(ii). The measurement of the dielectric
constant of these materials was done by sandwiching the
test sample by metallic electrodes at its two flat faces and
determining the impedance by a network analyzer. The
dielectric constants were found to be around 39 at 10 MHz
frequency and all the samples were found to have Q-factor
larger then 3,500, which are quite suitable to use these
materials in microwave application.

The precalcined nanopowders obtained by internal
combustion technique are primarily consisted of BaTi4O9
and TiO2 phases and their characteristics are critically
dependent on process parameters like pH value of initial
solution, amounts of Acid and Alkali added, sintering
temperature and retention time. This method efficiently
produced the nanocrystalline powders at much shorter time
with sintering at a lower temperature. The powder obtained
after auto-ignition, when calcined at 600°C and sintered at
1250°C for 30 min. or at 1200°C for 2 hrs produced ~96%
dense, phase pure Ba2Ti9O20 Barium Nanotitanate [15].

(i)
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Abstract - Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS) flooding

termed as Application Layer Attacks [2,3,4]. In recent
the DDoS attacks are increasing rapidly. There are many
number of attack tools are available that are used to
generate the attacks on websites. These tools generate the
similar looking real traffic as well as attack traffic.
Therefore, the security of web site or web services
becomes a very immense issue. That’s why the websites
use the concept of Captcha to diminish the flooded DDoS
attacks and differentiate between the human and bots
apart [5].In recent years Captcha comes in distinct pattern.
A few of them are based on optical character recognition.
Such as Text based Captcha and others are based on Nonoptical character recognition such as Video based Captcha,
Audio based Captcha. A Captcha is mostly used to prevent
auto script attacks.

attacks are becoming the very biggest risk to the loyalty of the
internet. Web server faces much kind of attacks like block
networks, activity degrades. Due to these kinds of attacks a lot of
sources and the bandwidth are wasted. Many approaches are
used to detect the attack, but this paper describes the different
types of Captcha techniques, used to verify user and bots. The
concept of Captcha is used in the front of the web site or web
application. CAPTCHA (completely automated public Turing
test to tell computer and human apart).To figure out real users
and the automated software the concept of Captcha is used. The
Captcha is also known as human interactive proof (HIP) or
Reverse Turing test depends upon the Artificial Intelligence. The
concept of Captcha ultimately provides the better security and
minimizes automatic registration to web service.
.
Keywords - Attack tools, DDoS, Captcha, Application, Issue
and Drawback of the Captcha..

Some of these types of Captcha have been cracked with
the help of different types of bots programs or software’s.
For examples Text based Captcha is broken by using the
technique of segmentation , Image based Captcha is
broken by using the concept of machine learning and
Audio based Captcha is damaged by using the mechanism
of Automatic speech recognition[6].

1. Introduction
A DDoS attack is a vengeful attempt from various systems
to make machine or network assets (resources) become
unavailable to its real users, usually by cut off or hold up
the services joined to the Internet [1].

1.1 Distributed Denial of Service
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks are same to
the Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks performed from
multiple computers. All the computers generate the huge
amount of data packets. These data packets are sent
towards the target system. A very large number of users
overload resources of the target system. Such as CPU,
memory and bandwidth etc.Mirkovic et al[7] and Peng et
al[8]have separates the DDoS attacks in to two types:
Flooding attacks and Vulnerability attacks. Flooding
attacks exhaust resources such as network bandwidth by
sending the large number of data packets to the target

DDoS attacks are generated through the well
standardized, distributed and remotely managed networks.
Due to this settled computer can be used for dispatching
the huge numbers of attacks requests to the objective
system. DDoS attacks primarily cause incredible behavior
in the form of inability to access the special website or a
work and slow the system or network performance. Due to
this reason the objective or target systems respond slowly
or fully smashed. DDoS attacks disrupt the resources of
real users like CPU , disk , memory ,database bandwidth
etc.The type of disruption in the real user services are
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computer. Vulnerability attacks use the expected behavior
of HTTP and TCP protocols.

accounts
days.
October 2016

for

two

Targets: The most common targeted sectors of DDoS
flood attacks are industry, popular web sites and gaming
sectors. From the last few years, DDoS attacks are
continuously launched on these sectors mainly. As per the
report of VeriSign 43 percent attacks are occurring on the
media and 41 percent DDoS attacks targeted the IT service
or web sites in Q2/2014.According to Prolexic the game
industry was more affected by DDoS attack in 2014[11].

America

DDoS Incidents: The attacker/raider users misuse their
energy and effort to make attack called botnet, attackers
use less secured systems to lunch such attacks. The main
aim behind DDoS attacks are Criminal and commercial
nature. Criminal who extortion their users and demand
high amount
of payments.
Competitors
who
destruct/damage their opponents business and image in the
market. The Various DDoS attacks against very popular
site like Yahoo, CNN Amazon in 2000, my doom virus
attack on website SCO in 2003, another DDoS attack was
launched in June 2004 on server CDN ,which blocked the
access of many site for more the 2 hours, Due to this attack
some affected site are yahoo, Microsoft and Google[10].

According to report of VeriSign, from the continuation of
trend from 2015,the various most common DDoS attack in
Q12016 were UDP floods (DNS,NTP,SSDP and
SNMP),added up to 62 percent of total attacks in the
quarter fig[1].[12]

DDoS attacks
IP fragment
attacks
Application
layer

The recent DDoS attacks occurred from 2014 to 2016 are
discussed in [table 1], [11]

TCP

Table 1: Recent DDoS incidents

Affected area

Year of attack

Description

Data centre

June 2014

A massive 300 Gbps
DDoS affected the
flaws of 100,000
unpatched servers,
joined together as
botnet.

ISP(internet server
provider)

December 2014

February 2015

New
York(Magazine)

July 2015

Get hitted just after
publishing the news
of Bill Cosby

Microsoft Xbox

December 2015

Xbox Live and
PlayStation network
are taken down for a
weak.

January 2016

UDP
Fig. 1 Types of DDoS attacks in Q1/2016

Impact of DDoS attacks: Resource consumption: SYN
flood is common image resource consumption attack. It
generates numerous requests to a single victim. Attackers
may launch a resource consumption attack by making the
effort to disable the server sources like disk space, CPU
time.

Experienced an NTP
(Network
Time
Protocol)
DDoS
attack. The strength
of
attack
was
400Gbps (the largest
DDoS in history).

UK(Carphone
Warehouse)

United kingdom

Mirai botnet Cyber
attack, due to this
America’s internet
down.thats
way
popular site like
twitter,guardian,CN
N and many others
are not working
whole day.

Hackers
millions
data.

of

Bandwidth Consumption: Attackers absorb/deplete all
available bandwidth on the networks of targeted server by
sending huge amount of network traffic in quick
succession. Due to which the legitimate users get disturbed
and also the server gets down.

steal
users’

Open access to connections: Attackers use slowworis
software to delay the process by designing each connection
to instruct the target that is ‘busy’. Because of this, the
response time of server decrease.
Because of above reasons Captcha become today’s need:

1.2 Captcha
Captcha full name is completely automated public Turing
test to tell computer and human apart. A Captcha is a

HBSC customers lost
the access to their
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program that is used to protect the websites and networks
resources from the bots software’s. Captcha generated test
can be easily passed out by a human but computer
programs or bots cannot. For example, a human being can
easily read the text present in given figure but it is not easy
for the bots. A good quality Captcha contains some
specific characteristics: 1.) The text or content of Captcha
can easily understand by human. 2.) Less time consuming.
3.) Captcha is suitable for all types of bots.

Gimpy, Ez-Gimpy, Baffle text based, MSN- Captcha,
Clickable Captcha, Scatter based Captcha, SS Captcha and
3D Captcha are types of text based Captcha [13, 14].

2.1 Image based Captcha
It is based on the images. This type of Captcha is the open
challenge for user to find images with similar properties
[figure 5]. It is very difficult for the bots to find the image
but human can easily find out. Image based Captcha is
more secure Captcha than the text based Captcha.Pix based
Captcha, Bonga based Captcha , hand written Captcha ,
implicit Captcha, Drawing based Captcha, Four panel
cartoon based Captcha, Question based Captcha and Multi
modal Captcha are the few types of image based
Captcha[14].

Brief history about Captcha: Some methods that
separate the human and computer apart is described by
Moni Naor in 1996.First time Alta-Vista web server engine
is used to test the CAPTCHA .The word Captcha first time
appear in 2002.It is proposed by Luis von Ahm, John
Langford, Manuel Blum and Nicholas J.Hopper [9].
This paper is organized following sections: section 2.
Review of Different types of Captcha, section 3
Applications of Captcha, section 4 Issue in captcha,
section 5 related work, section 6 Advantage and
disadvantage of Captcha, Section 7 Conclusion,
Acknowledgment and References.

Bongo based captcha: Bongo based captcha is program
that request the user to deal with visual pattern recognition
dispute. Bongo based captcha show two part of chunks one
on left side and one on right side. The image present in left
side block is dark or thick in color and right side image is
thin or light in color and user need to select different
attributes from the two chunks which makes them apart
.Fig[3] describe the bongo based captcha.

2. Different Types of Captcha
CAPTCHA is a kind of test to verify the user is a human
or not. Captcha is separate in to different number of types
or pattern [Fig 4]. Captcha generate the validation code.
This validation code is a string of symbols or numbers, to
generate an image or secure text. This paper include the
detail of image based captcha, working of image based
captcha and also describes the different type of the image
based captcha.

Fig.3 Bongo based captcha

2.1 Text based Captcha

Pix based captcha: The pix based captcha uses the large
number of images such as dog, cat, car, flower, baby and
boat images. From that database 2*2 or 3*3 square image
option is selected for the verification. In this, users select
the answer (image) related to the question [6].

Text based Captcha is easy to generate and it is not a case
sensitive. Lower case, upper case, numeric value and the
special symbols is used to generate this type of Captcha
[Fig 2]. The text based Captcha is use by most popular
website like Google, yahoo, Gmail, and seo small tool etc.
This picture is representing the text based Captcha which
is easily understand by human but not by bots. But now a
day’s text based Captcha is less secure because there are
many powerful attack generate tools is available on
internet

Basic Methodology used in image based captcha:
> To put a question: Select the following images which
represent the airplane [fig 3]. In this process random image
is selected from the data base.
> Set of 3*3 matrix shown to user: After the understanding
of question user selects the similar images related to the
question. If users are not able to understand the question,
they can reload or refresh the question, a new matrix of
images are generated by server with new question.

Fig 2:Text based captcha
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Types of captcha

Text
based
Captcha
Gimpy

Audio
based
Captcha

Image
based
Captcha
Pix

Text
speech

Bongo

Spoken

Video
based
Captcha
to

Motion

Puzzle based
Captcha
Multiple
schema

EZ-Gimpy
Baggle
Handwritten
MSN
Drawing
Clickable
Question
Scatter
Multi model
3D
Fig.4 Types of captcha

>Identification: After the submission of answer sever will
analyze the answers or choice. If user select correct image
than access the next step otherwise go back at verification
level.

user send response back to server if the generated image
and the response of user is equal that means real user
otherwise illegal user [Fig 7].
Handwritten based captcha: In this captcha handwritten
data is stored in database. For example name of American
cities, Indian cities and animal name etc. The image of
handwritten captcha is given to user. If the user easily type
the text present in image then user can access the data
otherwise go back.[Fig 6 describe the handwritten
captcha ]But some time it’s difficult for the user due to low
level of resolutions[13].

Fig.6 Hand written captcha

Fig.5 To put a question
process: Server generates the

Working
random string. This
random string is used to generate the image. The generated
image is embedded into web page and send to user. The
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Multi model Captcha: Multi model is the combination of
text based and image based Captcha. This type of Captcha
contains the thousand of image and the text related to
image in the data base. From the data base one image with
three or four text labels is send to the web page and the
user select the correct word related to image [Fig 9] .If the
user select the correct word then it is a human otherwise it
is bot[15].

Start

Random string
generate
by
server
Create an
Image for the
string

Y

Refresh
the image

N
String in the
image, get b

Fig 9: Multi model captcha

Audio based Captcha: The sound system is used in audio
based Captcha. This first sound based system ECO was
discovered by the Nancy Chan in Hong Kong. This type of
Captcha is developed for the blind users. It contains audio
clips. This audio is the combination of digits, string or
characters. The user listen that audio clips after that spoken
words are submit to the server. Given below picture is the
example of audio Captcha.

Save the
string get, a
Submit b to
server

a=b?

Video based Captcha: This type of Captcha is based on
the video system. The video is taken from the common or
public database that video contains the three words that
explain the whole video. As the video plays user submit
that words to the server. The image given below is the
example of video based Captcha [16].

Y
Real user

Illegal user
N

Fig 7: Working process

Drawing based captcha:In this, a screen with noisy
background and with many dots given to user and asked
the user to connect the dots and make circle or triangle
etc.The users can easily connect the dots but computer
cannot [fig 8].

Puzzle based Captcha: The puzzle based Captcha
contains the small numbers of pieces of the image and ask
the user to combine that pieces and make the correct
image.

3. Application of Captcha’s
Captcha is well known due to it good results. Like
protecting the website, web application from the different
types of attacks. The Captcha have the many application in
the field of security.
1. Search engine bots: To protect the website from the
illegal use the concept of Captcha is used. Due the use of
Captcha website and web pages are more secure.
2. Free email services protection: Now a day’s most
popular web sites face the many kind of attacks. Such as

Fig 8: Drawing based captcha
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Yahoo, Gmail, hotmail because these website provide the
free registration. The numbers of bots are registered. This
problem can be solved with the help of Captcha.
3. Preventing the Dictionary or password guessing attacks:
The Captcha is used to prevent the password guessing
attacks. After the numbers of unsuccessful login. The
Captcha block the IP address of that user.
4. Worms and Spam: The Captcha can also give the
solution against spam and email worms.
5. Protection from Scrapers: The Captcha is based on the
proof mechanism .First the user can proof their self than
show the email address. With help of Captcha the email
address is protect from the scrapers.

hand gestures in order to pass the test[19].CAO LEI
:Discussed the image based captcha technology in year
2015.it depends upon the mechanism of finger guessing
game. This paper describes the working process of image
based captcha [6].KIRANJOT KAUR ET. Al: proposed the
more secure text-based CAPTCHA in year 2015.The paper
includes the checking the vulnerability of advanced
captcha against known detection techniques [18].

6. Advantage and Disadvantage of Different
Types of Captcha’s
Table 2: Advantage and Disadvantage of different types of Captcha

4. Security Issues of Captcha

Types of
Captcha

Accuracy: How efficiently user can pass the Captcha like
to clear the test, how many times the user has to attempt or
try.
Response time: How much time is required to clear the test
by the user. Some Captcha is required the so much time to
clear the test.
Securing Captcha against the DDoS attacks: Different
types of methods are used to make the text Captcha, image
Captcha more secure. For example: size, style, color model
and draw line, 3D text etc.
Security issue: the two ways are used to break the Captcha
segmentation and character recognition. These methods
divide the image or text in to small part and gain the
correct information from that image or text. Due to this
Captcha can easily solve [9].

Text
based
Captcha
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Disadvantage

1) It is very simple to
implement. Therefore it
is mostly used by various
web sites.
2) Re-Captcha is also a
type of text based
Captcha. it is used to
prevent the password
guessing attacks.

1) It can be easily
broken by the attack
with help of OCR
method.
2)
It
is
the
combination of limit
character and the
digit so the hacker
can easily access the
website.
1) Some peoples face
problem with image
Captcha due the
color
blindness
problem.
2) This type of
Captcha is solving
with
random
guessing attacks or
next click based
attack.
3) For the storage of
images and question
related to images
required
more
memory.

Image
based
Captcha

1) Image based Captcha
is more securing than the
text based Captcha.
2) Click based Captcha
system has no need of
typing.
3) If the large numbers of
images is present in the
database then less chance
of attacks.

Audio
based
Captcha

1) This type of Captcha
is user friendly.
2) It is used for user that
has the visual problem.
3) Due the presence of
some noise it is more
secure Captcha than the
text based Captcha.

Video
based

1) It is more secure than
the image and the text

5. Related work
There are several DDoS attacking tools are available in
the market. These tools are used for launching attacks on
websites, web applications. Due to these types of attacks
lots of resources are wasted. For the protection, various
mechanisms are used, captcha is one from these
mechanisms. Here the nitty gritty writing survey in the
branch of knowledge is given below.
MOHAMMAD MORADI ET. Al explained the need of
captcha in year 2015.this paper studies the various aspects
to represent the current status of CAPTCHA and its
alternative solutions [17]. KIRANJOT KAUR ET. Al
described the captcha and its techniques in year 2015.The
paper explained the different type of captcha.[9]. ARTEM
SHUMILOV ET. Al: discussed the cloud-based captcha
service in the year 2016.This paper proposed an animated
hand gestures in order to pass the test [19].ARTEM
SHUMILOV ET. al:discussed the cloud-based captcha
service in the year 2016.This paper proposed an animated

Advantage

1) One of the biggest
problem
in
this
Captcha is that, deaf
people cannot use it.
2)
The
audio
generated by the
system is in English
language so the user
must
have
high
knowledge of the
language.
1) Depended on
video speed.
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Captcha

Captcha.
2)
Laundry
attacks
cannot affect the video
Captcha.
3) OCR cannot break the
video Captcha.

Puzzle
based
Captcha

1) It is just like the
puzzle game. Therefore
the user can more attract
toward it.
2) It Is full with fun.
3) Brain thinking power
is increase with this type
of Captcha.

[2]
Aldibotnet,
DDoS
Attack
Tools,
2012.(https://asert.arbornetworks.com/ddos-tools)
[3]
Arbor
Networks,
Silent
Ddoser,
2015.
(https://www.arbornetworks.com/blog/asert/tag/silent-ddoser/)
[4] R. Arun and S. Selvakumar, \Distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) threat in collaborative environment- A survey on ddos
attack tools and traceback mech-anisms," in Proceedings of IEEE
International Con-ference on Advance Computing, pp.
1275{1280, 2009.
[5]D. Naccache, P. Gutmann and C. C. Palme, “CAPTCHAs:
Humansvs. Bots”, IEEE Security & Privacy, 68-70, 2006.
[6]Cao Lei, “Image Captcha technology research based on the
mechanism of finger guessing game”, Third international
conference on cyberspace technology, 2015.
[7] J. Mirkovic and P. Reiher, “A Taxonomy of DDoS Attack
and DDoSDefense Mechanisms,” ACM SIGCOMM Computer
Communications Review, Volume 34, Issue 2, pp. 39-53, April,
2004.
[8]T. Peng, C. Leckie, and K. Ramamohanarao, “Survey of
Network-Based Defense Mechanisms Countering the DoS and
DDoS Problems,”ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 39, No. 1,
Article 3, April 2007.
[9] Kiranjot kaur and sunny behal,”Captcha and its techniques: a
review”, International journal of computer science and
information technologies, Vol.5 (5), 2014, 6341-6344.
[10]Monika sachdeva, Gurvinder singh, Krishan kumar and
kuldip singh,”DDoS incidents and their impact: A review”,
International Arab Journal of Information Technology, vol. 7,
No. 1, January 2010.
[11]
Global
sign
GMO
internet
group,
https://www.globalsign.com/en/blog/denial-of-service-in-the-iot/.
[12] VeriSign report, https://www.verisign.com/assets/reportddos-trends-Q12016_en_IN.pdf
[13] Walid Khalifa Abdullah Hasan,” A SURVEY OF
CURRENT RESEARCH ON CAPTCHA” International Journal
of Computer Science & Engineering Survey (IJCSES) Vol.7,
No.3, June 2016
[14] Raj, S.B., Devassy, D. & Jagannivas, J. (2010), "A new
architecture for the generation of picturebased CAPTCHA",
Electronics Computer Technology (ICECT), 2011 3rd
International Conference on, Kanyakumari, 2011, vol. 6, no. pp.
67-71.
[15]Almazyad, A.S., Ahmad, Y. & Kouchay, S.A. (2011),
"Multi-Modal CAPTCHA: A UserVerification Scheme",
Information
Science
andApplications
(ICISA),
2011
InternationalConference on,Jeju Island,2011., vol., no. pp. 1-7.
[16]Anjitha K and Rijin I K, “Captcha as graphical passwordsenhanced with video-based captcha for secure services,
International conference on technology, 2015 IEEE
[17]Mohammad Moradi and MohammadReza Keyvanpour,”
Captcha’s, Are those needed anymore”, International Conference
on Computer and Knowledge Engineering, IEEE, 2015.
[18] Kiranjot kaur and Sunny Behal,”Designing a secure text
based captcha”, Elsevier Journal of Procedia Computer Science,
2015.

2) if the size of the
video clip is large
then it create the
problem for
the
users.
3)
Language
knowledge is the one
problem
because
video is in English
language.
1)
More
time
consuming
than
others.
2) It is not easy for
the user to identify.

7. Conclusion
This paper includes the Incident DDoS attack and also
describes the different types of Captcha for the protection.
Captcha plays very important role in the internet security.
Captcha is used to protect the website from the different
types of attacks. This paper is also describe the type of
types of Captcha and its working process, advantage,
disadvantage, applications, issue of the Captcha and also
include the comparison its different types. In future, main
spotlight will be on building stronger Captcha than the
others. That Captcha provide the better level of security
from illegal users or BOTs.
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Abstract –It is a mechanism to perform the public connections

extended internet base of the number of online buyer is
increase at an intensive rate of 6 million latest access every
months and is due to cross 100 million by 2016. It is not
the number of online buyer’s executing into number of
millions, but also the online selling near 354 million buyer
as of June 2015‡, the enter of e-commerce is low as mach
to advanced countries. It is executed into many number of
millions dollar. For example, the online distributed in
USA was around 307 billion dollars in 2014 and the same
model for China is near about 300 billion dollars for
2013††. India is trap quick and its e-commerce market is
approximated to increase at a union of year increase rate
(CAGR) of 63% to distance 8.5 billion dollars in 2016‡‡.
Because customer remain on recurring survey the server
even if there are no server side renew.

found in sensual shopping malls and stores in what is called as
“public shopping”. Public exchange is “co- unbalanced growth
there are many number of online buyer that are reasonably an
online sell goods to public be sold a particular charge production
and price of money many shape of buying”. This URL gets
overcrowded into an HTML remains on every candidate browser
window. The buyer can keep in touch with all wholesale” where
definite combine buying groups are formed in which one person
can ride an online shopping experience for one or more other
together in real time. To This is a mechanism that condition
multiple users to conduct real time online shopping comfort from
different distance locations. For example, friends at different
locations can view the goods online as one if they are Online
shopping has person who sees an event take place and is able to
describe it .It is a substance or device that can cause a other using
a simple chat While online shopping has its own advantages
(such as comfort, product examined, output and choosing scope),
recent focus has been in using technology this end we have create
a special binding browsing window in which all the co-buyer
need to login. One user becomes the conductor invites others
from his family members list for shopping. Other users need to
accept this invite and join the shopping. The conductor upon soft
spot goods begin the co-buying by press on “division” this
manufactured goods with selected friends. Press this button an
AJAX request, which contains URL of the goods and list of IDs
of selected family members, goes to the server. The server
receives the URL of the goods and list of IDs of family members
and pushes this URL to all the selected family members in an
serial manner using chat window.

a) Requirement of plan -:
In which the client keeps on surve
require traffic on client to Server. The reliable mechanism
facilitates information dispatch, fault-tolerant and highopportunity supports. This part of apply carries no
application data, thus accomplishing it safe. Thus, real
time online co-buying can be easily apply using PUSH
AJAX telecommunication. PUSH AJAX uses a
telecommunication called Long Poll to renew server data
to user. Once a client build the connection, the server gives
an delusion to the user that more of data is still to enter and
control back the connection. When the data is accessible
the server provide the data through the PUSH AJAX send
weightless , dependable and safe way to push notifications
in series .server every stable period of time to get the
newest server data.

Keywords - AJAX ; HTML ; JSF; LONG POLL ; PUSH
AJAX ; URL

1.) Introduction E-commerce and large entry of internet has changed the
way we shop now a days. The number of buyer’s coming
online for sell has reached many of millions and remain to
increase. A report by China Internet Network Info centre,
the millions of buyer shopping online in China had arrived
242 million in 2012 as such. The same model for USA
notation at 202 million in 2015† in India has the second
International Journal of Computer Science and
Network
ISSN : 2277 – 5420
Impact Factor : 1.02
www.IJCSN.org

b) Requirement for the design-:
The version output, use
Moreover, this plan again uses Applet based customer side
open APIs as Google Maps, or crash to serve in real time
stage. More on the around works on co-buyer are talk over
in the “Parallel Works” section on coming page. A method
the buying is general activity in which a group of as well.
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However, till now no good task occur that prepare a user to
real time co-buying. All of the implemented works either
use out of date technologies planning online co-buying is
required to make online buying more real. Real time online
co-buying can be easily resolve using PUSH AJAX
technology. Push AJAX HTTP supports one directional
connection from client to server. It does not have
foundation for the “server-push” kind that informs clients
rapidly if any change occurs on server-face. Most
originator today apply server - push by client-side review,
unnatural association. At last, when the co-browsing
finished, the server shut down the connection. This is realtime contact is reach from server to user. Long Poll
telecommunication has two significant wounded. Firstly,
by default, browser permitted only 2 connections per
server. Since one connection is at work with PUSH AJAX,
only one connection is staying to service user request.
This may cause service late. Also, unbounded determinate
like network late cannot be control and result in service
late. In order to reach AJAX PUSH in this object, ICE
effort archive and APIs are used. ICE push give weightless
occurring the same time PUSH AJAX using long polling
telecommunication as explain above. It give two main .jar
reach PUSH AJAX – icefaces.jar and icepush.jar. In order
to use ICE push archive, a proper fit framework needs to
be followed. ICE push internally uses JSF core that
connects UI appliance with data sources and server-side
event worker. This is debate in applied part in detail.

co-buying. In 2007, Khoum, Michel, Xiao, Shimon at the
server are watching a Java script Co-Pointer. The Cohammed, s. planned a “point-to-Point mutual sensible
surroundings .It loss to achieve interactive genuine time
co-buying with a convention of family members.
Moreover, it also relies on third get-together VRML
plugging for point-to-point declaration to occur. In 2012,
Jen- Hoax Hsiao, Li-Jiao Li proposed “On occur
equivalent based interactive manufactured goods proposal
for online buying”. However, this plan only present a
method to make manufactured goods suggestion method
interactive based on general things. It is deficiency
functioning of real time buying. Richard Han, Veronique
Perrot, Mahmud Nag shine in 2000 projected a XML
splitter based Multi-Device mutual internet Browsing.
However, this propose introduces a replacement to
influence the requests, make and keep up sessions and
crack the XML pages. This replacement is an further above
head. Moreover, this devise equipment user side by an
Applet based User compound, which is barely used these
days. Applets are disapprove for their connect and JRE
necessity, their begin up accomplishment and client side
safety issues. Recent browsers these days supply client
server border. Also, this much improved than what applets
used to send move towards is based on unseen client drag
skill and with the purpose of worldwide press on way away
from server to user does not alive, which is a incorrect
expectations. AJAX PUSH is a method that facilitates data
press on server to clients when new data is accessible at the
server. Maria Annear’s, Vladimir Aestival-Castro (2005)
planned a collection integrated History (GUH) based
mutual net browsing. In this design, every timethe
customer provide an HTTP request, a substitute server
handle physically the request and passes it to GUH server.
The GUH server then pushes every information in order to
the user modernized history, and permission to customer to
stay sites that others have arbiter or commented positively.
However, this plan is enter two additional servers –
substitute and GUH server, thus creation of plan is
difficult. Moreover, this plan is detailed to instructive
requirements and would have to undertake lots of plan
changes to complete combined online buying. Chains a
graphical net browser with Java and Java Script. However,
this plan requires customer side users to have JAVA
enable browsers and that shape common restricted groups
K. Mali, M. Subarea, and L. Li (2001) accessible a plan
that delete the alternative server and detail an move
towards that of surfers that divide the same experience
User blend, which is antiquated. Also, changes pointer’s
virtual location is watching to calculate the changes in the
browsing
window.
This
is
an
antiquated

c) Plan summary -:
In summary, the online co-buying
works as follows -:
1) Organiser customer call to his online family member
for co-buying,(Offline relations component cannot be
invited.)
2). organiser press on “distribute this goods with family
members” key upon involving a goods,
3). an AJAX appeal containing detail of family members
and URL of the goods going to the server,
4). the server task the appeal by familiar the URL to all the
family members window.
5). Server familiar the URL into each users HTML Frame
include PUSH AJAX.
6). shopper can connected with each other using a chatter
window. Figure 1 supply the graphic images of design
summary by giving survey of steps.

d). Connecting Work –:
The increasing E-commerce industry
in online buying appealing good quantity of task on linking
the gap between shopper and sellers .However, scatter
works have been done on applied an attractive real time
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telecommunication because there are superior method
calculate the changes in the browsing window. Alan W.

control display in an capable way. Also, this structural
design ignore obstacle on the server side, taking benefit of
client’s frequency range in order to sponsor occurring at
same time combined experiences. However, this plan cites
a worry connected to possibility of this plan in real
situation due to undecided foundation. Moreover, this plan
is not appropriate for self-motivated net applications like
online buying. relationship with Flip kart ring App India’s
E-Commerce huge Flip kart just launched ring a new
characteristic in its cell phone app that permit customer to
make conversation with their associates while buying, thus
charitable a begin to a mutual buying experience. ring
permission to customer to have real-time chatting with
associates in instruct to obtain opinion about a
manufactured goods they chart on buying, or facilitate
associates get in on the choice of what to buy. Using this
characteristic, customer can drag and go down produce
directly connections from their cart, expect list, mall and
still allows them to obtain photos. However, this
characteristics is limited to mobile phone lacking desktop
support. Today, common of buyer favour to structure on
desktop for superior clarity of manufactured goods and
their details. buying on desktop give customer a broad
boundary for presentation of manufactured goods in
details, its grade and study, money off offers on a variety
of business owner and option options to the manufacture
goods that a buying on mobile phone fails to give. This app
needs window change to go from talk window to
manufactured goods details window. Therefore, Flip kart’s
ring is just a opening to real time online combined buying
and the require for a desktop edition of co-buying
motionless ruins .The performance discussed in the paper,
real time online combined buying is reach a go on desktop.
All the manufactured goods particulars and talk window
are applied into the similar joint window and no window
alter is necessary. Using this desktop edition of online cobuying, buyer can have a enhanced vision of manufactured
goods details, its grade and study, money off offers on a
variety of business owner and another options to the
manufactured goods .A lot of study has happened in the
ground of co-browsing, however, on the whole of them are
based on master retainer design, substitute based design or
Java script DOM organization based design, which are
either out of date or difficult ways conduct to reach server
– user telecommunication. There has been no design
planned with hold for interactive real time co-browsing,
which is browser free, easy to apply and weight less, a
model that can smooth the progress of needs of real time
online buying.

2.) Interactive Real Time Online Co-buying–
The performance of this real time co-buying model
requires a customer face combined window with HTML
Frames and an AJAX program, a server face PUSH AJAX
performance and a talk service. User face combined
window involved three HTML frames. The first Frame
masses the pressed URL from Either 2002 presents a
simple weight less net based real time combined net
browser. Its direct messaging system give a immediately,
easy and secure way to co-browse. Its’ non-noisy
environment facilitates combine over alive net substance
without adjustment. on the other hand this plan cites some
decisive losses and limitations. Pixel place and resolutions
of each customer browsing window wants to be common.
So it is chosen to use the same browser variety on every
customer. Also, the server side co- browsing window
reason require to be positioned in common domain as all
net pages that are to be split during the combined session.
Die twig Lowest Daniel George 2009 Co-Browsing
changeable net Pages, A wonderful way to apply cobrowsing using Java script DOM synchronization. on the
other hand this plan requires Firefox organization to permit
interested Java Script to receive cross domain scripting
access and use the Firefox outlet mechanism. This crossdomain scripting authorization and begin co-buying by
appealing his family members. Organizer, upon taste a
goods, press on“split”this manufactured goods with
selected family member ”button. An AJAX ask for goes to
server. The AJAX appeal contains details of Ids of family
members and URL of the manufactured goods is forward
can lead to implementation of unnecessary Java script and
poses grim security issues. This is the cause, cross domain
scripting permissions are disabled by default. Jason J.
Jung2011, proposed a Context Grid based contextual mash
up-based combined browsing system in which a Context
Grid Model is used to match up to customer contexts. Also
for better understanding of user context, open APIs such as
Google Map APIs, are used to obtain further information
through different sources. This becomes a boring move
towards compare customer contexts from side to side
various APIs to because generating queries and filtering
the query result and discovery out applicable to apply cobrowsing results will put in to charge and complexity.
Raphael O. Santos, Roberta L. Gomes, Felipe F. Oliveira,
Mangos 2011 proposed a fantastic plan to achieve weight
less shared net Browsing by just opening OCEAN
prototype. This plan achieves co-browsing allowing for
accomplishment, openness, extensible and user program

3) Implementation -:
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the server and has condition to distribute the manufactured
goods URL with family members. The second frame has
condition to request customer and third frame has a
straightforward
talk
window.
Ever
one
the
telecommunications from customer to server occur using
AJAX routine. The server face PUSH AJAX is apply via
AJAX PUSH APIs. AJAX PUSH empowers the server to
move forwards information from server to user and renew
a few part of user’s sheet at any time. AJAX PUSH can set
in motion note to a group of user’s waiting for a note.
combined multi-clients applications for the net can be
without difficulty construct using AJAX PUSH technique.

Co-Browsing. Free CS is a at no cost talk server apply in
Java. It give characteristics like completely modified
boundary, SQL verification or no verification and approval
framework. While co-buyers are reviewing a manufactured
goods, they power require to talk with each other. For this
purpose, a easy talk server is apply which broadcasts one
member’s message to every other friends. A easy talk
server can be apply using the same PUSH AJAX method
described above. When a customer types a little and click
ENTER, a request, which contains typed message and
detail of Ids of co-buyer, goes to the server. The server
manipulates the appeal and pushes the memo to all cobuyer in the list. This note gets burdened into talk window
of each customer browser frame .The ladder occupied
that organizer needs to split and roll of family members
participate in the Co - buyers.
•) An AJAX push occasion is triggered upon receipt this
request.
•) by means of the Push Renderer class APIs, all the
gathering of co- buyers are additional to Push Renderer
present session.
•) An apply note Bean class manages and maintains the
detail of URLs .can talk with each other using a talk
window as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.PUSH AJAX pushes
messages from server to a group of users in waiting for a
message manner. Thus, there is synchronous manner to
obtain forward previous to other message. This saves more
than all time. every the APIs used in this performance are
packaged into icepush.jar. This jar is liberally exist. ICE
push is based on Servlet3.0 standard ARP APIs.

Every one of the clients sign in to the co-browsing
window. once taking down in, every client can observe a
client boundary which consists of two frames as define
above. some one of the client can develop into a organizer
to The server manipulates the ask for by just about the
URL on the HTML frames of every co-buyers in an
waiting for message way by with PUSH AJAX. buyers can
talk with each other using a talk window. Figure 1 show
the buyer face window and AJAX custom operation user
face combined window consists of an XHTML files.
XHTML is HTML describe as an XML application and is
supported on every main browsers. XHTML integrated the
power of HTML and XML. Our user face XHTML file
essentially consists of three HTML Frames. The first frame
masses the pressed URL from the server. The second
Frame has condition to ask for buyer, “split the
manufactured goods URL with family members” button
and a unseen manuscript input. The third Frame has a talk
window. In command to apply the primary frame, XML
namespace for Java Server Faces, separately from x html
namespace , must be built-in in the HTML tag as below
.This is essential because PUSH .AJAX pushes note
from server to buyer using Java Serve Faces boundaries.
Java Server Faces skill establishes the paradigm for
structure server-side customer boundaries. JSF give a welloff manage named information chart to turn into and
design html .To make probable message among every
buyers, a small expression answer of talk service was
added. There are a lot of without charge JAVA talk spar
course classes which give this functionality. used for this
model at no cost CS was selected and combined it into our

5. Results and Discussion
The planned devise offer a system
to achieve real time online co-buying. The skill offered an
well-organized stage where a collection of buyers can
mutually vision a manufactured goods and talk about about
it. Fig. 1 send an impression of actions that happen in the
applied model. Figure 2 and Fig. 3 explain the customer
boundary of leader side and co-shoppers side. A leader,
upon liking a produce, invites his family members for
online co-buying. All the co-buyers trust this request.
manager then press on “split this manufactured goods with
family members” switch upon partiality a manufactured
goods. An AJAX ask for containing detail of family
members and URL of the manufactured goods goes to the
server, the server influence the ask for by just about the
URL to all the family members browsers. Server forward
the URL into every user HTML border using PUSH
AJAX. Every one the co-buyer can view the manufactured
goods preferred by head (Fig. 2). buyers can talk with each
other by a chat window as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
PUSH AJAX pushes messages from server to a collection
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of user in no waiting for message manner. Thus, there is no
coming up time for one letter to get send earlier than other
text. This saves in excess of all time. every one the APIs
used in this execution are collected into icepush.jar. This
jar is liberally obtainable. ICEpush is based on Servlet 3.0
standard ARP APIs

6 ) Design evaluation-:
Online buying on desktop gives
customer a extensive boundary for performance the
manufactured goods list, its ranking and overview,
reduction offers on a variety of vendors and choice
alternative to the manufactured goods that a buying on
cells fails to provide. furthermore, this app need window
modify to leave from chat window to manufactured goods
information window. Therefore, Flipkart’s message is just
a opening to real time online mutual buying and the want
for a desktop description of co-buying at rest remainder.
The realization discussed in the paper, real time online
mutual buying is reached on desktop. All the manufactured
goods description and chat window are applied into the
same mutual window and no window modify is necessary.
Using this desktop version of online co-shopping users can
have a better view of product details, its ratings and
reviews, discount offers on various retailers and alternative
options.The project together an suitable tool. While it and
extra requirements can be additional to it to get together
any extra the requirements. The model can be complete by
modifications of when the essential arises in buying. It
have some shortcoming, it will get together the main needs
of the concern. Best of our attempt have been place to
make it a practical model.

4) Conclusions
It can be simply done that the planned system forward
buyer to buy with their family friends and near and dear
persons in real time.The skill give an well-designed model,
mutually from customer and server face to reach its aim. It
give a elastic way for every the co-buyer to shop together.
This execution is on the server face is described as below:
Server get the URL of the manufactured goods virtually
probable and can be organize crosswise a variety of
browsers .

5.) Scope and Limitation
The planned model also is topic to limitations of PUSH
AJAX framework. Long Poll method used in this design
has two major disadvantages. Firstly, by default, browse is
it allows only 2 relations per server. Since one association
is
hard with PUSH AJAX, only one association is
outstanding to it service customers request. This may
reason check delays .Also, out of control factors like set of
connections delays cannot be handled and consequence in
facility delays. The planned model is topic to every kinds
of set of connections limitations.
Operation requires
designing the group in a general way so that it works for
each and every one dissimilar types of devices. As the
number of buyers growth, the server may go through from
overfilling trouble Proper taxing must be done to notice
any memory seep out issues on the server face.

6.) Future Scope
The planned task can be further improved to give more
compensation to organiser. For example, a organizer can
scratch off any of the co-buyer from buying. Another
enhancement could be that any of the co-buyer could ask
for to become leader. Server side functionality can be
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[10]
R. O. Santos, F. F. Oliveira, R. L. Gomes, M.
Martinello and R. S. Guizzardi, Lightweight Collaborative
Web Browsing, Web Portal Design, Implementation,
Integration, and Optimization, vol. 17, (2013).

further enhanced to offer security, isolation and weight
.The AJAX script can be extra improved to handle data
corroboration, data editing, etc. Caching mechanism can be
apply such that list of co-shoppers need not be obtain
beginning the server again on page invigorate .Ability for
recording the detail of manufactured goods viewed in the
co-buying and economy the chat history can be provided
so that co-buyer can go over the buying history. This idea
can be enhanced to apply not only online buying, but also
areas where co-browsing is essential, for example, realtime online game, real-time stock marketplace watch, etc.
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provided by Internet and legitimate users have to face
many problems. A Denial of service is an intentional
attempt by unauthorized users /hackers to completely
degrade
the
availability
of
service
to
the
legitimate/authorized users.

Abstract - The exponential growth and success of Internet
has changed the almost all aspects of services such as banking,
medicine, education, etc. Nowadays these all are being
replaced by cheaper and efficient web based applications. In
the contemporary era, world is highly dependent on Internet
and considered as main infrastructure of global information
security. Therefore, the security of web services is very
critical aspect and a biggest challenge because DDos attack is
an attack, which hinders to the availability of Internet. It is a
Completely Automatic Public Turing test which helps to tell
Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) is being used on
every website on Internet to prevent unauthorized users or
bots (who denies the access or availability) to use the
resources and bandwidth of the network. CAPTCHA is a
program that protects websites from web-bots any attacks by
generating tests that computer cannot pass but human can
pass. So, in contemporary era, due to rocket up in DDoS
attacks users have to pass a CAPTCHA test for security
purpose because these types of attacks are a serious threat to
the reliability, availability of the Internet. This technique is
widely used in present scenario. This paper comprise
introduction of DDoS and CAPTCHA, review of various
techniques, applications and drawbacks of CAPTCHA.

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) flooding attack
is an attack in which an information or data unaccessible to
its intended hosts. The main purpose of attackers/crackers
is to disrupt and restrict the legitimate communication by
blocking up links in the network. Mirkovic et al.[8] and
Chang et al. [4] delineates DDoS attacks as a simplified
form of Dos attacks, where attackers direct hundreds of
compromised computers called zombies against a single
target. These zombie hosts are unwittingly recruited from
millions of unsafe computers accessing the Internet
through high-bandwidth and always available connections.
There are various DDoS attacks are classified in [15, 8].
Moreover, the packet-flooding attack is one of the most
common DoS attacks, in which a large number of TCP,
User Datagram Protocol (UDP), or Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP) packets which seems legitimate
are sending towards the targeted destination. In order to
get the state of Dos on any system, flood attack’s main
motive is to push limits of system usage to out of the
normal usage scenario boundaries [2]. There may be
possibility of flood attack among the considered normal
network traffic and considered abnormal network traffic. A
HTTP flood attack is that in which a TCP packet carries a
HTTP request payload should be interpreted by the web
service. Attack surface for HTTP flood attack starts with
the web service and its backend infrastructure. A HTTTP
flood attack attempt is just a TCP DoS attack that
overflows the network traffic.

Keywords - CAPTCHA, DDoS, Flood Attack, Applications,
Issues and Drawback of CAPTCHA.

1. Introduction
Internet has various facilities web services are
from one of those applications. In Conventional period,
web service's use is surging exponentially and due to this
chances of malicious activities or attacks are also
increasing. Due to malicious activities the “availability” is
also getting hampered. The issue of malicious attacks is a
very hot topic because it congestion up the services
International Journal of Computer Science and
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The main reason of flood attacks is the vulnerability in
the network protocols that are being used for
communication purpose over the channel because Internet
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was designed with only the features and functionality,
security was not kept in mind [2]. So, its architecture has
some weaknesses and ambiguities called vulnerabilities,
which further leads to execution of DDoS attacks.

2. Recent DDoS Incident and Related Work
2.1 Recent Distributed Denial of Service Attack
Many organizations and industries are taking the
advantage of the power of the Internet to provide their
customers with plethora of online services. These web
services include banking, education, entertainment,
electronic mailing and voice over IP. Many of these
services make use of one or more application layer
protocols like HTTP, SMTP, DNS, NTP, etc [11].
According to this fact, the attackers have leading to a
higher level of sophistication to the application layer by
relocating their attack targets. Such attacks, which inherit
their characteristics, are generally termed as application
layer DDoS attacks. There is circa 60 percent surge in
application layer DDoS attacks from Q1-2014 to Q12015
[11].

DDoS attacks corrupt and affect the web services, due
to which legitimate users has to face many problems.
Following are some impacts of DDoS attacks:


Availability: - Attackers send lots of malicious
packets on the channel and block up the link
which leads to data or web service's
unavailability to authorized users.



Integrity: - DDoS attacks affects also to the
integrity of data which becomes the reason of
inconsistency of data. Moreover, attackers can
also alter to secret information or messages.



Confidentiality: - The private information like
bank account no., pin can be leaked when
using online services and confidential
information gets cracked.



According to a survey of 2015 a significant research
contribution in this area has been sourced from China
followed by the USA. According to the report , the
countries facing the large number of DDoS attacks in the
first quarter of year 2015 were China and the USA.
Whereas in another report revealed that in year 2015's
second quarter, all application layer DDoS attack traffic
nearly 15 percent was emerged from China, followed by
Vietnam and the USA.

Resource and Bandwidth wastage: - When
web services are under the affect of flood
attacks the server become over loaded with
http requests and resources and bandwidth get
wasted.

Mitigation of DDoS attacks is needed so that only
legitimate users can use the web services. Customers or
users can trust the web services completely. Moreover, the
privacy and confidential information stay secret and secure
communication and data transfer it is necessary to mitigate
DDoS attacks.

On October 26, 2016 Dyn was the victim of DDoS
attack, this attack was set up by using a new tool called the
Mirai botnet as a 'malicious attack's primary source'. The
cyber-attack that had dropped much of US's internet in last
of October was caused by a weapon or attack tool that is
known as Mirai botnet and one of the largest of its history,
said by experts [12].

There is no. of ways for defending DDoS attacks.
CAPTCHA is one of the defending methods which are
widely used nowadays. CAPTCHA helps the web sites in
preventing from malicious activities or from various
attacks. A good quality CAPTCHA is efficient and robust.
A variety of CAPTCHAs are already being implemented,
such as image based, text recognition, audio recognition,
object identification, video recognition and puzzle solving.

The servers of Dyn were the victim of that DDoS
attack, basically a company that monitors much of the
domain name system (DNS) infrastructure of internet. This
attack had brought down the sites like twitter, Netflix,
CNN and many others also.
The main thing that makes this attack interesting is that
it was launched using Mirai botnet. It is different from
attacks which includes computers for attacking, the Mirai
botnet is largely build of "Internet of things" (IoT) devices
for instance: Digital cameras and DVD players.

The rest of paper is organized as section 2 case study
and related work. Section 3 review of CAPTCHA
techniques and types. Section 4 applications of
CAPTCHA. Section 5 limitation of CAPTCHA. Section 6
advantages of CAPTCHA, Section 7 performance
evaluation.
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Attacks from Mirai are much larger than previously
achieved DDoS attacks because it has so many interconnected devices to choose from. It is estimated that
about "10,000 malicious end-points" are involved in the
attack and of strength 1.2Tbps.
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2.2 CAPTCHA
DDos attacks are basically performed by bots to send
large number of fake requests to server to exceed the
buffer capacity which results in DDoS attacks.

distortions have been used that also cause
some problem to humans and high user error
rate. So text CAPTCHAs will be less efficient
in future.

One approach to cure this problem is CAPTCHA
verification. The CAPTCHA is submitted by user and
verified before allowing access to the credential pages.
CAPTCHA randomly generate a variety of patterns during
every visit to the web page. Most of the web sites use
common technique to engender all its CAPTCHAs [6].
Bots or attackers take benefit of it by decipher those
CAPTCHA patterns. If set of specific CAPTCHA
arrangements are being used then it will definitely become
difficult for bots to decipher it and therefore, help to cut
down the generation of illegitimate traffic [5].

B. NON OCR CAPTCHA: NON OCR
CAPTCHA is based on the weakness of
multimedia retrieval system [3]. These
CAPTCHAs are implemented by using
multimedia objects like audio, video, graphics
and puzzle games. NON OCR CAPTCHAs
are harder for artificial machines to crack
images and other automated system.
C. COGNITIVE
CAPTCHA:
Cognitive
CAPTCAHs are those in which cognitive
skills like classification, clustering, grouping,
interpretation, game playing of human are
being used for preventing bots [3]. Basically
AI-hard and AI-complete problems are used in
cognitive CAPTCHA to identify humans and
bots apart.

CAPTCHA is a type of test which includes response
and challenge strategy that is used in computing system to
find out that the user is a human or not. Nowadays very
enhanced and efficient CAPTCHA techniques are used to
provide more security and privacy. Moreover,
reCAPTCHA and iCAPTCHA are the advance CAPTCHA
generating methodologies. reCAPTCHA provides spam
protection and many more facilities. Every time
CAPTCHAs are solved which help human beings in many
ways for instance: to solve hard AI problems, improve
maps, etc.

3. Review of CAPTCHA Types and
Techniques

The CAPTCHA test must have some following features
[6]:


Smooth for humans to pass.



Effortless for tester machine to generate and
grade.



Difficult for bots or robots to decipher it.



Having facility of accessibility for the visually
impaired.



Less time consuming and unique so that bots
can’t decipher it easily.



Provide strong security.

3.1

CAPTCHA TYPES

OCR CAPTCHAs:
Text Based CAPTCHA: Text based CAPTCHAs are very
simple and smooth for users. This approach includes
simple methodology in which simple questions are asked
to user which only a user can solve [1]. Examples of such
questions:
 What is Red, Monday and
Mohan is a colour?
 What is three plus two (3+2=?).
As shown in figure 3:

CAPTCHA methods generally divided into
three groups:
A. OCR CAPTCHA: This method is based on
the weaknesses of Optical Character
Recognition systems. OCR based systems can
easily mine or extract characters from text
based CAPTCHAs by removing noise, apply
segmentation
on
character.
Several
CAPTCHA techniques were attacked in 2004
by Microsoft researchers with 80%-90%
success rates [3, 7]. To mitigate these attacks,
various complicated and more enhanced
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Audio-Based CAPTCHA: Basically Audio based
CAPTCHAs are generated for those who are visually
impaired. This approach works on the sound-based system.
In this user firstly listen the clip and then submit the word
[14].

Figure 1: Text-Based CAPTCHA

There are also other types of text based CAPTCHA
as:
a) Gimpy CAPTCHA
b) Ez-Gimpy CAPTCHA
c) Baffle-Text CAPTCHA
d) MSN-CAPTCHA
Image Based CAPTCHA: Image-based CAPTCHAs
include a test in which the users have to select images
having similar properties [1]. As shown in figure 4:

Figure 4: Audio based CAPTCHA

Puzzle CAPTCHA: This approach is similar to Puzzle
games in which a picture is divided into segments. A user
has to combine these chunks to form a complete picture.

Figure 5: Puzzle- Based CAPTCHA

Figure 2. Image based CAPTCHA

COGNITIVE CAPTCHAs
Question-based CAPTCHA: This technique was
proposed in 2009 and explores various skills of a user by
asking some questions to user which can answer by only
the human user [15].

Some types of Image based CAPTCHA:
a) Pix based CAPTCHA
b) Bongo CAPTCHA
NON-OCR CAPTCHAs:
Video Based CAPTCHA: In this approach a video is
taken from public database and that have three words that
describes to that video [13]. As the video plays words may
submit, i.e. the users need not to wait for finish the video to
submitting their three words.

Figure 6: Question-based CAPTCHA

Math CAPTCHA: In this technique, if any user wants to
pass the test then that user has to solve the mathematical
equation asked by CAPTCHA [15].

Figure 3: Video based CAPTCHA
Figure 7: Math CAPTCHA
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approach a user have to interact multiple times for solving
the CAPTCHA test. This approach is efficient because this
CAPTCHA includes time difference between the
legitimate user and attacker is found which helps in better
attack detection. In iCAPTCHA there is a randomly
generated normal image and when user clicks on the image
to start CAPTCHA, various buttons with baffle characters
appear below the CAPTCHA image. Primarily, when the
set of character buttons are displayed, user must click
(tick) on the button correlate to the first character in the
CAPTCHA image. Every time upon each click, a new set
of buttons are displayed. This procedure Continues until
one click has been performed for each character of the
CAPTCHA image [17].

NLP CAPTCHA: This CAPTCHA methodology is based
on the human capability of Natural Language Processing
which is an application of AI [15, 18]. It uses accurately
and efficiently advertisements which are embedded with
challenge for users.

Figure 8: NLP ACPTCHA

Game CAPTCHA: These CAPTCHAs are not suitable
for desktop, efficient for mobile and touch screen devices.
This technique includes a database of cartoon mini games
which are interesting and friendly for users with some
difficulties as well [15].

Time Variant CAPTCHA
This is a methodology in which CAPTCHA is rendered
over the web page for a fixed period of time. After that
given period new CAPTCHA image will be shown until
the final or correct CAPTCHA is filled by the user [16].
Thus from the analysis of various CAPTCHA
techniques, it is evident that the iCAPTCHA provides
greater security and helps in detection of unauthorized
user. But it is not usable for blind users.

4. Applications of CAPTCHA
Figure 9: Game CAPTCHA

CAPTCHA have various applications for practical
security, including the following:
a) Protecting Website Registration: on Internet there
are several sites available which facilitates free
registration to avail their services. But primarily
these types of sites are vulnerable to web bots. It
come in the form of scripts by which number of
users can register their email accounts on Internet,
thus space of web is getting wasted. To cure from
this problem CAPTCHAs to be used so that only
humans can make account and CAPTCHAs are
used to protect the all free services of websites
[16].
b) Preventing Dictionary Attacks: To anticipate
dictionary attacks in password systems. Whenever
there will coma a situation of number of
unsuccessful login CAPTCHA is provided to user
for login [1, 18].
c) Online Polling Sites: These sites take feedback or
response of users in the form of questionnaires.
To ensure that only human beings are making
response CAPTCHA is used for that purpose.
d) Protecting Email Addresses from Scrapers: The
full proof mechanism to hide the email address
from scrapers is to use CAPTCHA. In this user

3.2 TECHNIQUES OF CAPTCHA
Hybrid collage CAPTCHA
Hybrid collage CAPTCHA includes various images
and also on the right hand side of the screen distorted text
is shown. Moreover, there is one image among these
images that is shown on the left hand side of screen. Now
according to methodology computer program ask user to
choose correct picture with correct name, user have to
enter the text name on that image in provided text box
[16].
Hybrid CAPTCHA
In this approach both picture and text with multiple
fonts are being used to build a secure CAPTCHA. Many
texts are labelled with multiple fonts with the image shown
on the screen and users have to choose the correct name of
the shown image among the text label that are scattered
over it. [7].
iCAPTCHA or Multi CAPTCHA
This is known as Interactive CAPTCHA technology
that is used to mitigate the 3rd party human attacks. In this
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e)

f)

solves a CAPTCHA before showing email
address [1].
Worms and Spam: CAPTCHA also provides
methodology to mitigate with worms and spam [1,
18].
Search Engine Bots: Html tag prevents search
engine bots from reading web pages. But tag itself
does not provide guarantee, it only serves to say
“no bots” please. But only CAPTCHA provides
complete guarantee that bots will not enter a web
site [1, 18].

5. Limitations
CAPTCHAs

of

Different

Types

6. Advantages of Different Types of
CAPTCHA
Text-based Images:
1) It is simple to implement and widely used in
websites.
2) For defeating dictionary attacks Battle Text-based
CAPTCHA is used.
3) Re-CAPTCHA Text-based CAPTCHA uses new
words of dictionary so can’t break using OCR.
Image-based CAPTCHA:
1) It increases security over the Text-based
CAPTCHA.
2) No need of typing so simple click based.

of

The drawbacks of different types of CAPTCHAs [1]
are described as follows:

Audio-based CAPTCHA:
1) Friendly to people.
2) Used by the people that have visual impairment

Text-based CAPTCHA:
 In Text images, sometimes user has problem in
identifying the correct word or characters.
i.
Multiple fonts
ii.
Font Size Variation
iii.
Blurred Letters
iv.
Use of Various Shapes
 Easily identified by OCR techniques.
 People having low visibility cannot pass the test.

Video-based CAPTCHA:
1) Using OCR it cannot cracked.
2) Laundry attacks do not affect it.
3) Provides greater security in some cases.
Puzzle-based CAPTCHA:
1) It also helps in brain monitoring.
2) It is a kind of fun.
3) It’s like a game so more users deal with this
CAPTCHA system.

Image-based CAPTCHA:
 Individuals having colour blindness also face
many problems.
 Mislabelling, miss-spelling of images.
 Image identification problem due to blurring of
image.

7. Performance Evaluation
[1]We can evaluate the performance of CAPTCHA
using primarily two factors. These two factors are security
and usability. The comparison of security and usability
using various CAPTCHA techniques is shown in the table
1.

Audio-based CAPTCHA:
 End user should have comprehensive English
Vocabulary because systems are available in
English.
 Characters of similar sound
 Not working for dumb people.

Table 1: CONTRASTING THE DIFFERENT CAPTCHAs

Types of
CAPTCHA

Video-based CAPTCHA:
 Speed of video
 Problem occurs during download the video
because size of file is large.
 Problem in finding correct CAPTCHA.
Puzzle-based CAPTCHA:
 Not efficient because it is more time consuming.
 Identification of puzzle for user is not easy.
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Security

Usability
Usable for
visible impair
people

Easy or
difficult to
use

Text-based
CAPTCHA

Good

No

Average

Image-based
CAPTCHA

Good

No

Easy

Video-based
CAPTCHA

Good

No

Difficult
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Audio-based
CAPTCHA

Good

Yes

Difficult

PuzzleBased
CAPTCHA

Average

No

Difficult/Easy

[5] M Mehra, M A garwal, R Pawar, and D Shah . “Mitigating denial of
service attack using CAPTCHA mechanism,” In Proce.
[6] Devisha Srivastava, “Modular System for Mitigating Flood Attacks,”
International Journal of Computer Science and Information
Technologies, Vol. 6(1), 2015,345-349.
[7] Kiranjot Kaur, Sunny Behal, “Designing a Secure Text-Based
CAPTCHA,” 3rd International Conference on Recent Trends in
Computing 2015(ICRTC-2015), Procedia Computer Science 57
(2015 122-125).
[8] Mirkovic J. and Rehire P., "A taxonomy of DDoS attack and DDoS
defense Mechanism," Computer Journal of ACM SIGCOMM, vol.
34, no.2, pp. 39-55, 2004.
[9] http://www.captcha.net.
[10]
Nishita Payal, Nidhi Chaudhary, Parma Nand Astya, "Jig
CAPTCHA: An Advanced Image Based CAPTCHA Integrated with
Jigsaw Piece Puzzle using AJAX," International Journal of Soft
Computing and Engineering (IJSCE) ISSN: 2231-2307, Volume-2,
Issue 5, November 2012.
[11]
Karanpreet Singh, Paramvir Singh, Krishan Kumar,
“Application layer HTTP-GET flood DDoS attacks: research
landscape and challenges”, Computer Security, Accepted
Manuscript, 23-10-2016.
[12]
https://www.ddosattacks.net/ddos-attack-that-disruptedinternet-was-largest-of-its-kind-in-history-experts-say/.
[13]
Kurt A.Kluever, “Evaluating the Usability and Security of a
Video CAPTCHA,” Masters’ thesis. Rochester Institute of
Technology, Rochester, New York, August 2008.
[14]
Ved Parkash Singh, Preet Pal, “Survey of Different Types of
CAPTCHA,” International Journal of Computer Science and
Information Technologies, Vol. 5(2), 2014, 2242-2245.
[15]
Sushama Kkulkarni, Dr. H.S.Fadewar, “CAPTCHA based
Web Security: An Overview,” International Journal of Advanced
Research in Computer Science and Software Engineering, Volume 3,
Issue 11, November 2013, ISSN:2277 128X.
[16]
Jaswinder Kaur, Lal Chand Panwar, “Comparative Analysis
of CAPTCHA Based Techniques: A Review,” An International
Journal of Engineering Sciences, Issue December 2014, Vol.2, ISSN:
2229-6913.
[17]
Huy D. Truong, Christopher F. Turner, Cliff C. Zou,
“iCAPTCHA: The Next Generation of CAPTCHA Designed to
Defend Against 3rd Party Human Attacks,” .
[18]
http://nlpcaptcha.in/.
[19]
http://www.captcha.net.

So, from the table it is evident that Image and Text
based CAPTCHA are both provide security and easy to
use, whereas, unusable for vision impaired users. Only the
Audio-based CAPTCHA is convenient for blind users.
Moreover, the Video-based and Audio-based CAPTCHA
is difficult for use, whereas, the Puzzle-based CAPTCHA
depends upon the situation or puzzle that may or may not
be easy and provides average security.
8.

CONCLUSION

This paper includes the deep insight into DDoS problem
and their origin. Moreover, different types of CAPTCHAs
that are developed till now. In this paper, a brief study on
CAPTCHA has been done, types, techniques, applications,
drawbacks and benefits of different CAPTCHAs are also
discussed. In future, main focus will be on to provide the
CAPTCHA that can be easily accessed by user and less
time consuming. In addition to this, high quality of security
will be provided for preventing the system from malicious
activities, flooding and BOT abuse.
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Abstract— NLP is subfield of Artifical Intelligence . Main
aim of nlp to build intelligent computers that can interact with
human beings like human beings. NLP refers to language spoken
by people like English , japenese , hindi ,as opposed to artificial
languages like C++,Java etc .In this various tools are discussed
like language Wrapper tool ,NLP based tool ,HTML-aware tool
,Wrapper Induction tool ,Ontology based tool .information
extraction is used to extract the relavant data from related
information and extracted data can be used to change in natural
language processing system .In this NLP based tool can be used
to extract data from various data and can be used for web pages.
Keywords—Natural language
extraction ,Tools of NLP based system

processing

,Information

1.INTRODUCTION
NLP is subfield of Artifical Intelligence .Main aim of NLP
to build intelligent computers that can interact with human
beings like human beings .NLP refers to language spoken by
people like English ,japenese ,hindi ,as opposed to artificial
languages like C++,Java etc. The Prolog language was
originally invented (1970) for NLP applications[1].The process
of computer analysis that is provided by the human language
i.e natural language and converted into valuable form.2 main
goals of natural language processing is :a)Science goal:Understand the method language operates .b)Engineering
goal:-Analyze and generate the system and reduce the man
machine gap.
(a)Natural language Understanding :Given in Figure1:

(b)Natural language Generation:
Natural language generation gives basic output by providing
non-linguistic information to the system so that creates
linguistic information by system that makes human
languagable information so that easily they can interact with
each other generate the data that computer can understand and
generate in a proper form of natural language.
Natural language processing have tools that can group
together:
1) Linguistic: They describe the various formal knowledge of
the language; they express that knowledge in a formalism that
is suitable for automatic processing[3].

Speech recognition

2) Mathatematical : convert linguistic information into
estimation process that is offered by computational
fundamentals.

Syntactic Analysis

3) Computer science :It gives methods and techniques to final
the projects related to natural language processing

Semantic Analysis
Pragmatic Analysis
Figure1:Natural language understanding
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In natural language understanding firstly raw data is given then
speech recognition provided input data is provided converted
into analog signal , analog signal convert into frequency by
using fourier transformation .frequency is given to syntactic
analysis which means arrangement of sequence or structure of
sentence that provided in grammar .Syntactic mainly use
parsing checks that sentence is right according to grammar then
make parse tree express structure of sentence .Semantic
Analysis proper knowledge about structure of words means
knowing about language in natural way. The main issue in
sentiment analysis is to get how sentiments are given in texts
and whether the expressions express positive (favourable) or
negative (unfavourable) opinions toward the subject.[2].
Pragmatic Analysis growling words in structure of sentence
mainly uses why, by who, when. After all understanding
language final structure of sentence occurs in natural language
processing.
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functionalities by Hobbs’ law system considers 10 functions
are[6] given in Figure3:
Natural language processing different tasks are:
Part of speech Tagging

Text Zoner

Chunking
Preprocessor
Name entity relationship
Filter

Semantic role labeling
Figure2:Tasks of natural language processing

Preparser

Part of speech Tagging process of raise a word in text by
separating disambiguation punctuation
,distinguishing
sentence boundries . Chunking is used syntactic component
like noun phrase ,verb phrase .Name entity relationship mainly
used for information extraction in which any sentence is given
detect person ,company ,location name this uses entity and
relation entity specify to name of person .Semantic role
labelling used to determine specific semantic role played by
each noun phrase, that is augment to verb also reffered to case
role analysis and shallow semantic parsing given above in
figure 2.

Parser
Fragment Combiner
Semantic Interpreter
Lexical Disambiguator
Conference Resolver

2.DIFFERENT APPLICATION OF NLP
There are 4 types of natural language processing are [4]:
1)Machine Translation : Translating language to any other
language in which the person can easily recognize its
language .For example any type of web page is in english and
then convert into punjabi ,Spanish etc.
2) Question Answering: Given any human language question
and producing a task for answering into human language
answering.
3) Information Extraction: Extract structured data from
unstructured data in this name entity relationship uses name,
location, relation for recognizing structured data.
4) Speech Recognition: In speech recognition anything spoken
can be transformed into text examples dictation system or by
intelligent robots.

2.1INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Information is an abstract and sublime entity which can occur
in different forms and media but no matter where information
is kept permanently it only becomes useful if it is made
available to the right person at the right time[5]. Extract
structured data from unstructured data in this name entity
relationship uses name, location, relation for recognizing
structured data. Information Extraction (IE) is the name given
to any process which chosisng structures and together data
which is found, explicitly or implied stated, in one or more
texts form .Information extraction uses different
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Template Generator
Figure3:Functions used for information extraction

Text Zoner has text return into set of segments.
Preprocessor takes set of segments into sequence of sentence
then filter the relavent information and make sentence of
relavent information. Preparser takes the small scale data and
tries to determine relavent information. Parser then makes a
parse tree that may be complete or incomplete by set of lexical
words or phrases. Fragment Combiner that combines parse tree
into valuable form. Semantic Interpreter makes semantic
structure from parse tree. Lexical Interpreter takes lexical ones
reduces ambiguity in structured form fragments. Conference
resolvers have same type with different part of text. Templete
Generator can have semantic structures in IE template.
(A)Building information extraction system
Basic approaches for extracting information extraction
are:
(a) Knowledge Engineering approach: Knowledge
Engineer have important role in information extraction in
which knowledge engineer have full detail about the
information. Knowledge engineer interacts with IE system and
makes changes in rule and iterates the process.
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(b) Automatically Trainable System: this donot have specific
knowledge about domain or information extraction or detailed
knowledge about its working or not have so much labour for
information extraction in the system.
(B) Architecture of Information Extraction:
Architecture of IE takes tokenization in which data is taken
into tokens they are trivial for English, Japanese and little
comlex for Germany, French. Then morphological and
syntactic analysis in which information that can be used for
part of speech tag, word senses and open class lexical items as
described in Figure4. Tokenization is a trivial problem for
European languages, requiring only that one separate
whitespace characters from nonwhitespace characters. For
most newspaper texts, punctuation reliably indicates sentence
boundaries. However, in processing some languages like
Chinese or Japanese, it is not evident from the orthography
where the word boundaries are. Therefore extraction systems
for these languages must needed be difficult by a word
segmentation module. In addition to normal morphological and
lexical processing, some systems may select to include various
feature tagging modules to identify and categorize part of
speech tags, word senses, or names and other open-class lexical
items. For many domains, a rudimentary syntactic analysis is
sufficient to identify the likely predicate argument structure of
the sentence and its main constituents, but in some cases
additional parsing, or even full parsing may be desirable[7].
Tokenization

found on web pages [8]. Tools required for web extraction data
that are: Languages for Wrapper Development , HTML –
aware Tools , NLP based tool , Wrapper Induction Tool
,Modelling based Tool , and Ontology based Tool detail
characteristic of each tool is described below:
1) Languages for Wrapper Development: Language
initiatives problems for wrapper generation to benefit users to
create wrappers. This language wrapper development have
alternative language like java , Perl. Language that can have
first initiatives for addressing wrapper generation.
2) HTML-aware Tools: This tool in which before doing
extraction from its document parse tree is constructed and they
may be semi automatically or automatically practiced to the
tree.
3) NLP based tool: NLP it is applied to nlp related relavent
data in which relavant information is extracted so that can be
converted into human language.
4) Wrapper Induction Tool: Wrapper Induction Tool make
bound based rules copied from given set of training example.
Difference between this wrapper and NLP based tool is that
does not require the linguistic constraints.
5)Modelling based Tool: Modelling based Tool in this
interested models are taken out of which interested one web
pages are located portions of information essentially
6)Ontology based Tool :Ontology based tool generate
order or pattern to achieve extraction as all the tools described
previously
build on structure of presentation of the
information in the system .Given any domain by using
Ontology can find constants currently present in the page and
construct its objects.

3.1 Detail about NLP Based Tool
NLP it is applied to nlp related relavent data in which relavant
information is extracted so that can be converted into human
language. This NLP extracts relavant data that is present in
natural language processing. NLP tools usually handle
different techniques like part of speech recognition, Name
Entity Relationship. The NLP-based tools are usually more
suitable for Web pages consisting of free text, possibly in
telegraphic style, such as job listings, apartment rental
advertisements, seminar announcements, etc[9].Tools based on
this are RAPIER , SRV ,and WHISK.

Morphological
and lexical
processing

Syntactic
Analysis

Domain
Analysis
FIGURE4:ARCHITECTURE OF EXTRACTION

3.TOOLS
REQUIRED
EXTRACTION

IN

INFORMATION

Unfortunately, standard natural language processing (NLP)
extraction techniques expect full, grammatical sentences, and
perform poorly on the choppy sentence fragments that are often
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RAPIER (Robust Automated Production of Information
Ex- traction Rules) -- RAPIER is a tool achived at extracting
information from any text. It takes as input a report and a fix up
template indicating the data to be extracted. This tem- plate is
used to learn data extraction patterns to extract data for
populating its slots. The learning algorithm in- corporates
techniques from several inductive logic program- ming tools
and learns unbounded patterns that include con- straints on the
words and part-of-speech tags surrounding the filler data.
These patterns lie of three different slots: the Pro-, Post-, and
Filler. The formers play the role of left and right delimiters,
while the later describes the structure of the data to be
extracted. RAPIER extracts a single record from each
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document taken as input, and is therefore called as "single-slot"
[9]
SRV - Based on a given set of training examples, SRV is a
tool for learning extraction rules for text documents. It relies on
a set of token .Oriented features that can be either simple or
relational. A simple feature is a function mapping a token to
some discrete value, for example, word, punctuation, or
numeric. A relational feature maps a token to another token,
for instance, prey-token or next-token. The learning of rules
contains in identifying and generalizing the features found in
the training examples. The existence of a number of HTMLspecific features (such as in-title or after- p) in its default
feature set, makes SRV able to extract data from HTML
documents. SRV is also a "single-slot" tool.
WHISK - Next tool for data extraction from text documents is WHISK . In this tool, a set of extraction rules is
induced from a given set of training example documents.
Beginning with an empty set of rules, at every iteration it gives
and presents to the user a batch of instances to be tagged. The
user uses a graphical interface to add a tag for each attribute of
interest to be extracted from the instance. Then, WHISK uses
the tagged instances to create rules and also to test the accuracy
of the proposed rules. These rules are based on a form of
regular expression patterns that identify the context of relevant
phrases and the exact delimiters of those phrases. WHISK is
"multi-slot", i.e., it is capable of extracting several records from
a document.
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Abstract - In this paper we present the basic applications of

1.1STAGES IN NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

natural language processing, named natural language
processing in healthcare, Information Extraction and Speech
Recognition. In this, how NLP is using in various areas.
Natural language processing is the way for computers to
study, understand and determine a useful meaning from
human language in a very smart way. NLP in healthcare it is
a knowledge determined industry which consists of huge
growing volumes of description information achieve from
discharge summaries/reports physicians case notes as well as
radiologists reports. In information Extraction it may be used
for large bodies of information system, so performance may
be important.

Lexical Analysis- It Cause to be connected with Identify
and analyze the body structure of the words. The language
Lexicon is the way of collection of word and phrases in a
language. This analysis is partitioning the whole text into
paragraphs, sentences and words.
Syntactic Analysis (Parsing)-It includes the analysis of
words in the sentence for grammar and arrange the words
in that manner which shows the relationship among the
words.
Semantic Analysis-It draws the exact meaning from the
text. The meaningfulness text is checked. It is done the
mapping of Syntactic structure and objects in the given
task. The semantic analyzer neglects sentence such as ‘hot
ice-cream’.
Discourse integration- The meaning of the any sentence is
always depends upon another meaning of the sentence just
before it.

Keywords - Natural language processing, NLP in healthcare,
Information Extraction, Speech Recognition.

1. Introduction
Natural language processing is an offset of computer
science, artificial intelligence, computational linguistics
concerned with the interactions between computers and
natural language processing. It is the way for computers to
analyze, understand, and drive a useful meaning from
human language in a very smart way. Natural language
processing is very important topic in today’s world of
internet. In this age there is a lot of information on the web
in the form of text. It is very important concern in today’s
world to obtain information from the text and use for its
various purposes.

Pragmatic Analysis- It includes deriving those aspects
language which require real world knowledge.

of

2. SOME BASIC APPLICATIONS OF NLP
2.1 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING IN
HEALTHCARE
A language is a type of communication, either verbal or
written, that involves of structured words, sets of signs
(such as numbers, letters and special characters) as well as
sets of rules which govern the configuration and
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manipulation of the words and symbols in a predictable
way.
a)

into a hierarchical structure that parallels to units
of meaning in the sentence.

LEVELS OF NLP IN HEALTHCARE



Semantic Analysis-This is mainly concerned with
the meaning of words, phrases and sentences in a
language in a reasonable form by focusing on the
communications among word-level meanings in
the sentence [4].



Pragmatic Analysis-This is mostly concerned
with how sentences in different contexts are
combined to form discourse such as paragraphs,
documents and dialogues. Pragmatic analysis also
deals with the clarification of the individual
sentences in the contexts in which they are used.

NLP is usually done at the levels described below.
Pragmatic Analysis
Semantic Analysis
Syntactic Analysis
Lexical Analysis

2.2 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING IN
INFORMATION EXTRACTION

Morphological Analysis

The body of text is input in the Information Extraction. For
a database or data mining application, this is suitable for
the output of the closely defined data format. The accurate
format for the final result means that only a division of the
data is relevant. Understanding or meanings are effective
in only a limited way to remove ambiguity the input.
Information Extraction systems may be used to measure
large bodies of information, so performance may be
important. The common steps in information extraction are
shown below in Figure 2.

Phonological Analysis

Figure-1-Levels of Natural language processing


Phonological Analysis-This is concern with the
system of speech sounds within a language. For
example, there are different „t‟ and „p‟ sounds in
„top‟ and „pot. Phonological analysis is also
concerned with the interpretation of speech
sounds within and across words.



Morphological Analysis- The term Morphology
is derived from the combination of word “morph”
and “ology”. The term “morph” means form or
structure while “ology” means to study. So,
morphological analysis can be defined as the
scientific study, identification, analysis and the
clarification of the structure or forms of words in
a language and the ways in which the words relate
to one another[1]





Template
Merger

Template
Filler

REGEX
Matcher

Lexical Analysis-This is the process of translating
a sequence of character or strings into a sequence
of tokens. A token is a group of characters that
has a shared meaning. Examples of tokens include
names, keywords, punctuation marks, white space
and comments.

POS Tagger

TOKENIZER

Syntactic Analysis-This process is also known as
syntactic parsing. Syntactic parsing refers to the
process in which an input sentence is transformed
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a)

IE AUTOMATIC APPROACHES

allowing human-machine communication by processing of
text or speech.

The IE systems have taken different locations and
approaches. As an example, we outline the IE Approach of
Machine Learning which is based on the automatic extraction
of patterns using machine learning techniques. This approach
can be categorized into four groups as shown in Figure3.These categories are defined below:
1. Supervised learning systems approach is planned and used
in many works and requires large amounts of data to set as
training data. It then uses the machine learning rules and
techniques to extract the required information.
2. Semi-supervised learning systems approach (e.g., Mutual
Bootstrapping);
3. Unsupervised learning systems approach is relatively
different from supervised learning systems for it uses corpus
bootstrapping methods that depend on small seed rules that
are learnt from an interpreted system;
4. Hybrid NER systems; this approach uses a combination of
a lexicon base and Conditional Random.

a) TYPES OF SPEECH RECOGNITION


Connected word system - The combination of two
words design a one single word. The minimal
pause is taken between the pronouncement of two
words and isolated word is formed.



Continuous speech recognizer - It is also known
as computer transcription. It is natural speech of
a speaker.



Spontaneous speech system - The natural sounds
like “ums” “amah” “hmm” pronouncement along
with speech.



Voice
verification/identification
The
identification and verification of particular
speaker’s voice by applying various tools and
techniques.

Information
approaches

b) TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Semisupervise
d learning
system

Supervised
learning
systems

Unsupervis
ed learning
system

Hybrid
NER
system



Dragon dictate- Dragon Dictate is antidote
speech recognition software for Windows,
Android and Mac. Dragon is 3 XS faster than
typing and its 99% exact. The translation is a
simple process rather than typing. This is the
great use of dragon dictate.



SRI DYNASPEAK- This speech recognition
engine with moderate hardware requirement can
recognize up to 50k vocabulary.



Pocket sphinx- It is an embedded speech
recognition engine. This uses the less correct
GMM models. One of the big advantages of
Pocket sphinx is that it can recognize 10k words
with error rate of 20%. It has configurable
memory which is used to build any model you
require.



Voice navigator - This was the initial voice
recognition system for graphical and command
line interface.

Figure-3- Categories of Information Automatic Approaches

b) IE PROBLEMS
Information Extraction (IE) concerns locating definite
pieces of data in natural-language documents, thereby
extracting organized information from unstructured text.
One type of IE, termed entity recognition, involves
detecting references to particular kinds of things such as
names of people, companies, and locations [4]. In this
paper, we consider the task of detecting names of human
proteins in abstracts of biomedical journal articles [7].
2.3. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING IN
SPEECH RECOGNITION
Speech recognition is a broad research field for researchers
in current time. In previous, the human language was
managed by the computer system for speech recognition.
Therefore, the main task is to develop recognition system
which improves human to human communication by
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CURRENT CHALLENGES IN SPEECH
RECOGNITION

The Performance of the audio input system reduces due to
noise from the outer sources. Accuracy and reliability of
the system is affected by the nonessential input and low
output result. The fault tolerance capacity lack in this case.
User awareness is also one of the challenges, it happens
when the resources are not ready and user starts to speak
the command and then it indications the problem of
synchronizing the data with multiple applications (media,
phone, navigation)

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have reviewed typical natural language
processing and its various applications. Most clinical
information is usually in form of narrative texts which are
highly unstructured in nature and thus not easily
understood by the computer. Hence, the easy access to
health information in a timely manner becomes a
challenge. In Information Extraction accuracy and
reliability of the system is affected by the nonessential
input and low output result.
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layers, which are Infrastructure Layer, Control layer and
Application Layer [1].
For SDN, software based controllers in the
control plane has all intelligence of the network logically
centralized but in the data plane the network devices
behave as simple packet forwarding devices. So, SDN
could be defined as the network architecture which is
emerging, where the control of network decoupled and
separated from the forwarding system and so it is directly
programmable [2].

Abstract - Software Define Networking is the approach in
which two planes of the network, data plane and control planes
decoupled. The controller of SDN has the centralized intelligence
of the network. In the conventional network systems data and
control planes were bound, so the custom amendment and
development of new applications was very difficult. But, with the
separate of two planes management of network functionality
could be handled in an efficient way. SDN’s controller is very
much involved in efficient networking and for every direction;
there is a controller which works on. The main work performed
in the southbound and the northbound direction. Underneath,
first section presents Introduction of SDN, then a look towards
the Background, SDN’s architecture, about the protocol which is
widely used for SDN that is OpenFlow, about controllers of SDN,
then, some information about the security solutions with SDN
and then conclusions.

2. Background


Conventional Data Network:
The dedicated appliances like router, switch,
controller and application delivery implemented in
most of the network functionality of conventional
network. The functionalities of most of the dedicated
appliances implemented in the dedicated hardware
which embraces slow network functionality [3].



Moving to the Software:
The conventional data network was largely hardware
centric. But, over past few years the interest shifted to
Software Defined Data Centers and the virtualized
network appliances being adopted which leads to the
increased trust on software based functionality
movement. The Conventional Data Networks are
completely opposite to the SDDC that is Software
Defined Data Centers. Like, the entire data centre
infrastructure is virtualized and delivered as a service
in SDDC which is one of the main key characteristics
[3].



Need for SDN:

Keywords - SDN, Software Defined Network, Controller, Data
Plane, Control Plane, API

1. Introduction
Software Defined Network (SDN) is the paradigm which is
up-and-coming network architecture. We come across to
vendor independent networking with development of SDN
which was vendor locked networking few years back. The
more simplified and innovative network systems come into
the picture with the SDN. SDN believes in splitting
functionality of the device. The difference in the networks
of SDN is that the control plane and data plane works
separately where control plane is closely related to
software and data plane is closely related to hardware.
SDN divided into layered architecture because of its split
architecture which is well-defined. The architecture of
SDN compromised in three
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In case of conventional network platforms both
control plane and data plane’s functionalities resides
in a single physical unit. The routing and switching
decisions made on the dynamic basis at each
individual unit, that in the case of conventional
platforms. But in SDN, at the centralized location we
have control plane and data plane is kept in the
switches only. In the traditional ones, there were some
issues like forwarding decisions, scalability,
complexity which raise the need of SDN [4].

The major characteristics of SDN are controller’s
accessibility and programmability at the user level
applications. In SDN, open source controller’s
modules could be modified by the developers.


In the progress and standardization of SDN, ONF that is
Open Networking Foundation is the group which is most
associated. According to ONF, Software Defined Network
is ideal for high bandwidth because of its architecture
which is controllable, commercial, flexible and dynamic.
The architecture of SDN is well-known because of its
advancement than from the conventional network platform.
SDN provides us the platform in which control plane and
data plane decoupled which were bound in the
conventional network.



Dynamic:
Software can hold regular changes for more litheness
and dynamics which is the major advantage over
hardware. Also, hardware’s configuration or if
reconfiguration performed then it is labor concentrated
whereas in the scenario of software the decisions
could be make dynamically and can respond to the
activities as software programmed [5].

3.2 Applications Programming Interface (API)

3.1 Features

The modules of the controller of the SDN logically could
be divided into four parts which interacts with the
controller from four different directions. They are:

SDN architecture is:
 Open:

 Southbound API:

Switches and routers components of conventional
networking are vendor specific. When users want to
test protocols of their own network having real traffic,
conventional networks provide limited ability. But in
case of SDN, there are many open source platforms
like Ryu, OpenDay-Light, Beacon and Floodlight.

Southbound application program interface (API)
implemented between control plane and infrastructure
plane. The OpenFlow protocol represents the
connecting bridge between the controller and
forwarding elements such as switches which is a
southbound interface to the controller.

 Centralized:

 Northbound:

When we look towards the control of different
switches, it is the one valid place which the controller
where the control allocated.

The classic designing of all types of applications
implemented in northbound section which wants to
inter-relate with the underlying traffic and the
controller. The northbound API implements the
communication interface between the control plane
and the application plane. REST that is Representation
State Transfer is the mostly used communication
protocol.

Decoupled:
In the functionalities of the network there are two
interconnected components which are control and
data. In SDN, these two planes separated and that
gives us better maintainability and reusability. Switch
rules and policies separated. The security policies at
the user level would be near to the terms and language
to the users and would be communicative whereas
when we look towards the network level information
that would be near to the network attributes and
effortless.
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Flow-based management:
The network of SDN shifts to flow based management
and control from IP-based management. In the
conventional networks technically flow-level control
is possible but the decisions made by the routing
protocols based on IP-addresses whereas SDN is the
architecture which is flow based and switches made
their forwarding decisions based on the flows.

3. SDN and its Architecture



Programmable:



East and West:
Management of an SDN distributed architecture is the
main purpose of the east and west bound sections.
Different SDN distributed architectures can possibly
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be implemented in these directions. One type could be
vertical or hierarchical architecture in which top layer
controller has several low-level controllers. Control,
management, task distributions and monitoring like
functionalities controlled by upper layer. In the other
types, different type of functionalities could be
performed by different types of controller [5].

programmable platform [10]. Business applications
are present in the application layer which uses the
basic network.

3.3 Architecture of SDN
The architecture of SDN is three-layered which includes
application layer, control layer and infrastructure layer.
The policies of Application layer could be enforced
without the direct interaction with the bottom layer that is
infrastructure layer through the Northbound API with the
support of control layer. But, when we look towards the
control layer and the infrastructure layer, there is a support
of southbound APIs. OpenFlow is the most noticeable
protocol in the architecture, supported by the Open
Network Foundation (ONF) at the typical Southbound API
[6].
Fig 1-Architecture of SDN

 Infrastructure Layer:
This is the layer which consists of the switches of
SDN. When SDN switch gets a new flow, then for that
new flow, the route request then sent by the SDN
switch to the controller. The routing path on the basis
of the global view, for that flow calculated by the
controller and then delivers the forwarding rule that of
the routing path to the switches who so involved
through a secure channel. The flow tables keep on
updating as the SDN switches receive forwarding
rules. According to the corresponding flow rules SDN
switch forward the received flow which consequent
from the controller [7].


4. OpenFlow
OpenFlow is defined between forwarding and control
layers of SDN architecture and considered as the first
standard communications interface. For identifying the
traffic of network based on pre-defined match rules which
could be programmed dynamically or statically by the
SDN control software which uses the concept of
OpenFlow. In the network devices how traffic should flow
is on the basis of several parameters like cloud resources,
usage pattern and applications which could be defined by
the IT based on OpenFlow. On per-flow basis, OpenFlow
allows the network to program. Currently OpenFlow
considered as the only SDN protocol which is the
standardized one and is a key enabler for software-defined
networks. Benefits of OpenFlow based Software defined
Networks are:

Control Layer:
The control logic like routing schemas defined in this
layer. The information collected at the data plane by
the switches could be managed by the control plane
like orchestration of the traffic behavior, flow statistics
[8]. The conceptual view of the entire network
infrastructure presented by the control plane, so
custom policies across the network hardware are
applicable [9]. This layer works as bridge between the
other two layers which are application layer and the
infrastructure layer [10].





Multi-vendor environment:
Any OpenFlow-enabled network device with SDN
control software from any vendor can control down,
including virtual switches, switches and the routers.
To quickly deploy, organize and update devices across
the network, entirely SDN based management and
orchestration tools can used by IT.



Innovation at higher rate:

Application Layer:
This layer resides above the middle layer that is
control layer. The SDN applications are present in the
application layer which designed for the fulfillment of
the requirements of the user. SDN applications are
able to access by the control plane through the
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 FloodLight:

By adopting SDN, innovation of the business is being
accelerated as allowing program and reprogram to
operators of IT network.


Complexity reduced:
A flexible automated network and management
framework offers by OpenFlow-based SDN. Because
of this flexibility many management tasks can
automate by developing tools which are manually
done.



Reliability: The high level policy statements and
configuration can defined by IT by adopting SDN
which then by using OpenFlow can translated down to
the infrastructure. Configuring network devices every
time eliminated with OpenFlow is on the basis of SDN
architecture and possibility of the failures of network
reduced [11].

FloodLight is the successor of the Beacon. It has a set
of modules. Here, every module provides service to
the other modules. Big Switch Networks manage
FloodLight [13]. Apache Ant is used to build the
Beacon which is the popular software built tool and it
made FloodLight’s development easier and even more
flexible. In this controller, Java based as well as Webbased GUI is available. Its most of the functionality is
exposed through RESET API.
 OpenDayLight:
It is a linux foundation, popular well supported SDN
controller and is written in Java. There are several
pluggable modules present in this controller [11]. It is
an open source project [13]. It supports OpenFlow and
some other protocols also, as reducing vendor.
Locking is its main objective [14].
 Ryu:
This SDN controller is component-based. The set of
pre-defined components in the Ryu which could be
modified, extended, and composed present for
creating customized controller application [13].
Various protocols that for managing the network
devices, such as Netconf, OpenFlow supported by
Ryu. Ryu means ‘Flow’ in Japanese and generally
pronounced as ‘ree-yooh’ [15].

5. Controllers of SDN
When we try to understand the SDN concept, we should
choose a suitable controller. Some of the controllers of
SDN are:
 NOX:
It was the first highly popular OpenFlow controller
because of the several shortcomings with the
development and the implementation environment, it
was not heavily used. NOX programmed in C++ and
documentation in it was not good [12].
 POX:
It was the successor of the earlier version of the SDN
controller which was a friendly alternative and being
implemented by number of engineers and developers
of SDN. API and the documentation are fine written
and even the development environment is easier to
work with as comparative to the earlier controller that
is NOX. GUI of the POX is web-based and written in
Python. [12] This controller is used for searching
network virtualization, SDN debugging, control
design and programming models [13].

Language
C++/Python
Python
Java
Java
Java

Ryu

Python

Developed By
Nicira
Nicira
Stanford
BigSwitch
Cisco and
OpenDay Light
NTT, OSRG
Group

Table 1- Controllers for SDN

5. Security using SDN

 Beacon:

Using SDN various security threats can resolve by. Threat
solutions are like:
 Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) and Intrusion
Detection System (IDS):

It was written in Java and very well organized SDN
controller. The beginner programmers who want to
create a working SDN environment and work with it,
Beacon provided them and it was the very first
controller which made it possible [12].
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Controller
NOX
POX
Beacon
FloodLight
OpenDayLight
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On a network, if any unauthorized attack happens,
it termed as intrusion. Intrusion attack absorbs the
resources which meant for some other uses. SDN
can implement as Intrusion Detection System and
Intrusion Prevention System because of its
reconfiguration and programmability. To detect
intrusion attacks, implementation of SDN can
performed as IPS and IDS so that network
activities can continuously monitored.


DDos attack:
Genuine users who want to get access to services
of network denied by DDos or Denial of Service
attacks which compromise the entire network and
considerable damage can caused. Though, some
conventional networks have methods to detect
and protect the networks from DDos attacks but
they do not offer defensive solutions. But, as we
come across SDN, impactful approaches can be
designed, deployed and even evaluated because of
the reconfigure and programmable nature of SDN
which help us to detect and prevent the attacks
from DDos.



Glitch Detection:
There are some actions which do not come in an
expected pattern in the network, so for those
networks identification is done by glitch
detection. As they are becoming very complicated
with the passage of days, tracing of these attacks’
origin is difficult. But, SDN serves all of our
needs with the advantage of configuring the
devices [16].

understand the concepts of SDN which were either Java
based or Python based.
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7. Conclusions
In this paper, the actual idea was to see how SDN evolved
and give us a new way to handle the networks which was
complex conventional networks. The main idea of SDN
was to decouple the two planes that are control plane and
the data plane. This separation gives us unbinding of the
software and the hardware. The popularity of SDN is
increasing. The big organizations like Cisco, BigSwitch
Networks, AT&T, Dell, IBM, Intel, VMware and many
more are using SDN. SDN is dynamic, centralized, open
and flow based. SDN architecture is generally defined in
three layers that are infrastructure layer, control layer and
application layer. The southbound API is present in
between infrastructure layer and control layer whereas
Northbound API is present in between control layer and
application layer. Various controllers being developed to
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Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking
(SDN) complement each other, although they do not
depend upon each other [1].For designing, managing and
decoupling networking services Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) is used. The network functions such
as Domain Name Services (DNS), Network Address
Translation (NAT), and Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
etc. are decoupled by the NFV from propriety hardware
appliances as they can run in software [1].For providing
the multiple services to the customers, service provider has
to implement the multiple virtual network function (VNF)
instead of single virtual network function (VNF) ,the new
concept came where multiple virtual Network
Function(VNF) are providing services
through
concatenation is called as service chaining after this
Quality of Service (QOS) is the issue to handle in for [1].
NFV standardization committee is ETSI NFV group. On
the other hand SDN is an emerging technology which
separates central logic from its infrastructure. SDN can be
centrally managed and dynamic changes can be made, it is
cost effective and easy to use. It is founded by Open
Networking Foundation (ONF) group.

Abstract - Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a new
way of technology that is helping to overcome the
limitations of traditional networks. The basic idea behind it
is the separation of control plane from data plane. SDN has
made the Networks more programmable. SDN is a three
layered architecture. OpenFlow Protocol is the most
common protocol used for providing the interface called as
Southbound APIs between control layer and physical layer.
On the other hand interface provided in between
application layer and control layer is called as Northbound
APIs. All the intelligence is lying in control layer.
Controller acts as a brain of the network which is
configuring and managing the flow of network through
network devices present in physical layer. This paper
illustrates the introduction about Software Defined
Networking its architecture, interfaces used and popular
controllers used in it.
Keywords - Software Defined Networking, Data plane,
Control plane, Network Function Virtualization

1. Introduction
Today computer networks are very complex as more and
more devices are increasing day by day along with the
content they access. The kind of equipment used in
networks
like
Intrusion
Detection
system,switches,firewalls,Load balancers are typically very
hard to manage by network administrator individually, the
solution for this is Software Defined Networking. It has
changed the way we used to manage the networks. The two
main basic principles of Software Defined Networking
(SDN) are 1)It separates the control plane from data plane
(control plane contains the intelligence, control logic while
data plane contains the physical infrastructure or low level
network elements that are used for packet forwarding and
switching) .2) Control plane acts as a brain of the network
which has a direct control over the Data plane, all the
elements in the Data plane can be manipulated as per the
needs, there is no need to configure each and every
element of data plane individually.Network Function
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2. Architecture
As shown in Fig.1. SDN is a three layered architecture; the
main layer is control layer because controller resides in it,
and controller acts as a brain to the network because it
manages the flow of traffic from switches using flow tables.
All three layers are dependent to each other and
communicate with one another through some interfaces.
The best advantage of SDN architecture is that it provides
abstraction view of entire network for the applications it
provides; this makes the network even more “Smarter”.

2.1 SDN Architecture contains the following three
layers:
Application Layer: It is composed of the applications
which are communicating with controller in control layer
through some interfaces called as Northbound APIs.The
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commonly used API in providing Northbound API is
REST (Representation State Transfer) API. Applications
in SDN can be like Firewall, Load balancer etc.

this interface. For this many protocols are used
like OVSDB, NETCONF, SNMP etc. but mainly
OpenFlow protocol is used, it provides the
programmatic control of forwarding rules from
the data path given by network elements present
in the physical layer.
OpenFlow protocol is
used in providing the interface between control
layer and physical layer its first specification was
created in 2008 by Stanford University. The first
version of OpenFlow, managed by ONF (Open
Network Foundation)was 1.1 then they released
another version 1.2 in February 2011,most recent
version of this is 1.4,as a southbound API it has to
be implemented in both sides( control layer and
physical layer) called as OpenFlow Switch[1,2].
OpenFlow Switch is a switch which is actually
managed by SDN controller. It consists of 1)
Group Table 2) OpenFlow Table. Switches are
also of two types1) OpenFlow only (operations
used in this are OpenFlow only, all packets are
processed by the OpenFlow pipeline.2)
OpenFlow-Hybrid (it uses both Ethernet
switching operations and OpenFlow operations).
Fig.2 shows the overall workflow in OpenFlow
Switch used in communicating and providing
interface between control layer and physical layer
.OpenFlow switch are implemented in both the
layers as well. Easy deploying, switching
protocols new routing technique can be
implemented using OpenFlow switch. In high
security networks it can be used.

Control Layer: It is the middle layer of the SDN
architecture and constitutes the SDN controller which acts
as a brain of the network and has a global view over the
network also known as Control plane.
Physical Layer: It contains the infrastructure used in the
network like switches, also known as Data plane. They
provide packet forwarding and packet switching. Switches
only perform the actions according to the controller. The
interface they use to communicate with controller situated
in control layer is called as Southbound APls. The most
common protocol used in providing Southbound APIs is
OpenFlow Protocol.

Fig.1 SDN Architecture

b) Northbound
Application
programming
interface (API): The communication between
control layer and application layer is done
through this interface. Applications using
OpenAPI’s information about the network state
could be asked by the applications and further this
Network control measures can be applied by the
applications if they find it necessary. For example
REST API (Representational State Transfer) is a
software based architecture style for building
scalable web services. Northbound API provides
routing, security, data path computation & other
basic network functions [1, 2].

2.2 Network Interfaces used in SDN:
As discussed earlier also SDN is a 3-layered architecture
top layer includes the high level instructions, controller
resides in middle layer and the third layer constitutes all
the physical & Virtual switches used in the network.
Within a network each control device is equipped with
some interfaces (one or more), every control device is able
to communicate with other components through these
interfaces. A network interface is a software or protocol
which provides the communication medium through its
interface between two equipment’s or computer networks.
The two types of API’s used in SDN are as follows:

c)

a) Southbound
Application
programming
interface (API): The communication between
control layer and physical layer is done through
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Westbound
Application
programming
interface (API): This interface acts as a channel
for providing the interface between SDN control
plane and different network domains. Network
state information and routing decisions for each

controller is exchanged through this. Inter domain
routing protocols like BGP are used.

control to the routers and switches via Southbound
OpenFlow protocol and applications via Northbound APIs.
A collection of Pluggable modules is contained by
controller which performs different network tasks.
Five most important commonly used controllers which are
opensource.POX[3],Ryu[4],Trema[5],FloodLight[6],Open
Daylight[7] apart from these above mentioned controllers
there are many others controller like Jaxon[8],NOX,
Beacon[9],Maestro[10] etc. because of less usage and
poorly documented these controllers are not used.
POX: It is developed and inherited from NOX controller.
POX is python based SDN controller [10].
RYU: It gives the component based platform for SDN.For
managing the network flow and applications it uses
different APIs.
Trema: For developing different controllers which use
OpenFlow protocol for configuring and connection to the
network devices (switches, routers) through Southbound
APIs called as OpenFlow Controller , Trema provides a
framework (open source) to them in the programming
language like c and ruby.

Fig.2 OpenFlow work Flow [2]

d) Eastbound Application Programming interface
(API): communication is done from control plane
to non SDN domains. Depends upon the
technology used in non SDN domains its
implementation is proportional.

Floodlight: It is a java based OpenFlow controller,
managed by ONF (Open Networking Foundation) and
licensed by Apache. It specifies a “Forwarding instruction
set” in which a remote controller can make changes in
network behavior through some defined protocols through
switch.

3. Characteristics of SDN
a) Programmability is direct: In the network control
plane programmability can be done directly as it is
decoupled from the data plane.

OpenDaylight: It the largest open source SDN controller,
managed ONF (Open Networking Foundation).A flexible
common platform is provided by OpenDaylight which
serves many purposes like Automated Service Delivery,
NFV and cloud, Network Visibility and control, Network
Resource Optimization.

b) Easily Managed: As the intelligence of the network
resides in the control plane, so network can be configured
easily with the OpenFlow switches.
c) Agility: Decoupling helps the administrator to dynamic
adaption of traffic as per the needs.

Table 1 SDN Different Controllers

d) Network Location: Network location is no longer
provided by the service provider networks. Cloud, Data
centers are now providing network location in SDN which
are more reliable, secure and vendor-neutral.
e) Flexibility: As per the need of required capacity, SDN
network control plane can either increase or decrease its
resource consumption, this feature of SDN makes it elastic.

4. Controllers of SDN

5. Conclusion

The vital element of SDN network is considered to be its
controller. It is a platform which manages the flow of

Due to the Dynamic management of traffic in networks
provided by SDN technology, more bandwidth is available
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to the users. No more dependency is there on dedicated
hardware which is a cost effective way too. An abstracted
view of network is provided. SDN is considered to be the
best solution for meeting the new demands in networking.
As SDN is an emerging technology so, research is still
going on in order to make it more efficient way of
networking. It is hoped that introduction about SDN its
architecture and Controllers discussed here will prove to
be helpful for the researchers working in this area.
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Abstract -- Artificial Intelligence is the branch of science
and engineering of making intelligent machines which are
also the intelligent computer programs. Artificial
intelligence is based upon two basic ideas that includes
first, studying the thought processes of human beings and
second, dealing with representing those processes through
machines like computers, robots, etc. An Artificial
intelligence based system automates intelligent behaviors
currently achievable by humans. In the future, intelligent
machines will replace or enhance human capabilities in
many areas. A brief history about AI is given in this paper
with few real life applications and finally conclusion is
provided with the future scope of artificial intelligence.
Fig.1

Keywords - Artificial Intelligence, Fuzzy Logic, Robotics
The Technique in AI is to manner to arrange and use the
knowledge efficiently in such a way that: It should be
perceived by the people who provide it. It should be easily
modifiable to correct errors. It should be useful in many
situations though it is to or inaccurate. AI techniques
elevate the speed of execution of the complex program it is
equipped with. The central scientific goal of AI is make
intelligent system by knowing the basic principles of it and
ultimately make a machine intelligent which can think like
human beings, act accordingly and take decisions.

1. Introduction
Artificial Intelligence is a branch of computer science and
engineering which makes a way through which a
computer, a computer-controlled robot, or software that
thinks intelligently; in the similar manner the intelligent
humans thinks [1]. AI is accomplished by studying the
way a human brain thinks, learns, decides, and works
while trying to solve a problem, and then using the
outcomes of this study as a basis of developing intelligent
software and systems. Based on disciplines such as
Computer Science, Biology, Psychology, Linguistics,
Mathematics, and Engineering AI is a science and
technology .The evolution of computer functions
associated with human intelligence, such as learning,
reasoning and problem solving is major core of AI.
Among of the following areas, one or multiple areas can
contribute to build an intelligent.Fig.1 shows the area in
which artificial intelligence deals with. Each area uses
artificial intelligence for their usage. In late 90’s and early
21st century AI is widely used in almost every specified
application and that is how it became the vital element of
every system in AI.

2. History
A brief history in the field of innovation of artificial
intelligence is given in the tabular form:
Table 1: History of innovation in AI.

1943
1945

Foundations for neural networks laid.
The Term Robotics. Was provided by Issa
Asimov, Columbia University alumni.

1950

For evaluation of intelligence and publication
Computing Machinery and Intelligence Alan
Turing introduced Turing Test. Full Analysis of
Chess Playing as a search is given by Claude
Shannon.
John McCarthy coined the term Artificial

1956
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1958
1964
1965
1969

1973
1979

Intelligence. at Carnegie Mellon University
Demonstration of the first running AI program is
done.
LISP programming language for AI is invented
by John McCarthy.
Dissertation was presented out.
Joseph Weizenbaum at MIT built ELIZA, an
interactive problem that carries on a dialogue in
English.
Developed Shakey, a robot, equipped with
locomotion, perception, And problem
solving by Scientists at Stanford Research
Institute.

The demonstration, creation, drawing
program is given by Harold Cohen.

1990

Major evolution in all areas of AI:
1. Notable Demonstrations.
2.Learning Case-based
reasoning
3.Scheduling
4.Datamining
5.WebCrawler
6.Multi-agent planning
natural language understanding
translation Vision Virtual Reality
7.Games

2000





Vision Systems: These systems are able to
understand, comprehend, and interpret visual
input on the computer. For example, a spying
aero plane takes the photographs which are used
to figure out spatial information or map of the
areas. Clinical expert system is used by the
doctors to diagnose the patient. Computer
software that can recognize the face of criminal is
used by the police with the stored portrait in the
database.



Speech Recognition: The artificial intelligent
system performs hearing and comprehending the
language in terms of sentences and their
meanings while a human is talking to it [2]. It can
handle different accents, slang words, noise in the
background, change in human’s noise due to cold,
etc.



Handwriting Recognition: The text written by a
pen on a piece of paper or on a screen by a stylus
is recognized by the handwriting recognition
software It can recognize the shapes of the letters
and convert it into editable text [3].



Intelligent Robots: Robots can perform the tasks
given by a human. They have sensors to detect
physical data from the real world like light,
temperature, movement, heat, sound, bump, and
pressure. They have efficient processors, multiple
sensors and also huge memory, to exhibit
intelligence. In addition, they are capable of
learning from their mistakes and they can adapt to
the new environment act accordingly and take
smart decisions [4].

and

Then world chess champion, Garry
Kasparov.is beaten by The Deep Blue
Chess Program.
A robot with a facial expressions and intelligent
decision making power became famous as well.

3. Applications of AI:


Expert Systems: There are few applications
through which integration of software, machine,
and some special information to impart reasoning
and advising. Explanation and advice is also
provided to the users.

Using vision to locate and assemble models
by The Assembly Robotics group at
Edinburgh University
Vehicle, Stanford Cart built the first computercontrolled autonomous.

1985

1997



Gaming: An important crucial role is played by
AI in game playing like in chess, tic-tac-toe,
poker etc. where number of possible positions can
be provided by machine using some heuristics.

4. Real life Applications of AI

Natural Language Processing: languages
known to human are provided as input to
computer and output is getting out in the same
language.

4.1 Fuzzy Logic System:
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4.1 Fuzzy Logic System
4.2 Robotics

Fuzzy Logic Systems (FLS) basically are the systems
producing not only acceptable but also definite output in
response to incomplete, ambiguous, distorted, or may be
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the inaccurate fuzzy valued input. Fuzzy Logic (FL) is a
method of reasoning that resembles human reasoning. This
approach imitates the way of decision making in humans
that involves all intermediate possibilities between digital
values YES(1) and NO(0)[5].

mapped to a value between 0 and 1. It is called
membership value or degree of membership. This method
quantifies the degree of membership of the element in X to
the fuzzy set A.
the universe of discourse is represented by X axis and the
degrees of membership is represented by Y axis
respectively in the [0, 1] interval. There can be multiple
membership functions those are applicable to fuzzify a
numerical value.All membership functions for LP, MP, S,
MN, and LN are shown as below in figure 4.
These are the integral values which are associated with the
functionality of fuzzification Module. Basically these are
the signals which are converted from crisp input into fuzzy
input sets. These signals are then further act as a input to
intelligence system and intelligence system accordingly
takes decision using its rules base (rules and facts).further
fuzzy output sets are moved to defuzzifier and follows the
next step and finally, in this way crisp output is being
received by the user [6].

In traditional logic block of control a computer can
understand and takes precise input and only produces a
definite output as TRUE or FALSE, which is equivalent to
human’s YES or NO.But on the other hand a range of
possibilities between YES and NO is taken by the human
decision making such as:
• Certainly yes
• Certainly no
• Possibly yes
• Cannot say
• Possibly no
The fuzzy logic works on the levels of possibilities of
input to achieve the definite output as well.
Fuzzy Logic Systems Architecture .The main four parts of
Fuzzy logic system is as follows:
Fuzzification Module: It changes the system inputs,
which are crisp numbers [0, 1], into fuzzy sets [all values
lies between 0 &1]. It splitting of the input Signal into five
steps is as follows:
Table 2: Splitting of input signals

Fig.2

The membership functions which are triangular shapes are
the most common among various other membership
function shapes such as trapezoidal, singleton, and
Gaussian. Here, the variation in the input values is from 10 volts to +10 volts. Hence the corresponding output also
changes.
Knowledge Base: Rules provided by the experts are stored
in it, in the form of IF-THEN.

Case Study of Air conditioner Based on Fuzzy Logic
System:

Defuzzification Module: It converts the fuzzy set values
obtained by the inference engine into a crisp value.

Let us consider a 5-level fuzzy logic system (an air
conditioning system). Adjustment is done by the system in
the temperature of air conditioner by comparing the room
temperature and the value targeted temperature.
Algorithm:
• Defining the terms and linguistic variables.
• Construct membership functions for them (start)
• Constructing the knowledge base of rules (stored
in the form of if-then )
• Converting the crisp data sets into fuzzy data sets
using
membership functions is called as
fuzzification process.
• Evaluating the rules in the rule base engine is
done by interface engine.

WORKING: Crisp Input is given to Fuzzifier and then
those crisp inputs are converted into Fuzzy Input Sets
these Fuzzy Input Set deals with the Intelligence where all
rules are stored and accordingly decisions are made, now
the fuzzy Input Set are converted into Fuzzy Output Set
that further serves as a Input to Defuzzifier. Defuzzifier
obtains the Fuzzy Output Set and again converts it into
crisp output.
Membership Functions: To quantify linguistic term and
represent a fuzzy set graphically is allowed by the
membership functions. In this, each element of X is
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•
•

Combining the results from each rule is done by
interface engine.
Convert output data into non-fuzzy values
(Defuzzification).

Working:
STEP 1: Define linguistic variables: These are input and
output variables in the form of sentences or simple words.
Overall temperature values or some parts can be covered
by the every member of this set which is a linguistic term
itself.
STEP 2: Construct membership functions for them. :
Temperature variables membership function is as shown
as follows in the figure below:

STEP 6: Defuzzification: Defuzzification is then
performed according to membership function for output
variable. Among all the quantifiable result, crisp value is
extracted. For defuzzification many methods are used like
AI (adaptive integration), BADD (basic defuzzification
distributions) etc.Fig.4 shows the defuzzification for
membership function to output variable.

Fig.3

STEP 3: Construct knowledge base rules: A matrix is
created which defines the values of room temperature
versus target temperature value which is the expectation of
an Ac.as shown in table 3.
Fig.4

STEP 4: Fuzzification: Fuzzification process converts the
crisp values into fuzzy data sets using the membership
functions.

Advantages of Fuzzy Logic System:
•

STEP 5: Constructing Fuzzy SET Operations: Fuzzy set
operations perform evaluation of rules. All results of
evaluation are combined to form a final result. This result
is a fuzzy value

•

Mathematical concepts are easy and simple to
understand. Fuzzy logic systems can be easily
constructed. Complex problems can be solved
with the help of FLS with the intelligent decision
making power.
Rules can be added, deleted out as per the use
from FLS [7].

Disadvantages from Fuzzy Logic System:
Table3: Knowledge Base Rule

•
•

They are understandable only in simple
problems.
In fuzzy system designing there is no systematic
approach. High Accuracy is not achieved [7].

4.2 Robotics:
Robotics is a domain in artificial intelligence that deals
with the study of creating intelligent and efficient robots.
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Actually acting in real world environment robots are the
artificial agents. The main aim of robots is to manipulating
the objects by moving, picking, perceiving, modifying the
physical properties of object, destroying it, or to have an
effect and hence freeing man power [6] from performing
repetitive tasks again and again.
•
•
•

1. Power supply
2. Image acquisition device such as camera, processor, and
software.
3. A display device for monitoring the system
4. Accessories such as camera stands, cables, and
connectors.

The robots have mechanical construction, form,
or shape designed to accomplish a particular task.
Electricity is the electrical components which
provide the power and control to the machinery.
They contain some level of computer program
that determines what, when and how a robot does
something.

Tasks of Computer Vision [10]:
OCR: In the domain of computers, Optical Character
Reader, software to convert scanned documents into
editable text, which accompanies a scanner.
Face Detection: Many state-of-the-art cameras come with
this facility and used to let a user access the software on
correct match.

ROBOT LOCOMOTION:
It is the mechanism through which it makes a robot is able
of moving in its surroundings. There are various types of
locomotion’s [8].
o

Object Recognition: They are installed in supermarkets,
cameras, high-end cars like BMW, GM, and Volvo.
Estimating Position: with respect to camera as in position
of tumor in human’s body it is estimating position of an
object

1. Legged Wheeled 2. Combination of Legged 3.
Wheeled Locomotion 4.Tracked 5. Slip/skid.

Components of a Robot: Robots are constructed with the
following [9]:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Applications of Robotics:
The robotics has been instrumental in the various
domains such as:
o Industries: Robots are used for handling material,
cutting, welding, color coating, drilling,
polishing, etc.
o Military At the place of hazardous zones an
autonomous robots can reach inaccessible during
war. A robot named Daksh, developed by
Defense Research and Development Organization
(DRDO), is in function to destroy life threatening
objects safely.
o Medicine: carrying out hundreds of clinical tests
simultaneously, can be done by these robots
rehabilitating permanently disabled people, and
also performing complex surgeries such as brain
tumors.
o Exploration: The space exploration, underwater
drones and ocean exploration are all based on
robot rock climbers.

Power Supply: The robots are powered by
batteries, solar power, hydraulic, or pneumatic
power sources.
Pneumatic Air Muscles: They contract almost
40% when air is sucked in them.
Muscle Wires: They contract by 5% when electric
current is passed through them.
Piezo Motors and Ultrasonic Motors: Best for
industrial robots.
Actuators: Energy is converted into movement
through these.
Sensors: They provide knowledge of real time
information on the task environment. Robots are
equipped with vision sensors to be to compute the
depth in the environment. A tactile sensor
imitates the mechanical properties of touch
receptors of human fingertips.

o

4.2.1 Computer Vision:
This is one of the technologies in Artificial Intelligence
with which the robots can see. The computer vision is a
significant part in the domains of safety, security, health,
access, and entertainment [10]. Computer vision
automatically extracts, analyzes. The development of
algorithms to complete automatic visual comprehension is
involved in the following way of processes:

Entertainment: Disney’s engineers have created
hundreds of robots for movie making.

5. Conclusion
Artificial Intelligence is a one side of the life that always
includes the new ideas, topics, innovations and products.
In this work we have given an overview of artificial
intelligence and its applications of it covering speech
recognition, handwriting recognition, gaming and money

Hardware of Computer Vision System: This involves:
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more. We have also briefly explained the real time
applications of AI those are fuzzy logic and robotics
including their architectures of work. We have been in this
research through the AI definitions, brief history, and
applications of AI in public, applications of AI and ethics
of AI.
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[10] Title= {Learning OpenCV: Computer vision with the
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survey, it is halt that, for under water sensor networks no
complete packet level are not published yet. There are
various generally used packet level network simulator such
as NS-2 [6] and opnet [7]. But these simulators are
designed for terrestrial radio and wired connection.
Without significant alteration in these simulator it cannot
be used for under sensor network because of forth coming
cause: Firstly ,audio communication is
frequently
approved
method for underwater sensor ambiance,
although the acoustic signal propagated very slow speed
(about 1500 m/s) in water, secondly acoustic signal
depletion model is totally different from that of radio
signal, so acoustic channel models have
to be
incorporated; thirdly underwater sensor generally designed
in space, but these simulator support only two dimension
deployment. Although the rare application of underwater
sensor network make the existing network simulator
unsuitable.
Thus we have designed a new simulator named AquaSim, for underwater sensor networks. Aqua-Sim use NS2
development platform because NS2 generally used, and
open simulator.NS-2 gives useful and convenient
mechanism to configure nodes and network.NS-2consist of
two language such as Otcl and c++. User can use Otcl
scripts to easily tune the parameter of protocol and c++ are
used for implementation various types of algorithm.Ns2
also capable us to take the benefits of large existing source
codes. NS-2 generally used by research community, it use
various protocol that is useful for underwater sensor
networks. Moreover NS-2 is openly available, which
allows public and fast implementation.
Aqua-Sim can adequately simulate acoustic signal
depletion and packet collision in under water sensor
network because of use the basis of NS-2 simulator.
Moreover, three dimensional deployments are supported

Abstract -- This paper highlights network simulator and AquaSim, for underwater sensor network. Aqua-Sim is based on NS2,
which is the generally used network simulator and it follows the
object oriented design style of NS2 and execute the all network
entities as a class. Aqua-Sim adequately simulates depletion of
underwater acoustic channels and crash behavior of long delay
acoustic network. Furthermore, Aqua-Sim supports three
dimensional deployments and also provides a rich set of basic
and advanced protocols. In this paper also describe some feature
of Aqua-Sim

Keywords - Aqua-Sim, NS-2, Feature of Aqua-Sim, protocol.

1. Introduction
Nowadays resource discovery in the underwater
environment has become one of the important goals to
reduce dependency on land resources. Due to the
underwater harsh environment the discovery of application
based information is complicated and costly. The various
examples of application based information are: assisted
navigations,s tactical surveillance, seismic monitoring,
pollution monitoring, and many scientific based
information., under water sensor network has developed as
a power full technique for aquatic application. Moreover it
gets more and more attention of many research
community[12], [8], [1], [4], [3] to describe the research of
underwater sensor network, compare the
standard
simulation platform and also calculate the various network
design, algorithm and protocols.
In the survey, there are set of intention on in corpora
ting acoustic propagation model into the simulation of
underwater sensor network [9],[11]. From the previous
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by Aqua-Sim. Furthermore, aqua Sim can simply be
integrated with the existing code in Ns-2. These papers
highlight the design and implementation of Aqua-Sim and
also determine the power of Aqua-Sim through The
terrestrial radio channels use acoustic model cannot be
applied anymore. In addition this, long propagation delays
make the collision behaviors quite distinct from those in
radio networks. Moreover, CMU wireless package are not
supported three–dimension deployment.

AquaSim

NS-2 basics

Fig. 1 Relationship between Aqua-Sim and other packages
of NS-2
Object-oriented design style of NS-2 also follows by
Aqua-Sim and all the network entities in Aqua-Sim are
implemented as class in c++. Currently, Aqua-Sim is
categorized into four folders, vw_mac, vw_rounting,
vw_common, and vw _tcl. The traffic and codes simulating
of underwater sensor nodes are organized into folder
named vw-common; vw_mac folder contain data about
codes simulation acoustic channels and MAC protocols.
The vw-routing protocol consists of all routing protocols.
The vw_tcl contain all octl script examples to verify AquaSim. User can use these examples to invent new
experiment.
In generic, three types of class are used by Aqua-Sim
 Pure interface class: These types of class are
totally virtual and cannot be instantiated at all. On
the other hand, they determine common interfaces
and deliver as the base classes for others. For
example, the “UnderwaterMAC” class in AquaSim gives a common interface to Mac layer
entities like “Broadcast MAC” and “RMAC”.
While the performance of “Broadcast MAC” is
fully distinct from that of “RMAC” they
contribute the same interface to the logical link
layer and physical layer, which is describe by
their base class “Underwater MAC”.
 Network entity class: This class shows the
concrete network entities. For example, physical
layer node is express as “UnderwaterPhy” object
and “Broadcast-MAC” object is used to represent
the broadcast SMAC protocol. These object are
used to fulfill their own functionalities and also
give standard interface to lower and upper layer
entities
 Common Function Classes: this category of
classes gives some common function to other
class and can be combined into any class in AquaSim. While these class have no instantiations in
the similar network node, which are actually
important to Aqua-Sim. Routing and MAC by
“UW-hash-table”

2. Design and Implementation
In this module, firstly discuss the overview of Aqua-Sim
design, and also discuss motivation, structure, and class
diagram. In this paper, we also discuss the implementation
of Aqua-Sim, also including physical layer model, routing
layer class, MAC layer class and many other layer class

2.1 Design overview
In NS-2, the CMU wireless package was designed
for earthly wireless network. As discussed previous
section, such a simulation package cannot easily suffer
with underwater network ambiance. Speciﬁcally, as
underwater acoustic channels has a characteristics long
propagation delays, and more reduction in acoustic signal,
attenuation model
which are used by terrestrial radio
channel cannot be applied anymore. In addition to this
long propagation behaviors’ completely distinct from those
in radio network, this will take a distinct method to
simulate the collision in underwater sensor network.
Moreover, CMU wireless package are not supported threedimensional deployment. Apart from this, some
fundamental protocols, such as MAC and routing, fitted for
underwater network ambience, are aim for the analysis of
any advanced protocol by simulation.
Motivated from the upper needs, designed a new
simulation package named Aqua-Sim for underwater
sensor network, rather than patching the existing
simulation package of wireless networks. In NS-2, AquaSim is in parallel with the CMU wireless simulation
package. Figs 1 show the relationship between Aqua-Sim,
CMU wireless package, and NS-2 basics. In any change in
wireless simulation package are not influenced to AquaSim wireless package because Aqua-Sim is independents
of wireless simulation package. Besides this, any change
in aqua-Sim bound to itself and does not have any effect to
other package in ns2. From above it will be concluded that
Aqua-Sim can expand independently.
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Fig .2 describes the class diagram of Aqua-Sim. In this
diagram the object “underwater nodes” is abstraction of
underwater sensor node. It encapsulates many important
information of the node like its location and moving speed.
It can be cop by any object in Aqua-Sim because it is a
global object. The “Underwater Channel” object shows the
underwater acoustic channel. In this network, there is
signal “Underwater Channel” objects and all the packets
are align here before the delivery.

protocol stack. For example, if MAC protocol entity on
node “A” demand to send a node protocol to node “B”,
the packet will directly pass to its “UnderWaterPhy” object
which is model of its physical layer. After this the packet
will then be transferred to the unique “Underwater
Channel” object, that also measure the propagation delay
and will add the packet into a FIFO queue and also
depletion of any channel. On node “B”, this packet is then
passed to the “UnderwaterPhy” object. Lastly, it will get
the MAC layer object on node “B
2.2 Physical layer Models
Attenuation Model: Now a days, Aqua-Sim use the
signal attenuation model as in [2],
(1)

VBA

VBF/HH-VBF

Static
Routing
routingroutin
Dynamic g routing
routingroutinh

DBR

Where
is the average signal attenuation over
the distance at frequency ; is the spread factor, which is
determined by spreading types of acoustic signals, for
cylindrical k is set to 1, 2 for spherical spreading and 1.5
for practical;
is the absorption coefficient.
In this, is in kHz. In Aqua-Sim, the propagation
speed of acoustic signal is 1500m/s. after this when a node
sends a packet, Aqua-Sim first identify all the nodes in the
transmission range of the sender in 3D, then calculate the
propagation time of the packet to reach these nodes.
Aqua-Sim simulates the packets propagation by proposing
a delivery delay equal to the propagation time of the
packets. Aqua-Sim gives user two ways to find the
transmission range. One way is to set the threshold of the
received power level and transmission power; and other is
to set the transmission range directly.
In
Aqua-Sim,
an
independent
class
“Underwaterpropagation” is develops to capture the
attenuation characteristics of the underwater acoustic
channel. Moreover, when the “UnderwaterChannel” object
gets a packet, it will call the function in the
“Underwaterpropagation” object to find the signal
attenuation. This design makes Aqua-Sim open to various
attenuation models. To import a new attenuation model in
Aqua-Sim, we demand to do is to derive new class from
the “UnderwaterPropagation” class and implement the
attenuation model in new class. The remaining pat of the
Aqua-Sim will not be affected.
Collision Model: Aqua-Sim can also simulate packet
collision on each node. Due to the long propagation delay
of
The underwater acoustics channel various node in the
network will face distinct conditions. Because of long
propagation delay in Acoustic channel packets which are
collide at one node. Furthermore packets may rich at
various nodes in discreet order.
Properly simulate the collision behavior of
underwater sensor network, implement a new class named

Agent (for routing)
T-MAC

Under
water
sensor
nodes

Broadcast-MAC
Slotted-FAMA

R-MAC
FAMA

Aloha -MAC

GOAL

macc
UnderwaterMAC

UnderwaterPhy

Transmission delay
preamble
Energy
Attenuation


long
consumption

UnderwaterChannel
Propagation delay

Fig. 2 Aqua-Sim :class diagram
The “underwater Channel” also deliver an interface to its
upper layer and hence the object in upper layer, like a
object of routing layer, can simply make to know the
channel characteristics
All network entities show by their identical objects and
also cooperate with each other in the way as described in
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incoming channel and each node each node will maintain a
distinct instantiation of this class. In “Underwater
Channel”, firstly the packet will be copied into the
“incoming channel” object on each node. After this the
packet at the incoming channel object will be supplied
according to their reaching time and then be passed to the
physical layer. At the end of physical layer, firstly the
“UnderwaterPhy” object will scan the packet queue from
the incoming channel and consider the collision status.
If the packet overlay at the receiver side in the
domain, their received power levels, extract from the
attenuation model and specified in the identical
“Underwater Propagation” object, are compared. If the
gap between the received power levels is smaller than a
predefined threshold, these packets are consider
“collided”, so all the packets will be discarded. Besides
this, the packets that have highest received power level are
accurately received [to simulate the packet capture effect
in the underwater acoustic channel].
As the “I
ncommingChannel” object on each node manage its own
copies of the received packets, collision
only arise
among these copies and will not influence other nodes,
which exactly models the collision nature in underwater
sensor network.
The “UnderwaterPhy” object also give interface to
power off/on the transmitter and also set the power level
for receiving and transmitting. It also calculates the energy
consumption and updates the resting power level of a node.
Channel failures and node failures are implemented as
well.
2. 3 MAC layer
Folder uw_mac contain all classes related to MAC
layer. Presently, four MAC protocols: Broadcast MAC, Tu
–MAC, R-MAC, and Aloha are implemented in Aqua-Sim.
These MAC protocol extract from the same abstract base
class “UnderWaterMac”. Public interface which are
common to all MAC protocol are specified described in
“UnderWaterMac”. For example, if an object wish to send
a packet to the MAC layer object, it only call the common
“Recv” interface ,which is describe in “UnderWaterMac”,
without any detail knowledge about MAC layer
implementations. A design strategy decouples the MAC
layer interface and its implementation.
New MAC
protocol can be easily imported into Aqua-Sim by
implementing the interface describe in “UnderWaterMac”
In the next coming paragraph four MAC protocol use
in Aqua-Sim.
 Broad MAC protocol: This is the heart MAC
protocol in Aqua-Sim. When a node has packets
to send, firstly it senses the channel. It only
broadcast the packet, if channel is free.
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Contrarily, it back off. Packets will be released if
the number of back-off time exceeds the limit.
There is no need to send Ack back to the receiver
if a receiver receives a packet. This protocol
efficient in small traffic networks. In addition to
this protocol can get the full advantages of the
broadcast behavior of the underwater acoustic
channel and are fitted for geo-routing protocols
like VBF [14].
Aloha protocol: This protocol is based on Aloha
idea but fitted for underwater network
environment: when a node has packets to send, it
will directly send it without sensing the channel.
After this the sender will start a timer and wait for
answer from receiver. If the receiver get the
packets accurately, it ACK back to the sender. If
the sender get an ACK before its times out, then
the sender knows that this packet has been
successfully transmitted and begins to send the
next packet. Otherwise, the sender will back off
for smaller time and resend the same packet
again.
Tu-MAC protocol: There is no energy efficient
MAC solution for underwater sensor network as
mentioned in earlier section. In [10] implement a
Tu-Mac because it can adapt roughly distributed
traffic with high energy efficiency, because TMAC is designed for radio based network. But it
is not feasible for underwater sensor network, so
we designed Tu-Mac modified from T-MAC. We
drawn on three main alterations follow: firstly we
alter the active time, A to propagation delay,
which is non- negligible in under water sensor
network. Secondly, alter the RTS/CTS method
adopted in the original T-MAC it is convenient
for the long delay underwater networks. In order
to make it practical make the following changes:
when a sender get the CTS from the expected
receiver, it waits until the CTS propagates by the
whole transmission range of the receiver. Third,
since carrier sensing does make more sense in
underwater sensor networks, Tu-MAC does not
use this technique.
R-MAC protocol: R-MAC is designed in [13].
R-MAC is categorized into three phases. In the
first phase, nodes calculate distance to neighbors
by sending some control packets. Based on
measurements, each node will randomly select its
time period for data transmission and inform
others in phase2. In phase 3, to avoid collision
nodes collaborate with each other to schedule data
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transmission. But R-MAC is more complex than
others MAC protocol. It has similar interface as
other and no alteration are needed in another part
of Aqua-Sim.
FAMA protocol : medium access control (MAC)
protocol suitable for an underwater acoustic
network is advanced and examineds. The protocol
is based on a channel access discipline called
floor acquisition multiple access (FAMA) that
combines both carrier sensing (CS) and a
dialogue between the source and receiver prior to
data transmission. This protocol is used to
overcome the problem of carrier sensing and
collision is guaranteed avoided if it follows this
condition (a) The RTS length should be should
be greater than maximum propagation delay.(b)
CTS length should be larger than the RTS length
plus twice the maximum propagation delay plus
the hardware transmit-to receive transition time.
These are the basic condition of FAMA protocol.
Slotted FAMA: this protocol overcome the
problem the problem of FAMA protocol. FAMA
protocols for underwater application are not
efficient due to required length of RTS and CTS
packets. Due to violation of this condition data
collision occur to overcome this problem slotted
FAMA protocol should prevent the node from
sending packets when data is being sent. In
another words, node should know if sending
packets could cullied with current transmission in
its neighborhood. This protocol is new in AquaSim.
Goal this is geo-routing aware MAC integrating
VBF and handshake strategy in cross-layer
approach. this protocol is new in Aqua-Sim.

learning-based Routing(QELAR)[6] are implemented in
Aqua-Sim.
 VBF Protocol: Vector-based forwarding [14] is
designed for underwater wireless sensor networks.
Vector-based protocol is a geographic routing
protocol. Each node in the network is used to
know its position. The forwarding path follows a
vector from source to destination in VBF and
known as a forwarding vector. The header of the
data packet carries the information about source,
destination and forwarder. The distance is
calculated to the forwarding vector when a node
receives a packet. The situation is known as
“radius” if distance is less than a pre-defined
threshold and this node is permitted to forward
the packet. In VBF, forwarding pipe is basically
the forwarding path from source to target .VBF
is very resilient again mobile network, vulnerable
sensor nodes and eroor prone channel.

Fig.3 working of VBF

2.4 Routing layer



The folder vw_routing contain the all class related to the
routing layer. The implementation of fully routing
protocols obeys the standard structure of existing routing
protocol in NS-2. The attribute for the protocol can be
modifying via TCL script. Moreover, to support the
advance feature of the routing protocol in underwater
sensor network Aqua-Sim gives standard interface at
almost each network layer. For example, geo-routing
protocol lodged on node position can simply get the
location information from the interface of the
“UnderWaterNode” object. Thus, Aqua-Sim gives a good
platform to designed new routing protocol.
Today, three routing protocol: Depth-base Routing
(DBR) [15], vector based routing protocol (VBF)[14],Q-
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Hop-by-Hop Vector Based Forwarding (HHVBF): This [14] Hop-by-Hop Vector Based
Forwarding (HH-VBF) is designed and the
extension of VBF is HH-VBF. Basically this
enhanced version (HH-VBF) eliminates the
limitations of VBF. From source to destination
multiple virtual pipes are generally used by HHVBF. The vector in HH-VBF is calculated on perhop basis that is for each and every forwarding
node calculated a vector from itself towards
destination [10].
Depth-Based Routing (DBR): DBR is based on
a greedy forwarding algorithm and a routing
protocol [15]. For forwarding packets from a
source node to sink which is deployed at surface
of water there basically the depth information of
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underwater ‘sensor nodes’ is being utilized.
Packets generally obey the rule so that the depth
of sending nodes or forwarding nodes can be
reduced at every routing step toward the surface
of water. In DBR, primarily when a packet is
being received that node firstly get the depth
information of packet’s recent hop node which
had been recorded in packet. The receiving node
afterwards it contrasts the depth of previous hop
node with the node’s own depth. The receiving
node is considered as closer to the water surface if
the depth of receiving’s own node is smaller than
the previous ‘s hop and considered as a qualified
candidate to send the packet. Otherwise, it just
discards the packet simply.
QELAR Protocol: In [5] QELAR is proposed.
This protocol has many features like energy
efficient, an adaptive and also lifetime-aware
routing based protocol lodged on the
reinforcement learning. At run time the needed
information is being mined from the underwater
environment and optimal routing decisions are
taken by learning agents to reduce hop counts to
the destination as well as to make more efficient
distribution of residual energy, and therefore the
whole network’s lifetime is largely prolonged. At
that instant, protocol can also be used to make a
balance between the energy consumption and
residual energy distribution for making it more
flexible.
Other protocol: dynamic routing is distance
vector routing protocol. Another protocol static
routing routes with a predefined routing protocol.
Dummy routing is used for testing the MAC
protocol and also forward the packets to upper
and lower layer.

class’s public interface, users can specify two types of
physical resources. Primarily, the underwater physical
interface in Aqua-Sim and the other is the wireless
interface of radio in original simulation package of
wireless, on the same node in Aqua-Sim. The new features
for the underwater sensor node are addressed by
“UnderwaterNode”. For example, it permits the
underwater sensor nodes to be deploy randomly in a 3-D
space and in three-dimensions can move freely.
In Aqua-Sim, all objects of “UnderwaterNode” are put
into a global list and sorting is done on the basis of their
locations. The NS-2 provides the global “GOD” for
managing the node list.
Various feature of Aqua-Sim simulator
 It also supports 3D networks and mobile network.
 Follows the Object Oriented Design of ns-2
:extensible and flexible
 It Simulates underwater acoustic channels with
high fidelity
It is open architecture: easily to import any protocol

3. Conclusion and future work
Due to the major difference between underwater sensor
network sand terrestrial radio networks, for underwater
acoustic network s a new simulator urgently needed. In this
paper, introduce a design and implementation of AquaSim, a packet level underwater sensor network simulator
lodged on NS-2.
Aqua-Sim’s beta version has been released in the
internet (http://uwsn.engr.uconn.edu/aquasim.tar.gz). A
major effort will be required, to maintain and develop a
good network simulator. For immediate future work, our
goal to analyze Aqua-Sim with more real experiment data,
especially after integrating advanced channel models.
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2.5 .Other Classes:
The common classes such as “Underwater Node” and
“UnderwaterSink”
are
basically
defined.
Class
“UnderwaterNode” is derived from the base class
“MobileNode” which basically delineates the general
mobile sensor node. “UnderwaterNode” design the
composition or proportion of the underwater sensor node.
For instance: using the interface of “UnderwaterNode”, the
number and types of the physical interfaces on a node can
be specified by the user. Moreover, on this node users can
specify the routing and MAC protocols. The
“UnderwaterNode” object keep record of all these types of
components.
“UnderwaterNode” can define its components to be
classes outside of Aqua-Sim. Through “UnderwaterNode”
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Abstract – By decoupling computing resources, virtualization

applications, distributed, deployed and instantiated.
Lightweight virtualization diminishes the practice of CPU
and memory assets by allowance system calls with host
operating system [2][3].

has vividly improved resource utilization. Here we discuss
various approaches of virtualization like full virtualization,
Para virtualization and more. Aim of this paper is to explore
a new technique of conventional virtualization i.e. Containerbased virtualization. Container-Based is a Light-weight
technique, which is operating system level virtualization.
Containers are easy to install, can increase instance count as
compared to VMs and fast to start. Containers create
applications more convenient and effective. But recent
inventions in container technology shake cloud development
to its core. Docker is an open-source methodology to
containers has ruled the market. Docker carries a set of
isolation skills to containerized applications with strong
defaults out of the box and the provide ability for IT admins
to customize policies to the extract system calls permitted on a
host. We discuss various implementation of containers, future
of container technology of containers i.e. Docker and
summarized it.

2. VIRTUALIZATION APPROACHES
There are several virtualization methods that can be used
for associate the execution of operating systems. We
classify those methods of virtualization techniques from
operating system point of view into two broad categories
are as follow:
 Execution of modified guest OS
 Execution of unmodified guest OS
Executes modified guest OSs are: operating system- level
virtualization and Para-virtualization whereas Executes
unmodified guest OSs are: binary translation and hardware
based virtualization. There are two more virtualization
techniques that are the causes for accepting virtualization
methods that are server virtualization in data centers and
other common use is for desktop virtualization [5] Physical
server is virtualized into number of isolated partitions,
where each partition replicates a real server. Modified
kernel is the host OS that allow the execution of several
isolated container. This level of virtualization also called
Virtual Private Server (VPS)

Keywords-Virtualization, Container-based virtualization,
Docker, Linux Container

1. Introduction
Virtual machines are comprehensively cast off in cloud
computing. They are responsible for provide us virtual
environment. Virtual denotes something i.e. not real.
Virtual Environment provides us hardware, software,
platform or an operating system or storage or a network
device [1]. But now, Vendors are releasing products based
on lightweight virtualization that do not try to emulate an
entire
hardware
environment
like
conventional
virtualization does.
Lightweight virtualization also called container based
virtualization as in this container is a software
that virtualizes an
OS’s
operating
environment.
Lightweight virtualization occupies lesser memory and
CPU resources than conventional virtualization i.e.
traditional virtualization concept called as HEAVYWEIGHT virtualization. Now, lightweight virtualization
altering IT business as it changes the manner of building
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Execution of modified guest OS
Operating System-level virtualization- Physical server is
virtualized at this level of virtualization, which works at
OS layer. Physical server is virtualized into number of
isolated partitions, where each partition replicates a real
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server. Modified kernel is the host OS that allow the
execution of several isolated container. This level of
virtualization also called Virtual Private Server (VPS) and
also called Server Virtualization. With server
virtualization, administrator can create number of virtual
instances on a single server. Container based virtualization
lie under this category. This method shows low overhead.
Linux-V Server, Open VZ and Solaris Zones are example
of Operating System level virtualization. This method does
not support multiple kernels; this is the major shortcoming
of this technique.
Para-Virtualization- This technique virtualizes part of an
OS’s but also selectively emulate the hardware devices
instead of emulate the whole hardware. This process does
not needed complete hardware emulation for instance, an
application does not needed an emulated graphic card i.e.
this technique demand less management overhead. Instead
having instruction of real machine’s instruction set
architecture this method adds a distinctive set of
instructions i.e. Hypercalls .Unlike operating system level
virtualization this method support multiple kernels, the
main hitch of this Para virtualization method is that in
order to make use of Hypercalls the kernel of the guest
OSs needs to be reformed. Products such as Xen Source’s,
Denali and Hyper-V are working via Para-Virtualization.
Execution of unmodified guest OS
Binary translation-This technique emulated hardware
architecture over other hardware architecture. Accordingly,
it allows execution of unmodified guest operating system
by imitating one instruction set by another through code
translation. QEMU is example of multiplatform emulation,
it is a processor emulator which authenticates full CPU
emulation of ARM, SPARC, PowerPC, MIPS, x86, x86-64
and m68k. The benefit of this technique is multiplatform
environment and the hindrance of this method is overhead
caused by multiplatform emulation.
Hardware based Virtualization- Accelerated virtualization
is another name for Hardware based virtualization. It was
added to x86 processors in 2005 and 2006. It diminishes
the maintenance overhead of Para-virtualization as it
eliminates the variations needed in the visitors operating
system. To support virtualization it boosts CPUs without
the need of Para-virtualization and binary translation. This
technique lessens the overhead produced by trap and
emulates type. Xen, KVM, Hyper- V, VMware, Virtual
Box implements this virtualization techniques [6][7].

Container-based Virtualization provides an alternative
solution to conventional virtualization techniques.
Containers make use of Linux kernel features such as
namespaces, Apparmor, SeLinux Profiles, chroot and
control groups that provide resource management and
isolated environment for processes. These security features
assured that access to kernel and host machines from
container is appropriately managed to avoid any
interruption. The Containers shares the identical
operating system core i.e. kernel running on a particular
machine; they started immediately and use a smaller
amount of RAM. Container Images are constructed
from layered file systems and portion common files,
Make image downloads and making disk practice more
effective. Containers are secure by default and they
segregate applications from another and separate the
fundamental infrastructure, and provide an additional
layer of defence for the application. A container-based
virtualization is a light weight approach running inside the
host system, running instructions inherent to the core CPU
and eliminates the need for instruction level emulation.
They include the particular application and altogether
its dependencies but also share the kernel with
additional containers and running as isolated
progressions in user space on the swarm operating
system. Docker containers are not knotted to exact
infrastructure them running on any machine, on any
infrastructure, in any cloud. It does just in time
compilation [12]. This Virtualization technique provides us
 Equitable share of CPU time
 Proper organization of Application Lifecycle
events
 Provides multiple languages and runtimes.
 Application state resolution and migration
Container images are smaller in size than virtual machine
images because it does not contains a complete tool set to
run a operating system, i.e. kernel, Device Drivers or the
init system. Container virtualization frequently mentioned
as operating system conventional virtualization is much
more than hypervisor virtualization. They practice the host
operating system as their base system, not the hypervisor.
They virtualized the OS instead virtualizing the hardware
that involves full virtualized system images for every
guest; it shares the host kernel and its assets together with
containers and host. The lesser source fingerprint licenses
improved performance and durable security benefits.
Container-based virtualization lessens virtualization
overhead and offers fast provisioning performance and
speed. It increase number of client endpoints that can be
maintained with given level of

3. CONTAINER-BASED
VIRTUALIZATION
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Computing resources [13].Container-based virtualization is
outcome of operating system virtualization. Container’s
delivers a lightweight environment that isolates and groups
a set of procedures and resources like CPU, memory, disk,
etc. The isolated processes assurances that processes
resides inside the container cannot be seen by any other
resources or processes outside the container.

addressable components and registry stored. This feature
simplified app deployment and made fewer error-prone as
compared to virtual machines.
Container also tends to speed up application development,
because you can build once and run on any infrastructure.


4. DISTINCTION BETWEEN CONTAINERBASED AND HYPERVISOR



Conventional virtualization afford a logical abstraction at
hardware level where containerized application sharing an
operating system instance and they are run in isolation.
Containers are mostly measured more operative as
paralleled to virtual machines due to their system resource
productivity. While virtual machines accurately exploit all
the server resources running. A lesser slice of the server
resources is committed to running and supervision a single
process and the rest are autonomous to handle additional
applications. This boosts the system effectiveness, but also
permits customers to make important reserves on costs
which would have been paid processes. on other additional
servers for widespread of numerous.








Containers enable quicker boot up processes as compared
to virtual machines, Due to the perception of the operating
system. A normal virtual machine may take around a
minute to boot up and validate its resources whereas a
container attains this in just a segment of a second. This
creates them predominantly ideal for complex processes
which depend on efficiency and speed.
Contrasting to virtual machines, containers permit users to
package applications in one-command line, single
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Virtual machines takes minutes to turn on, which
can lowers the user experience and give hackers
time to exploit known liabilities during boot up.
Virtual machine needs a substantial effort during
patching and lifecycle management.
Conventional virtualization emulates a whole
hardware environment and requires a lot of CPU
and memory resources.
Virtual machines are not much flexible as they are
impractical use where hundreds or thousands of
processes as in microservices architecture.
Virtual machines are larger in size and take lot of
time and lot of space. They take longer time to
transport, copy and instantiate.
A container delivers Operating-System level
procedure isolation where virtual machines
compromise isolation at the hardware level (i.e.,
hardware virtualization). So in infrastructure as
a service use cases device virtualization is an
ideal fit, while containers are best suitable for
shipping, packaging, modular software and
portable.
Containers Technology has more potential in
comparison to Virtual Machines. Containers are
capable to share a single kernel and share libraries
of application. Containers provides a lesser
system overhead than Virtual Machines.
Performance of the application classified in a
container is better as compared to the identical
application running inside a Virtual Machine.
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Containers appliance PID, file system, network, user and
hostname namespaces.
IT operations are being simplified with containers
 Linux containers mitigate dependency problems,
while developing application and testing. It
duplicate self-contained application images on
host infrastructure and platform
 They use resources more proficiently, when
workload is heavy it spins up container and when
they are no longer needed it retire them.
 Linux Containers provide new different ways for
speeding up the development of application and
deployment of application. Microservices is one
the way to build a suite of component instead of
building monolithic architecture. This suit of
component composed over the network.
 Linux Container permits interoperation of PaaS
framework. It transports application configuration
and binaries in containers.
 It allows Intercontainer Communication on the
same or different host. Application Components
are being exchanged between clouds.
 It enhance user experience by accelerate startup
and shutdown. Instead of virtualizes network
devices it virtualizes network services.
 With the help of containerized environment,
application patching become easier for example
images of Docker container can patch by addition
of a single layer as Docker container composed of
a layer. For instance layers might include a PHP
runtime system, an Apache web server and Redis
for caching.
 Indolent containers don’t adopt memory,
computing and I/O resources. With the help of
Linux containers it’s easier to spot their actions
and leave vacant containers.
 Containers provide Faster provisioning than
virtual machines as containerized applications can
boot up and start over in flashes [8][9].

Fig 1 -Container-Based Virtualization

Fig 2 – HyperVisor Based Virtualization

5. LINUX CONTAINERS
Linux containers are set of processes that are isolated from
rest of machines. It can encapsulate any application
dependency. Container-based virtualization provides extra
isolation than full OS on virtualization .Containers are not
new concept but use of containers to encapsulate all
application components such as services and dependencies
are new. Applications become portable when all
dependencies are encapsulated. Concept of Linux
containers are built on a feature called kernel namespace.
This kernel namespace feature accessed by a system call
called clone(), this system call allows generating discrete
illustrations of formerly-global namespaces. Linux
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libraries and provide polyglot environment by providing
APIs for Python, Ruby, Go Lua and Haskell.
Warden- This is a Container implementation used by
Cloud Foundry. Warden developed a client – server
prototype to bring about a group of containers through
numerous hosts and contains a service to achieve process
lifecycle, control groups and namespaces.
LMCTFY – It stands for “Let Me Contain That for you”.
LMCTFY is open source version of Google’s container
Stack. Kubernetes, a cluster management tool was taking
place as a result of LMCTFY project.
DOCKER-Succeeding generation of virtualization is
container technology. Docker is a container technology
and it’s an open source platform for system administrators
and developers with capability to construct craft and run
applications in a distributed manner. Docker can reach
greater efficiency and can organize more virtual
environment. Popular IT giants like BBC, yelp, eBay,
spotify, ING used Docker. Top cloud companies like
VMware; cloud Foundry, Rackspace, Open Stack rapidly
captured by Docker with incredible speed. Dockers
containers provide us convenient, cost-efficient and
portable to build apps using automated and packaged
process. Docker technology provide (CaaS) container as a
service, it provide modern app architecture for enterprise
.It provides an integrated suite of capabilities for
application development, deployment and testing. Out of
the box, Docker allows you to:

6. TIMELINE OF CONTAINERS
TECHNOLOGY
Container-based technology gives us numerous isolated
Linux environments on a single Linux host. Containers are
much faster than virtual machines subsequently there is no
dedicated operating system. They share kernel of host
operating system and for given that the prerequisite OS
capabilities, it make use of system libraries of guest OS.
Various Implementations of containers are as followChroot – Theory of containers was taking place with
chroot system call. The chroot was a system call in UNIX
system, it provide us isolation processes thru altering the
root directory of a process. Chroot environment can be
used to generate and host a distinct virtualized replica of
the software system .In 1982 chroot was further added to
BSD [10].
FreeBSD Jails – FreeBSD mechanism is a primary
container expertise, introduce by Derrick T. Woolworth at
R&D. It allows administrator to divide the system into
numerous autonomous mini-systems called jails. It delivers
additional level of security as each jail is sealed from other
[11].
Linux VServer – Linux VServer provides kernel level
isolation. It is also a jail mechanism that can be used to
securely partition assets on a system. Each partition is
termed as security context and the virtualized system inside
called virtual private server. It does not have any emulation
overhead.
Solaris – Solaris Containers hosted for SPARC system and
x86. Solaris Container is the arrangement of system
resource controls and the boundary separation providing
by zones. Zones were capable to leverage capabilities like
cloning and snapshots.
Open Virtuzzo (OpenVZ) – OpenVZ container is related
to Solaris container and providing us resource
management, isolation, virtualization and check pointing
by patching of Linux Kernel. Each has its own files, user
groups, Network, Process trees, Devices and IPC objects.
Process Containers – These containers are industrialized
by Google to pooled processes inside Linux Kernel for
resource supervision. Later its name changed to Control
Groups and fused into Linux kernels.
LXC (Linux Containers) – Linux Containers is the first
and widespread implementation of Linux container
Manager. It designs on vanila Linux kernels and does not
require any patches. Linux containers practices kernel
capabilities, chroot, control groups, Apparmor,
namespaces like features to enclose processes. It
considered as a mid between full-fledged and chroot. It is
tightly coupled to Linux. It made up of several components
like set of standard tools to control containers, liblxc



Isolate applications from the host



Isolate applications from each other



Encourage implementation of the principle of
least privilege



Increase the security of your application by
hampering its capabilities

7. CONCLUSION
Container-based virtualization is a lightweight
substitute
to
Hypervisor-based
virtualization,
container-based does not require emulating operating
system kernel and hardware.
By using mostly features already present in n the
Linux kernel for several years, container-based
virtualization builds on a mature codebase that is
already running on the user’s machines and kept up to
date by the Linux community. Especially Docker
introduced new concepts that were not associated and
used together with virtualization. Giving users the
social aspect of working together, sharing and reuse
the work of other users is definitely one of Dockers
recipes for success and a completely new idea in the
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area of virtualization. Because it is relatively easy to
run a huge number of containers, there are already
tools allowing to manage large groups of containers .
Virtualization technology also expands the capabilities of
your hardware, helps you control IT-related costs, and
helps you improve on your system's reliability and
security. VMs and Containers differ on quite a few
dimensions, but primarily because containers provide
a way to virtualize an OS in order for multiple
workloads to run on a single OS instance, whereas
with VMs, the hardware is being virtualized to run
multiple OS instances. Containers’ speed, agility and
portability make them yet another tool to help
streamline software development.

International Conference on Cloud Engineering
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technology, the master program can initiate hundreds or
even thousands of agent programs within second. There are
various methods through which DDoS attack can be
made.[3]

Abstract - A flooding based DDoS attacks is very common way
in which a server machine is attacked by sending a large amount
unwanted traffic . Because of these attacks ,a authorised attacker
cannot gain access. A typical DDoS attack consists of assemble a
large number of compromised hosts to send useless packets to
jam a server or its Internet connection . DDoS attacks consist of
sufficient number of compromised hosts assemble to send useless
packets toward a server around the same time. Attacker have
become a major threat due to availability of a number of userfriendly attack tools on one hand and lack of effective solutions
to defend against them on the other. In this paper, we discuss a
methods of DDoS attacks and also explore the GENI testbed.

1.1 DDoS attack methods
In general, network packets use TCP/IP for transmission.
These packets are harmless, but if there are too many
abnormal packets, it will cause the network devices or
servers to overload.[4]
This can quickly consume the system resources. Another
case is if the packets take advantage of certain protocol’s
defects (e.g. artificial incompleteness or malformation),
causing the failure of network devices or servers. Both
cases will result in denial of service. These are the basic
principles of DDoS attacks. [5]

Keywords – DdoS attack, GENI, traffic, topology.

1. Introduction
A DDoS attack is attempt by an attacker to reserve the
resource accessible to a system, application or
administration so that legitimate clients cannot get
entrance. Typically, attackers use large number of
controlled bots (also referred to as zombies) that are
distributed in different locations . They launch a large
number of DDoS attacks against a single target or multiple
targets. The most common DDoS attacks target the
computer network’s bandwidth or connectivity.[1]
A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack uses many
computers to launch a coordinated DDoS attack against
one or more targets. Using client/server technology, the
perpetrator is able to multiply the effectiveness of the
Denial of Service significantly by harnessing the resources
of multiple unwitting accomplice computers which serve as
attack platforms.[2] Typically a DDoS master program is
installed on one computer using a stolen account. The
master program, at a designated time, then communicates
to any number of "agent" programs, installed on computers
anywhere on the internet. The agents, when they receive
the command, initiate the attack. Using client/server

Fig. 1 DDoS Attack
In general , DDoS attacks can be divided into three types:1. Bandwidth Based Attack
2. Traffic Based Attack

3. Application Based Attack
Bandwidth Based Attack
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Desktop is also integrated with JACKS which can be used
to create and modify RSPEC topologies.[9]

This type of DDoS attacks send mass discarded data
messages to cause an equipment overload, leading to the
more consumption of network bandwidth or equipment.

2 Related Work

Traffic Based Attack
The most common forms are traffic flooding attacks, which
send large amount of legitimate packets to target the hosts.
[6]

The DDoS field contains a multitude of attack and defence
mechanism, which obscures a global view of the DDoS
problem. The proposed taxonomies are intended to help
the community about the therats and the possible counter
measures [12]. DDoS attackers infiltrate large number of
computers by exploiting software vulnerabilities, to set up
DDoS attacks networks.Finally three approaches to
evaluate DDoS defense system i.e theory, simulation and
emulation are discussed in this paper[13]. In this paper,
diffirent types and techniques of DDoS attacks and their
counter measure are reviewed. DDoS They discuss some
traditional methods of defense such as traceback and
packet filtering techniques so that the major difference
between traditional and current technique of defence
against DDoS attacks. DDoS Attacks can be identified.[14]
Functionality is added to each router to detect and
preferentially drop packets that probably belong to an
attack. Upstream routers are also notified to drop such
packets (hence the term Pushback) in order that the
router’s resources be used to route legitimate traffic. In this
paper they present an architecture for Pushback, its
implementation under FreeBSD, and suggestions for how
such a system can be implemented in core routers.[15] In
this paper, various DDoS defense mechanisms are
reviewed and compared with focus on rule and model
based approaches. Large Botnets allow for new kinds of
attacks like flash crowd simulation which mimic a huge
mass of organic traffic. These kind of attacks are difficult
to detect and new defense techniques are required.[16]

Application Based Attack
This type of attacks commonly send application-layer data
messages according to business-specific features resulting
in the reduction of certain resources in the application
layer (such as the number of users, connections, etc) and
the system’s services are no longer available. [7]
1.2 GENI
GENI (Global Environment for Network Innovations)
provides a virtual laboratory for networking and
distributed systems research and education. GENI is well
suited for exploring networks at scale, thereby promoting
innovations in network science, security, services and
applications.
GENI allows experiment to
1. Obtain compute resources from locations around the
United States
2. Install custom software or even custom operating
systems on these compute resources;
3. Control how network switches in their experiment
handle traffic flows;
4. Run their own Layer 3 and above protocols by installing
protocol software in their compute resources and by
providing flow controllers for their switches.[8]
GENI Desktop
The GENI Desktop is a tool in GENI that supports
multiple ways to “visualize” a slice, and makes it easy to
apply an operation to a subset of resources within a slice.
GENI Desktop supports extensible functionality we
called Modules that perform commonly used operations
like ssh, file-copy, running a command, rebooting nodes ,
etc, as can also be used to support custom functionality. It
also provides graphs and table data for various statistics
collected from the nodes in a slice. This is done with the
use of the GENI Desktop monitoring tools that interact
with the experiment’s resources over the control plane via
a Global Node. The GENI Desktop automatically adds
software to a slice that will measure and monitor network
traffic and other information about the slice.The GENI
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3 PROPOSED WORK
3.1 Introduction
Now a days, Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks
are a major threat for all sizes of networks. The number of
attacks against companies and institutions steadily
increased over the last years. Downtime of an enterprise
network usually causes financial damage. Therefore, it is
important to have mechanism for DDoS defense.
Today, the application layer is the most popular target for
attacks, specifically Web services. These Application layer
attacks generally consume less bandwidth and are
stealthier in nature when compared to volumetric attacks,
which makes them harder to detect. DDoS attacks is
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basically to generate a large amount of attack traffic in the
network. Due to this traffic the authorised user will not be
able to get their services due to wastage of network
bandwidth. They can have a catastrophic impact on
business availability by threatening critical HTTP, DNS,
VoIP or SMTP applications and services.

Multiple legitimate clients connected with server and one
attack source is used as DDoS flooding attacker in our
emulated network. This emulates the real situation of DDoS
flooding attack.

We are increasingly aware of the convergence of
application service provider and network service provider
and IP networks; as well as the growth and maturity of
cloud services, and the explosion of network-capable
mobile devices. This has brought about not only new
business models and business growth points, but also a
wide range of security threats.
The research that GENI enables can lead to a future
internet that is more secure, available, manageable and
efficient and better at handling mobile nodes. Due to these
vulnerable effects it is necessary to protect Web-Services.
4 Experimental Setup
We have used the GENI testbed for generating a traffic of
DDoS attacks.
4.1 Experimental Topology
In this experiment, Create simple topology in GENI by
taking some Nodes,1 Aggregate and 1 router . In this
topology, node 2, node3, node 4 acts as attacking node and
it sends attack traffic to server node 0 via router node
1.The distance between all the nodes are called link. Then
run that topology on GENI desktop and generate traffic on
the nodes.

Fig.3 Backgroung Traffic Graphs
Conclusion
DDoS attacks are increasing day by day. Not only, DDoS
incidents are growing day by day but the technique to attack,
botnet size, and attack traffic are also attaining new heights.
Effective mechanisms are needed to elicit the information of
attack to develop the potential defense mechanism.

In this paper, background traffic has been generated on
GENI Desktop. Further work will be to detect DDoS
attacks and defense these attacks.
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filter, Median filter and Wiener filter are certain categories
of spatial linear and non linear filters that reduce noise [5].

Abstract - The contamination of signal or image with the noise
is a long established problem. Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) is one of the most powerful and perspective approach in
image denoising area. A new approach called Optimal Wavelet
Basis (OWB) is used in this paper. OWB applies multilevel
Wavelet Packet (WP) decomposition to noisy image to obtain the
best tree, using Shannon entropy. DWT, WPT and OWB are
compared in terms of Peak Signal to Noise ratio (PSNR), Mean
Square Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The
results show that OWB outperforms DWT and WPT.

A significant tool for image processing and analysis is
Fourier Transform. But its main problem is that it cannot
deal with non-stationary signals [6]. Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) is principally a low pass filtering system
which smears the edges of reconstructed image in contrast
to original image. So it is not used for denoising of image.
FFT spreads the edge information across frequencies [4].
Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) overcomes
difficulties of Fourier Transform by use of Window
function. STFT maps the signal contained in both time and
frequency. But many signals or image require flexible
approach, so by using Wavelet Transform, time and
frequency can be determined accurately. Wavelet
Transform uses window function of variable length [6]. It
proves to be an influential tool of image denoising that
preserves the characteristics of image such as edges and
textures of image in spite of its frequency contents [9].
There are two types of wavelet transforms i.e. Continuous
Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) [7]. DWT can be used to study or
decompose signals and images. Unlike conventional
techniques, a hierarchical structured sub-band system is
formed by wavelet decomposition [2]. In this work, DWT
has been used for image denoising.

Keywords - Image Denoising, Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT), Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT), Optimal Wavelet
Basis (OWB).

1. Introduction
The role of digital images is important in real time
applications such as digital cameras, magnetic resonance,
imaging and satellite television and even in research and
technology regions which also includes Geographical
Information System. Noise contaminates this data collected
by image sensors. Noise occurs due to imperfect
instruments or due to acquirement of data. Even interfering
natural phenomena distort the data of interest. Errors in
transmission and compression too introduce noise in data
[1]. Different forms of noise present in image are Salt and
Pepper noise, Gaussian noise and Speckle noise [2]. Thus
noise removal is an important issue in image processing
and has to be resolved before analyzing image. Hence it is
essential to develop Image denoising techniques to prevent
this type of noise present in digital images.

When DWT is applied on image, image is divided into
four sub-bands i.e. one Approximation and three Detail
coefficients [8]. Approximation takes into account the low
frequency components, whereas the detail coefficient
corresponds to high frequency components. Wavelet
decomposition is reverse of wavelet reconstruction since it
includes
filtering
and
downsampling
whereas
reconstruction process involves upsampling and filtering
[6]. There are different methods of selecting the threshold
value based on wavelet thresholding techniques i.e.
Universal Threshold, Visu Shrink and Bayes Shrink [2]. In
DWT only approximation coefficients are further
decomposed into uniform frequency subbands whereas in

The three fundamental approaches to image denoising are
Spatial Filtering, Fourier Transform domain and Wavelet
domain [3]. Spatial filters are used to remove the noise
from image. It employs a technique of low pass filtering on
a set of pixels since higher region of frequency spectrum is
occupied by noise. Though spatial filters reduce the noise
in image but edges of image still gets blurred [4]. Mean
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WPT both approximation and detailed coefficients are
decomposed further into subbands [6]. Wavelet Packet
Transform leads to better smoothness of image than DWT.
A new Wavelet approach is implemented in this paper for
image decomposition. This new approach of Wavelet
Packet Transform (WPT) along with Optimal Wavelet
Basis (OWB) compares the entropy of parent node with
that of decomposed nodes i.e. child nodes and then takes
the decision of decomposition of a node. If entropy of
parent node is less than sum of entropy of child node, then
only the parent node is retained and children nodes are
eliminated, otherwise, both parent and children nodes are
retained.

Fig. 1 Wavelet Packet Decomposition

Since an image is 2-D, instead of using binary tree, a quad
tree is used. Here original image is divided into four parts
i.e. LL, LH, HL and HH. The Fig. 2 shows the
conventional DWT and WP decomposition used in our
algorithm for selecting the optimal wavelet basis.

This paper is ordered as follows: Section 2 represents WP
and OWB. Section 3 discusses the proposed algorithm.
Finally, simulated results and conclusion are given in
Section 4 and 5 respectively.

2. WP AND OWB
As shown by Fig. 1, the original signal L0 is decomposed
into low resolution (Ls) and high-resolution (Hs) subbands
in case of conventional 1-D DWT. However, it could be
decided at each stage whether to split only Ls or Hs part.
Splitting the Hs parts would result in representation of
WPT.
In WPT, the best possible demonstration of the input
signal is chosen by optimizing a function known as “cost
function” in every sub-band. The cost functions might
determine the cost value for each node and its children
node in the obtained full binary tree. Firstly the cost values
are estimated from the nodes present at the deepest level. If
the total of the cost values for two children nodes is less
than the cost value of their parent node, the children are
accepted, otherwise eliminated. This cost value
computation process is recursively repeated up to the tree's
root. The consequence is a basis that has the least cost
among all the possible bases in this tree, so-called best
basis or optimal basis [9-10]. In this paper Shannon
entropy criteria is used to create the optimal basis tree. The
Shannon entropy of coefficients of subband S is computed
as follows [11]:
SE (S) = -∑
log (
)
(1)
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Fig. 2 Results of different wavelet decomposition (a) Image
decomposition (b) Traditional DWT (c) Wavelet packet decomposition
(d) Obtained OWB
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3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

(3)

A new Wavelet approach i.e. WPT along with OWB has
been implemented for image decomposition. OWB packet
is used since it has a dynamic decomposition nature in
forming the subbands [11].

Where
is computed as mean of absolute difference
(MAD) which is a robust estimator and N depicts the size
of original image.

3.1 Fast OWB Extraction

3.3 Thresholding Algorithm

In the projected algorithm, the optimal basis is found from
the full WP tree of input image by the bottom-up
procedure. At the start of algorithm the deepest stage of the
tree is considered and quads of nodes are eliminated that
are higher in cost in comparison to their parent node at
each level while functioning back on the way to the root. In
fact it is a top-down search algorithm to choose the
favorable optimal basis [9]. The algorithm of fast OWB
extraction is:

The thresholding techniques used for purpose of image
denoising are soft and hard thresholding. The basis of hard
thresholding is “Keep and kill rule”. It is impulsively
pleasant but artifacts are introduced in the recovered
images [12]. The other method is soft thresholding which
uses “shrink and kill rule”. In this rule the coefficients
above the threshold are minimized [13]. Soft thresholding
is preferred over hard thresholding since a more visually
pleasing image is set. It also reduces the sudden sharp
changes that occur in hard thresholding [14].








Choose L as maximum number of levels in
Wavelet Packet decomposition.
Compute sub-bands Shannon entropy as cost
function.
Decompose image into 4 sub-bands and calculate
the Shannon entropy of all subbands i.e. child
nodes.
If Shannon entropy of parent node is less than
Shannon entropy for subbands then only retain
parent node and eliminate children nodes,
otherwise retain both parent node and children
node.
The process of extracting OWB comes to an end
when no nodes can be split.

The Hard Thresholding operator is defined as [15],
D (U, λ) =U for all |U|> λ
=0 otherwise

(4)

The Soft Thresholding operation on the other hand is
defined as [2],
D (U, λ) = sgn (U)* max (0, |U| - λ)

(5)

3.2 Threshold Value Determination
PSNR needs to be maximized in image denoising
applications; hence an optimal value should be selected
[8]. It is difficult to find the best possible value for
thresholding. If a smaller threshold is selected then all the
noisy coefficients are passed and resultant images still
remains noisy, instead large value of threshold provides
smoothness in image since more number of coefficients are
made to zero. Still blur and artifacts are present in image
processing. As a result some signal values may be dropped
from image.
Threshold value is calculated as [2],

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 (a) Hard Thresholding (b) Soft Thresholding

3.4 Denoising Algorithm
The steps for image denoising is as follows:
1.

(2)
2.
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Perform WP decomposition to obtain OWB of a
noisy image up to four levels (L = 3) by using
Shannon entropy.
Then estimate the noise variance from noisy
image.
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3.
4.
5.

The threshold value is calculated using equation
(2).
Soft or hard thresholding function is then applied
to noisy coefficients.
At last inverse WPT is performed to reconstruct
the denoised image.

method effectively suppresses Speckle noise. The analysis
of results shows that OWB outperforms all other methods
as shown by Fig.4 and is categorically more visually
pleasant. Therefore, this method is better in enhancing the
image quality.
Table 1: COMPARISON OF DWT, WPT AND OWB FOR CAMERAMAN
IMAGE AT DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS USING PARAMETER PSNR
PEAK SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO (PSNR) (dB)
DISCRETE
WAVELET
OPTIMAL
NOISE
WAVELET
PACKET
WAVELET
VARIANCE
TRANSFORM
TRANSFORM
BASIS
(DWT)
(WPT)
(OWB)
5
29.4793
30.0109
30.3343
10
27.2489
27.7625
27.9600
15
25.6018
26.0688
26.1743
20
24.1565
24.7558
24.8183
25
23.0322
23.6010
23.6394
30
21.9794
22.4994
22.5531

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulated results are conducted on cameraman image by
adding speckle noise. In this paper, DWT and WPT along
with OWB are used for decomposing input image. In this
algorithm we use Shannon entropy to produce OWB. It
shows the comparison of DWT, WPT and OWB. Speckle
noise is added to the image at six different standard
deviations: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30. PSNR, MSE and
MAE are the quantitative measures used to compare the
performance of denoising algorithms.
PSNR is the ratio between the maximum possible power
value of an image to the power of distorting noise that
affects the quality of its representation [16]. Higher quality
image is predicted by higher PSNR value. Mean Squared
Error (MSE) is the average squared difference between a
noisy image and a reconstructed image. All the PSNR
increasing techniques, MSE and MAE reduction methods
have been implemented with MATLAB 7.11.
PSNR=10

(6)

MSE=

(7)

MAE=

(8)

Where,

M-Width of Image, N-Height of Image
P- Noisy Image , X-Original Image

Fig. 4 COMPARISON OF PSNR VALUES FOR DWT, WPT AND OWB AT
DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS

From the simulation results it is evident that DWT and
WPT are having low PSNR, high MSE and high MAE
than OWB. Therefore, OWB performs better in removing
the noise. Biorthogonal wavelet is used for image
denoising as it is better in removing noise than other
wavelet families.

Table 2 shows the comparison of DWT, WPT and OWB
using parameter MSE. From all these methods, OWB has
lower MSE value. Therefore, Fig.5 shows that the
proposed decomposition method illustrates a slightly better
performance. It is better in providing smoothness in image
and enhanced image details preservation.

Table 1 shows the comparison of DWT, WPT and OWB
using parameter PSNR. The results specify that OWB
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Table 2: COMPARISON OF DWT, WPT AND OWB FOR CAMERAMAN
IMAGE AT DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS USING PARAMETER MSE
MEAN SQUARE ERROR (MSE) (dB)
DISCRETE
WAVELET
OPTIMAL
NOISE
WAVELET
PACKET
WAVELET
VARIANCE
TRANSFORM
TRANSFORM
BASIS
(DWT)
(WPT)
(OWB)
5
73.3078
64.8621
60.2069
10
122.5167
108.8512
104.0106
15
179.0215
160.7677
156.9111
20
249.7095
217.5190
214.4103
25
323.4866
283.7803
281.2840
30
412.2284
365.7141
361.2209

FIG. 6 COMPARISON OF MAE VALUES FOR DWT, WPT AND OWB AT
DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS

5. Conclusion

FIG. 5 COMPARISON OF MSE VALUES FOR DWT, WPT AND OWB AT
DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS

Table 3 shows that OWB yields a considerable lower MAE
value compared to other methods as demonstrated by Fig.
6. It exhibits a good and economical denoising method.
Hence, OWB enhances the appearance of denoised image.

Table 3: COMPARISON OF DWT, WPT AND OWB FOR CAMERAMAN
IMAGE AT DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS USING PARAMETER MAE
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) (dB)
DISCRETE
WAVELET
OPTIMAL
NOISE
WAVELET
PACKET
WAVELET
VARIANCE
TRANSFORM
TRANSFORM
BASIS
(DWT)
(WPT)
(OWB)
5
5.7443
5.4056
5.2769
10
7.8225
7.3672
7.2628
15
9.7320
9.2453
9.2082
20
11.7555
10.9580
10.9690
25
13.5492
12.7059
12.7170
30
15.4818
14.5659
14.5207

An analysis of denoising techniques like DWT, WPT and
OWB has been done in this paper. From the simulation
results it is evident that Optimal Wavelet Basis (OWB)
outperforms Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and
Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT) in removing noise from
image. OWB has high Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),
low Mean Square Error (MSE) and low Mean Absolute
Error (MAE).
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Abstract - Face hallucination is a technique which applies
specifically to faces. It comprises approaches with low-resolution
facial images, and provides high-resolution images as its outputs
using knowledge about typical facial features. It gives benefit to
multiple real-world applications from image compression to face
identiﬁcation. The aim of this paper is to give a review of face
hallucination techniques. This technique is applicable for
identifying faces faster in facial recognition system. Face
hallucination improves the face features efficiently by improving
its resolution using different methods. As a part of face
hallucination, diverse systems like this considered.



Global Constraint: The output image always
contains some fundamental features in both input
and output i.e. eyes, nose, mouth and so forth.
The facial components would be coherent.
Local Constraint:
The output image always
has particular features of the face image having
the likeness with photorealistic local features.

Rather the first constraints easily met, but as for the
second and third constraints, they are tougher to
implement. All three constraints required to satisfy the
conditions of face hallucination. Without second
constraint, the output could be too noisy, without third
limitation, the subsequent image could be excessively
smooth.
An image viewed as high-resolution when it quantifies
128x96 pixels. Therefore, the objective of face
hallucination is to make the input image achieve that
number of pixels. The frequently used values of the input
images are 16x12 pixels or 32x24 pixels. Additionally, the
challenge in face hallucination is the difficulty of adjusting
appearance. Numerous techniques are required to bring the
arrangement between the test sample taken and the training
samples. Indeed, even a slight measure of the wrong
collection can lower the strategy and the outcome.

Keywords - HR, LR, LLE, NMF.

1. Introduction
Face hallucination refers to a technique to synthesize a
high-resolution (HR) face image from an input of low
resolution (LR) face images. Due to constrained imaging
conditions in many scenarios, they complicated to capture
high-resolution face images, and thus face hallucination is
widely utilized for pre-or potentially post-preparing in
video applications, for example, CCTV and video
renaissance. The theoretical concepts and the applied
works on face hallucination had been carrying out. This
technique modeled by these features by using different
techniques such as PCA (Principal Component Analysis),
NMF (Non-negative Matrix Factorization), etc. It gives the
missing parts of data of high-resolution pictures from lowresolution ones. Baker and Kanade presented this issue.
This technique has numerous utilizations in the territory of
picture upgrade and additionally image acknowledgment,
image compression as well as faces recognition.
Face Hallucination algorithm mainly based on
three prerequisites as clarified below: Data Constraint:
There is a very slight
difference shown in the resulted output image as
compared to its input image when smoothed or
down-sampled.

Figure 1. Example of face hallucination
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In this paper [4] for integrating high-resolution
images from low-resolution input images, this study
proposed a structure with a wide collection of facial poses,
geometry misalignment, and facial expressions even when
such images are not included within the initial training
dataset. For every element representation, a regression
function developed to incorporate a high-resolution image
from the low-resolution input image. The synthesis process
conducted in a layer-by-layer form, where each layer
composes several regression functions. The output from
one layer then served as the input to the following layer.
By using regression function technique, improvement of
the resolution of images takes place.

2. Related Work
In this paper [1] which demonstrates investigation of face
hallucination for getting High-Resolution (HR) confront
images by utilizing input Low-Resolution (LR) face
images, with assistance of liberal accumulation of different
high-resolution face images. It is a two-stage statistical
approach which incorporates both sorts of parametersglobal parametric and local non-parametric model. The
relationship between the high- resolution image and their
smoothed & down-examined is taken in initial step. In the
second step, to capture high pixel content models, the
residue between an original high-resolution and
reproduced high-resolution image after applying learned
linear model by a patch-based non-parametric Markov
network can generated photorealistic face. Photorealistic
face images can create by utilizing both global and local
models. Experimental results come on a demonstration that
these can connected in authentic application to improve
determination of face for both face acknowledgment and
face editing images.

In this paper [5], described a learning-based
algorithm to provide super resolution to various somewhat
congested CCTV face images with low resolution. By
integrating hierarchical patch-wise alignment and interframe constraints into a Bayesian framework, we may
adjust multiple input images having different resolutions
and recursively infer the high-resolution face images. We
address the issue of fusing incomplete imagery information
through multiple frames. Accordingly, the new algorithm is
more accurate for dealing with occluded low-resolution
face images. In this manner, the new algorithm is more
successful for managing blocked low-resolution face
images.

In this paper [2] the issue confronting in
hallucinating of face image with High-Resolution (HR)
depicted by taking input value of Low-Resolution (LR). By
using sparse coding, this issue can illuminate. First of all,
the facial components exploited by utilizing NMF
(Nonnegative Matrix Factorization) way to deal with
learning confined part-based subspace. That subspace is
efficient for super-resolving the approaching lowresolution face under reconstruction constraints. On the
basis of sparse representation, a local patch method
utilized which enhance the detailed facial structure. This
technique reveals the better results for face hallucination.

In this paper [6] depicts a novel method which
can apply to single-image super resolution issues. While
this implementation of comparative other learning- based
strategies of super-resolution, that approach influenced by
current manifold learning methods, especially Local Linear
Embedding (LLE). Particularly by taking small patch in
low-resolution and high-resolution forms manifolds with
local comparative geometry in two distinct feature spaces.
Tests demonstrate that technique is adaptable and give
huge experimental results.

In this paper [3] described that in video imaging
framework, faces of interest are frequent gives off
impression of being in little size, due to the vast separation
between the camera and the scene. Pixel estimation of the
picture is a vital component which influencing the face
recognition by human and computer. In this, investigation
of face recognition execution utilizing different image
resolutions. For finding a low-resolution bound with
automatic face recognition framework, tests performed. By
using Eigen transformation based hallucination strategy to
enhance the image resolution. These face images are not
just much supportive for face recognition frameworks by
people, additionally make automatic face recognition
methodology procedure easier, since they were misusing
the face contrast by including some high-frequency
elements.
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In this paper [7] proposed another face
hallucination framework based on image patches, which
implements two narrative measurable super-resolution
models. Taking that image patches mirrors the mixed
impacts of individual attributes and patch location. In
initial one plans Tensor-patch model based on essential
factors. By utilizing local linear embedding, build up an
upgraded multi-linear patch hallucination algorithm, which
one conveniently taken advantage of the local image
structure in test space. To better safeguard the face details,
exploit coupled PCA algorithm to learn the relationship
between high-resolution residual and low-resolution
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residual which can use for compensating the error residue
in hallucination face. The test comes about an exhibit that
the framework functions admirably to keep up the global
facial structure furthermore recuperate the complete facial
characteristics in high quality.

traversing and convolution the low-resolution image
contents. Super-resolution demonstrates use varied types
of convolution and neighborhood pixel values that had
utilized to upgrade quality of the image. Eigen face
transformation changes over the image coefficients to
extract the Eigen values for development of Eigen’s faces.
Bayes theorem categorizes image into several regions and
upgrade the quality of image. Numerous efficient
experimental tests come about the demonstration that face
hallucination can applied in real applications to raise
resolution of face for both recognition and editing.

In this paper [8] Face hallucination has been an
admired topic in image processing in recent years.
Recently the commonly utilized performance criteria for
face hallucination are peak signal noise ratio (PSNR) and
the root mean square error (RMSE). It is logically believed
that hallucinated high-resolution face images should have
improved performance in face recognition. This paper
shows that the higher resolution, the higher identification
assumption is not confirmed systematically by some
outlined experiments. To start with, this illustrates the
assumption only works when the image solution is
sufficiently large. Second, on account of exceptionally
astonishing low resolutions, the recognition performance
of the hallucinated images acquired by some usual
accessible face hallucination methodologies will not
enhance.
Finally, the investigation of recognition
performance of the relationship of the popular evaluation
methods in face hallucination, PSNR, and RMSE is being
done. The discoveries of this paper can help people outline
new hallucination approaches with the aim of upgrading
face recognition performance with specified classifier.
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Abstract- In today’s optical communication world optical
couplers are widely used because of their large application area
like in optical sensors, feedback control circuits, communication
systems, automotive electronics etc. optical coupler is adopted or
applicable for routing signals from one waveguide to another.
There are many benefits of using fiber optic couplers. They are
used because of their larger advantages while using them in
advanced optical communication systems such as high stability,
low excess loss, dual operating window, high reliability and low
polarization dependent loss. They also have greater directivity
and less insertion loss. Different optical couplers can be designed
using OptiFDTD software. Newport’s wide range of Fiber Optic
Couplers and using fused fiber technology WDMs for
wavelength division multiplexing has been developed. The
optical fiber couplers allow bi-directional coupling and can be
used to either split or combine signals. In this paper we have a
brief discussion on different types couplers widely used in
advanced optical communication systems.

Fig.1 Four port coupler
However, such a limit does not obtain for different input
wavelengths: couplers can combine two inputs at different
wavelengths there are couplers that can combine two
inputs at particular wavelengths into without exhibiting
significant losses. To combine or separate channels at
different wavelength in wavelength-division multiplexing
wavelength-sensitive couplers are used as multiplexers . It
yield that a common physical principle builds the behavior
of nearly all perturbed waveguide diagram: namely, that
the introduction of a commotion to an otherwise perfect
guide can cause an alternative of energy throughout the
modes of that guide. In many cases particular mode can be
changed into another mode with relatively100% efficiency.
This principle is called mode coupling [3].

Keywords – Finite difference time domain, optical coupler,
wavelength division multiplexing.

1. Introduction
A fiber optic coupler is used in optical fiber systems which
have several input fibers and one or more output
fibers. Light entering an input fiber can be present at one
or several outputs. Couplers like that have a different ways
to construct, thermally fusing fiber so that their cores get
into intimate contact. The performance of the coupler
physically restriction if all involved single mode fiber [1].
The sensitivity of coupler can be ejected. The light can
used to be coupled from the strip waveguide to the
moderate light waveguide by attaching an intermediate
photonic crystal waveguide (or coupler).
In particular, there is no possibility without significant
excess losses to combine two or several inputs of the same
optical frequency into one single-polarization output. To
achieve higher coupling efficiency within the desired
group index range many designs have been planned for
couplers [2].
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2. Couplers used in optical fiber
Optical couplers are passive devices and to couple light
through waveguides or fibers. There are many couplers
used in optical fiber.
2.1 Directional couplers
2.2 Star couplers
2.3 Grating waveguide couplers

2.1 Directional Coupler:
Directional couplers are made up of four ports as shown in
figure 2. Coupling factor measures in decibel port 1 is
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input port, where power is applied. Coupled port is port 3
where a portion of the power applied to port 1 shows. Port
2 is the transmitted port and power from port 1 is
manufactured, less the portion that went to port 3.
(a)

Fig. 3 Overlap of the transverse fields of two same parallel
symmetric slab guides.
Directional couplers and power dividers have many
applications which are providing a signal sample for
measurement or monitoring, feedback, combining feeds to
and from antenna, antenna beam forming, and providing
taps for cable distributed systems such as separating
transmitted and received signals on telephone lines cable
TV.

Fig.2 Structure of directional couplers
Port 4 is isolated port appears because Directional couplers
are frequently symmetrical. [15] Applied Power of port 2
will be coupled to port4. In this mode this device is not
normally used and load (Typically 50 ohms) is terminated
with port 4.This termination can be internal to the device
and port 4 is not accessible to the user.Effectively, this
conclusion in a 3-port device, hence the service of the
second symbol for directional couplers in figure 2. For co
directional coupling a directional coupler is used [6]. In
this coupler, two modes are travelling in the same
direction. In simpler form directional coupler acts as a
beam splitter, some complicated devices are used as
modulators and two way switches; moreover alternative are
used as polarizer. [4] This part of field overlap when two
parallel guides are put sufficiently closed together.
Usually, the interwaveguide gap required for this overlay
to be significant is the form of the guide width. For
example, following figure describe the situation in two
same, adjacent symmetric waveguide slab for lowest order
mode and refractive index distribution of the twin- guide
system is also display. Two waveguide core indices are
ng1and ng2, respectively. The index in the substrate
material outside the guide has the uniform value ns [5].
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 Plasmonic Directional Couplers Based on
Multi-Slit Waveguides:
The concept behind the directional properties of the
directional couplers is the involvement of two wave
components, inward and outward of phase, at the coupled
port and isolated ports, respectively. Surface Plasmon
(SPs), the confined collective oscillations of the metal
charge carriers convinced by incident electromagnetic
waves, providing a burgeoning research field, can be
exploited as a solution to the diffraction limit [6].

2.2 Star Coupler:
A star coupler is a device which splits the input signal into
several output signals. A star coupler is a passive optical
device in telecommunications and fiber optics and a used
in network applications. From the input port optical signal
is distributed to all output ports. In the star coupler number
of ports are used as power of 2; i.e., two input ports and
two output ports (a "two-port" coupler, customarily called
a D. coupler, or splitter) four input ports and four output
ports (a "four-port" coupler); eight input ports and eight
output ports (an "eight-port" coupler), etc. star coupler are
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and guiding layer or that between the guiding layer and the
cover layer of a planar waveguide. It can also be situated
away from the interfaces next to the guiding layer so long
as the mode fields have sufficient diffusion into the
neighboring layers to see the corrugation [8].
The grating in a waveguide coupler can be considered as a
periodic perturbation of Δ€ that has a spatial periodicity
characteristic of the grating. The grating can have a twodimensional periodicity in a coplanar coupler while the
propagation vectors of the waves being coupled are in the
same plane restricted by the waveguide but not naturally
parallel to each other. In a collinear coupler, the waves
being coupled are propagating either co directionally or
contra directionally. Here we only consider the case of
collinear coupling in a waveguide along the z direction. [9]

Fig. 4 star coupler combination of fibers
In such systems, the optical star coupler is used as key
device. Such systems are sure to be widely used in optical
fiber communications if low cost optical star couplers with
large port number, low excess loss, and small power
deviation can be obtained [7]. In the past, using mixing rod
with plastic optical fibers, optical star couplers have been
produced. Cladding area of plastic optical fiber is small as
core area, so optical couplers are used for small packing
fraction loss (~1/18).from the standpoints of massproduction cost-effectiveness, these couplers are not
suitable for vehicle systems.

3. Parameters of coupler:
Common properties for all directional couplers are wide
operational bandwidth, greater directivity, and a best
impedance match at all ports when the other ports are
closed in matched loads. Some of these, and other,
common characteristics are explained below. [10]

2.3 Grating waveguide coupler:
Waveguide couplers are the most recent type of couplers
and having useful applications in grating waveguide
coupler. It consist periodic structures that obtain grating in
waveguide. Periodic index modulation or structural
corrugation is used as grating in waveguide. Forever,
periodic index modulation can be recorded in a waveguide
by periodically modulating the doping concentration in the
waveguide medium, or it can be created by an acoustooptic, electro-optic, or nonlinear optical effect. In the
latter case, the grating can be time dependent if the
modulation signals is time varying. It can also be a moving
grating if the modulation signal is a traveling wave.

3. 1. Coupling factor:
The value of coupling factor is between 0 and1. 1shows
perfect coupling.0 shows a system, which express
transmitter and receiver coils are independent to each
other. The coupling factor is defined by the distance
between the inductors and their relative size.
The coupling factor is defined as:
C3,1=
(1)
Where P1 is the input power at port 1 and from the
coupled port P3 is the output power. The coupling factor is
a primary property of a directional coupler. Coupling
factor is a negative quantity, for a passive device it cannot
exceed 0.

3.2. Loss:
There are two type of losses in the coupling i.e. insertion
loss and coupling loss.
Hence, from port 1 to port 2 (P1 – P2) the main losses
arise is:
Insertion loss: Li2,1
(2)

Fig. 5 Grating waveguide coupler

The Type of this loss is because of some power going to
the coupled port is called coupling loss which is given by:
Coupling loss:
Lc2, 1
(3)

In the case of periodic structural corrugation, the
corrugation is a permanent diagram of a waveguide. It is
usually based at an interface between layers of different
refractive indices, such as that between the substrate layer
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never completely isolated. Some RF power will always be
available. Waveguide couplers will have the best isolation.

4. Novel optical directional coupler based on
surface Plasmon polaritons:
A position offset between the ultimate values of the two
output ports at the end of each half of the coupling period,
and the total output power of the two output ports
decreases gradually with increasing the length of the
coupling region [12].
Both of them result from the absorbing feature of metal
because of its complex refractive index.
Fig.6 coupling loss due to insertion loss

Conclusion

Depending on the frequency range the loss becomes less
significant above 15 dB coupling, where the other losses
comprise the majority of the total loss. The theoretical
insertion loss (dB) vs. coupling loss (dB) is shown in the
graph of figure 6 and the table below [11].

This paper collectively explains different types of couplers
along with their performance parameters like coupling
losses, insertion losses, and isolation. Construction of
directional, star and grating waveguide coupler is also
discussed in brief.

Table 1: insertion loss due to Coupling

Coupling
3
6
10
20
30
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It can provide multiple customers with simultaneous delivery
of multiple services over a common network [1]. Combination
of ROF and OFDM techniques has resulted in a high data rates
at lower cost in the last mile of wireless networks. Radio over
Fiber (ROF) system could be the answer to many demands of
the wireless network. Because the optical modulated signals
are transmitted to the base station carrying the fiber without
significant loss and reach the mobile user via RF transmission
it is considered a suitable technology for wireless network and
provides a configuration with lower cost. [2]. Also OFDM is a
practical technique used to improve the efficiency of the PON
used in the long haul application. To minimize chromatic
dispersion in the optical fiber, OFDM proves to be an efficient
technique when used in fiber optical networks. [3]. Not only
dispersion but also reduces ISI and cross talk. Because of its
lower computational complexity and limited ISI, OFDM is
widely being used in the field of wireless communication.

Abstract - ROF is the best answer to deal with the issue of growing
Internet traffic on the wireless mobile communication systems, and
OFDM-ROF together has been considered as the next generation
wireless access technology by fusing OFDM and the electro-optic
device Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs) that enables cost effective
bandwidth provisioning. To increase the high orthogonality of

the OFDM modulation signal for the wireless network RoF
systems are preferred. Also for achieving high capacity and data
rates, direct methods include exploration of unused bandwidths and
reduction of cell sizes. Later on passive optical networks came into
existence and they were the best solution for access networks with
the huge advantages such as cost reduction, security and high
efficiency. These systems have further more extensions one such
most preferred and discussed later is GPON. It has the simplest
architecture and is generally robust. In this way, as ROF provides
base platform for the integration of optical with wireless system and
GPON has gained interest in today’s networking due to simple,
flexible and low cost passive connection they can be clubbed together
to make an efficient system. Thus we can use OFDM ROF and
GPON together for the same as OFDM with the other two will also
eliminate the problem of cross talk and ISI.

1.1 OFDM

Keywords - ROF (radio over fiber), OFDM (orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing), GPON (gigabit passive optical network), ISI
(intersymbol interference), OLT (Optical Line Termination), ONU
(Optical Network Unit)
.

1. Introduction
In the era of 21st century where communication is becoming
the most important aspect of living a comfortable and
entertaining life, high application services like video on
demand services, peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing, High
Definition Multimedia Television (HDTV), 3DTV are
considered to be the most promising services, and they require
a significant increase in bandwidth, and passive optical
Networks (PON) are the most promising solution for such
demanded communication networks.
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OFDM is a multi-carrier digital modulation technique that
enhances the theory of single subcarrier modulation by using
multiple subcarriers within the same single channel. The
subcarrier pulse used for transmission in OFDM is chosen to
be rectangular because of the advantage that the task of pulse
forming and modulation can be performed by a
simple Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) which can
be implemented very efficiently as Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT). Accordingly in the receiver we only need
a FFT to reverse this operation. Also, here rather than
transmitting a high-rate stream of data with a single
subcarrier, OFDM makes use of a large number of closely
spaced orthogonal (90 ͦ to each other) subcarriers that are
transmitted in parallel.
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more bandwidth, and therefore their data carrying capacity is
more, but at the same time when these signals are transmitted
wirelessly they encounter more losses, hence they cannot be
transmitted at longer distances whereas the low frequency
signals encounter lesser losses, hence they can travel long
distances. So at high frequency associated losses are high.
Hence, optical fiber is used as a waveguide to carry these
waves because of the low losses it offers (0.2 dB/km in
1550nm band).Thus in order to meet the ever increasing
demand for larger transmission bandwidth. Wireless network
based on radio over-fiber technologies is a very beneficial
solution [7]. Fig 2 shows the architecture of ROF system.

All subcarriers are then modulated using a digital conventional
modulation scheme (for example QPSK) at low symbol rate.
However, the combination of many subcarriers enables data
rates similar to conventional single-carrier modulation
schemes within equivalent bandwidths. The OFDM scheme
differs from traditional FDM in the following interrelated
ways: Multiple subcarriers carries the information stream, also
these subcarriers are orthogonal to each other, and to each
symbol a guard interval is added to minimize the intersymbol
interference and channel delay spread. Basically we conclude
that OFDM systems are implemented using a combination of
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform (IFFT), which are mathematically equivalent
versions of the DFT and IDFT respectively, but are more
efficient to be implemented [4].

Fig 2 Radio-over Fiber Architecture [8]
1.3 GPON
The RFoG (RF over glass) technique developed is one of the
promising techniques that can provide a cost-effective way for
MSOs to smoothly migrate from the conventional DOCSIS
(Data over Cable Service Interface Specification) HFC
networks to an advanced FTTP/FTTH architecture [9]. It
provides cable operators with the huge advantage of being
capable to offer advance bidirectional services over the
existing customer premise and infrastructure via PON
distribution networks. The RF signal superimposing PON
techniques optimizes the network bandwidth by separating the
video signals from the voice and data signals, and increases
the competitiveness of their networks through lower operating
costs and improved reliability. GPON an advancement of basis
PON is currently the worlds leading technology for new
deployment of triple play services [10]. It is basically a high
bandwidth shared fiber access technology and uses point-tomultipoint access mechanism. Use of passive splitters in the
fiber distribution network is the main characteristic of GPON
that enables one single feeding fiber from the provider’s
central office to serve small businesses and multiple homes. In

Fig 1 OFDM System
1.2 ROF
In today’s world of universal connectivity or
“communication anywhere, anytime and with anything”. The
demand for having broadband capacity wirelessly has put
immense pressure on wireless communication systems to
increase both their transmission coverage, as well as their
capacity. ROF technology is an integration of microwave and
optical networks [5]. The data that needs to be transmitted is
modulated electrically using an IF (Intermediate frequency)
or an RF (Radio frequency) carrier and then multiplexed
electrically using a multiplexer, these signals are further
optically modulated using an optical modulator and
multiplexed using WDM to exploit the high bandwidth
offered by the optical fiber [6]. Various studies have shown
that at higher frequencies (in the range of GHz) signals have
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GPON network, nearly 64 ONTs can share one fiber
connection to the OLT. This makes GPON an attractive option
for service providers who are willing to replace copper
networks with fiber, particularly in high-density urban areas.
For delay sensitive application, such as video conferencing,
the issue of decreased throughput becomes the limiting factor
and that will limit the capacity of users. Therefore, GPON
architecture is proposed as a solution. They have proven that
high number of users could be served due to the transmission
to many Base Station (BSs) sharing only a single fiber optic.
Then, the usage of passive splitter can reduce the signal
routing timing consumption; hence, reduce the propagation
delay [11].

and 4-QAM sequence generator. This design can be
implemented using optisystem version 11.

Fig 4 ROF OFDM PON System
2. RELATED WORK
Studies have shown that the use of OFDM in optical access
networks and combining the OFDM modulation in RoF system,
a very high efficient communication system can be created
which effectively utilizes the bandwidth i.e as the data rate
increases and OFDM-ROF system possess better efficiency.
Some thesis works have also shown that RoF with OFDM and
the elector-optical device Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs),
results to be a promising candidate for enabling the nextgeneration wireless access for cost effective bandwidth
provisioning. A novel light-wave centralized passive optical
network (PON) based on various modulation schemes is also
studied and simulation using software called Optisystem [13].
The performance of wireless network employed GPON
architecture as core network is presented. According to various
studies, the fiber propagation delay does not significantly
effects the network throughput performance and packets endto-end delay.

Fig 3 GPON Architecture
1.4 ROF with OFDM PON
The system design as shown in Fig 4 includes three main parts
which are the transmitter part, the transmission link and the
receiver part. For the transmission part, in order to generate
OFDM signal, the input signal needs to be connected to MQAM sequence generator. After that, to integrate the OFDM
signal with RF or to convert the OFDM signal to RF, mixer is
used. The resulting signal is combined with the light wave
from the CW laser through an external modulator, MachZehnder modulator [12]. The resulting signal from the
modulator is transmitted over single mode optical fiber
followed by a 1:2 optical splitter to make the use of the
Passive Optical Network. After that, the resulting signal from
the splitter is transmitted to two optical network units (ONUs).
Each ONU contains a photo detector to convert the optical
signal to Electrical signal, RF-IQ demux, OFDM demodulator

3.

CONCLUSION

A brief study of network access techniques ROF OFDM and
GPON is done in this paper. At the end a simple system design
using all the three together is also discussed. All together this
paper concludes how we can use each of these three
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techniques together to design a communication system which
is not only cost effective (low cost system) but also proves
efficient to increase the propagation or communication
distance with minimum losses and ISI. Further in future, we
can also study various performance parameters for this three in
one system using platform optisystem V11.

Technique”, International Journal of Computer Applications (0975 –
8887) Volume 133 – No.12, January 2016.
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Abstract - Photonic crystals (PC's) can act as the basic building

angle of input light , changing nonlinear Kerr effect
coefficient in PhC structures , photonic band gap (PBG)
edge shift), defect mode shift , optical bistability and
coupling effect have been adopted for changing the
operational state of an optical switch form ‘‘OFF’’ into
‘‘ON’’ or vice versa[8] [19]. We are going to propose a 2
* 4 all optical decoder switch relied on nonlinear photonic
crystal ring resonators (PhCRRs). In this structure, three
input ports one for bias signal and two for control signals
and four output ports. The optical bias signal is traveled
toward the desired output port by using the control signals.
Resonant wavelength 1550 nm is taken for all the
resonators design. All the resonators were designed such
that their resonant wavelength was at 1550 nm. A decoder
is an example of combinational circuit whose binary
information changes from n inputs to maximum of 2n
unique outputs. [8] The only inputs in decoders are the
able control bits. The truth table of decoder shown below
in table
Table 1: Truth table of 2*4 Decoder

block for photonic devices. In this paper, photonic crystal based
ring resonators are used for designing optical decoder switch
which is suitable for optical communication networks. Optical
filters, optical demultiplexers, optical switches and optical logic
gates are examples of optical devices which are derived PhC
structures. Inspite of this, PhC ring resonators (PhCRRs) are the
most promising one, because of their high transmission
efficiency, quality factor and stability in tuning the resonant
wavelength of the structures.

Keywords - Decoder switch, Photonic crystal, Kerr effect,
Ring resonator, FDTD.

1.

Introduction

Optical switches have been the vital part of optical
communication networks and its buck up the speed of
optical information processing applications which cannot
be achieved by using the electronic devices .Beside of this,
these switches play crucial role for switching and routing
optical signals between various optical channels. They also
have used in optical time division multiplexing (OTDM)
systems, packet switched optical networks, and optical
cross connects (OXCs). Optical switch works in two
modes ‘‘ON’’ and ‘‘OFF’ [4]. Various techniques, such as
changing the refractive index of photonic crystal (PhC) by
heating ,changing conductance of semiconductor in PhC ,
changing design parameters , using micro electromechanical technology , changing the incident
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FDTD software and KERR EFFECT. In this software, we
used the five resonant rings and nine optical waveguides
which are designed inside the aforementioned fundamental
PhC structure figure shown in below.

An optical resonator is the optical counterpart of an
electronic resonant circuit which extremities and stores
light at certain resonance frequencies. Resonator should be
viewed as an optical transmission system incorporating
feedback; within the system light circulates or is frequently
reflected, without escaping. Light is reflected many times
with little loss in the comprises two parallel planar mirrors
which used in the simplest resonator. Resonator has a
many types, apart from others types in this ,we have
worked on the ring resonator as it gives the high
transmission efficiency, quality factor also very high and
stability in tuning the resonant wavelength of the
structure.[11]

Literature Survey- Rezaee, S., Zavvari, M., AlipourBanaei, H.: A novel optical filter based on H-shaped
photonic crystal ring resonators. Optik 126, 2535–2538
(2015)

Fig2.The final sketch of the proposed optical decoder

In 2015 Rezaee, S., Zavvari founded the new type of filter
in the optical domain, without using any electronic device
whose resonant part of the filter is an H shaped structure
which shows high transmission efficiency as compared to
the other types of filters such as X-, T-, or ring shaped,
however it gives lower Q factor than other filters. Beside
this, it easy to fabricate due to this shape, so we reach it by
removing just some straight rows and columns. [5]

Fig1. Diagram of ring resonators.
Nowdays, we be drived the compact and highly tunable
optical devices by using photonic crystals (PhCs).
Artificial structures which are prepared by using photonic
crystal show periodic arrays of dielectric materials with
different refractive indices. The nature of light in PhCs is
very relevant to that of electrons in semiconductors, as
well as, Light waves propogate in a forbidden frequency
(or wavelength) area which is called Photonic Band Gap
(PBG) [7]. Extracting the band structure and finding PBG
region from the PhC based structure is first step which is
taken. Currently, Extracting and finding process of PBG
region is done by using the Plane Wave Expansion (PWE)
which is based on numerical methods which is also a one
of the useful method to study the behavior of
electromagnetic waves in periodic structures such as PhC
[9]. Our proposed structure has stimulated by using the
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Robinson, S., Nakkeeran, R.: Two dimensional
photonic crystal ring resonator based add-drop filter using
Hexagonal rods for CWDM systems. Optik 124, 34303435 (2013).
For analyzing and designing theoretically to add/drop
a channel for CWDM systems, the circular PCRR based
ADF using hexagonal rods is used which proposed 100%
coupling efficiency and 100% dropping efficiency at 1511
nm. As well as, it will be most useful to photonic
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integrated circuits and CWDM systems for optical
networks, because the size of ADF is compact and size of
chip is about 11.4 μm × 11.4 μm. . [3] [6]

1) Alipour-Banaei, H.: Mahsa Jahanara; F. Mehdizadeh;
‘‘T-shaped channel drop filter based on photoniccrystal
ring resonator’’. Optik 125, 5348–5351 (2014)
2) Alipour-Banaei, H., Mehdizadeh, F., Seraj mohammadi,
S., Hassangholizadeh-Kashtiban, M.: A 2 * 4 alloptical
decoder switch based on photonic crystal ring resonators. J.
Mod. Lee, M.-C.M., Hah, D., Lau, E.K., Toshiyoshi, H.,
Ming, W.: MEMS-actuated photonic crystal switches.
IEEE Photon. Technol. Lett. 18(2), 358–360 (2006)
3) Mahmoud, M.Y., Bassou, G., Taalbi, A.: A new optical
add-drop filter based on photonic crystal ring resonators.
Optik 124, 2864–2867 (2013)
4) Malhotra, Y., Kaler, R.S.: Optical time division
multiplexing at 160 Gbps using MZI switching. Optik 122,
1981–1984 (2011)
5) Rezaee, S., Zavvari, M., Alipour-Banaei, H.: A novel
optical filter based on H-shaped photonic crystal ring
resonators. Optik 126, 2535–2538 (2015)
6).Robinson, S., Nakkeeran, R.: Two dimensional photonic
crystal ring resonator based add-drop filter using
Hexagonal rods for CWDM systems. Optik 124, 3430–
3435 (2013)
7) Scalora, M., Dowling, J.P., Bowden, C.M., Bloemer,
M.J.: Optical limiting and switching of ultra short pulses in
nonlinear photonic band gap materials. Phys. Rev. Lett. 73,
1368–1371 (1994)
8) Serajmohammadi, S., Alipour-Banaei, H., Mehdizadeh,
F.: All optical decoder switches based on photoniccrystal
ring resonators. Opt. Quant. Electron. 47, 1109–1115
(2015) Opt. 62, 4Akosman, A.E., Mutlu, M., Kurt, H.,
Ozbay, E.: Dual-frequency division de-multiplexer based
on cascade
9) Photonic crystal waveguides. Phys. B (2012).
10) Alipour-Banaei, H., Hassangholizadeh-Kashtiban, M.,
Mehdizadeh, FWDM and DWDM optical filter based on
2D photonic crystal Thue-Morse structure. (2013).
11) Alipour-Banaei, H., Mehdizadeh, F., Serajmohammadi,
S.:A novel 4-channel demultiplexer based on photonic
crystal ring resonators.(2013).
12) Alipour-Banaei, H., Mehdizadeh, F.: Significant role
of photonic crystal resonant cavities in WDM and DWDM
communication tunable filters. (2012).
13) Alipour-Banaei, H., Mehdizadeh, F.: A proposal for
anti-uvb filter based on one-dimensional photonic crystal
structure. Dig. J. Nanometer. Biostruct. 7, 361–367 (2012)
14)
Alipour-Banaei,
H.,
Mehdizadeh,
F.,
Hassangholizadeh-Kashtiban, M.: A novel proposal for all
optical PhC based demultiplexers suitable for DWDM
applications. Opt. Quant. Electron 45, 1063–1075 (2013)
15)
Alipour-Banaei,
H.,
Mehdizadeh,
F.,
Hassangholizadeh-Kashtiban, M.: Important effect of
defect parameters on the characteristics of Thue-Morse

Serajmohammadi,
S.,
Alipour-Banaei,
H.,
Mehdizadeh, and F.: All optical decoder switches based on
photoniccrystal ring resonators. Opt. Quant. Electron.
(2015).
Recently fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) , arrayed
waveguide gratings (AWG) , Mach Zehnder
interferometers (MZIs), semiconductor optical amplifiers
(SOAs) etc. so many various structure have been founded
for analyzing optical devices. All these structures have a
common limitation of reducing the dimensions for
integrating in optical circuits. It is complicate to produce
much closed channel spacing in FBGs. Spontaneous
emission noise and low speed operation is responsible to
limit the speed of SOA.[12] [13]
Many optical devices have designed using the most
common mechaniasms of PhC structures such as optical
filters, optical demultiplexers, optical switches and optical
logic gates; are examples of optical devices based on PhC
structures.[1] Resonant cavities, defect modes, ring
resonators,
coupled
waveguides.
Among
these
aforementioned mechanisms, PhC ring resonators
(PhCRRs) are the most promising one, because of their
high transmission efficiency, high quality factor and
stability in tuning the resonant wavelength of the structure.
Chen et al (2006) used multimode interference for building
a 1-to-2 decoder switch whose structure was an electro
optical device. [2]
Most recently two optical decoders have been
designed which totally depended on photonic crystal (PhC)
ring resonators. In these structures the switching procedure
is done completely in optical domain without any
electronics .In this paper, 1*2 decoder switches have
design using the OPTIFDTD software and using the non
linear KERR EFFECT which is totally based on optical
domain. [8]
2. Conclusion
we observed that photonic crystal ring resonators have
widely used to design the optical devices, because they
provides the ultra compact size of the device and surge the
speed of transmission which is very essential to fulfill
server demands. Inspite of decoder switch, we can also
study or design other optical devices.
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Abstract - The channel is a transmission medium for conveying

models calculate the average received signal strength
depending on the transmitter-receiver distance and the
small-scale channel models represent local variations of
the average signal strengths [6-10]. One of the most
alarming part in the wireless communication is fading,
which is present when there are numerous multipath
components and these components arrive at the receiver at
vaguely different times. If there is movement in the system
then there is also phase difference between the received
components, which leads to shift in the frequency. The
Rayleigh fading model functions on the assumption that
the resultant fading emerges from a large number of
uncorrelated waves with identically distributed amplitudes
and uniformly distributed random phases [11-13]. In a
heavily urbanized area or where there is no line-of-sight
communication between the transmitter and receiver, the
entities in the environment attenuate, reflect, refract, and
diffract the signal before it turn up at the receiver. When
there is line-of-sight, direct path is normally the strongest
component which proceeds into deeper fade as compared
to the multipath components. This kind of signal is
measured by Rician distribution [4, 11,13].

information signal or data. In wireless communication the
channel is time variant and this attribute of the channel leads to
the occurrence called Fading. Fading varies with time or
frequency causes amplitude fluctuations in the received signal
according to type of fading channel used. It is often modelled as
a random process. Noise is an unwanted form of energy which
interferes with required signal. To tackle the problem of signal
degradation, suitable knowledge of fading channels with the
effect of noise is helpful. This paper compares BER Performance
of a Rayleigh fading channel with a Rician fading channel in the
AWGN noise environment deploying the QPSK modulation
technique.
Keywords – BER, QPSK.

1. Introduction
In today’s world, the development of the wireless
communication have put forward many new methods to
realize the system with new characteristics, however some
unavoidable conditions attenuate the signal energy and
create problems to achieve the optimal results from the
system [1]. AWGN is shortened as additive white gaussian
noise, which does not account for fading. AWGN is a
channel model in which solitary impairment is a linear
addition of wideband or white noise to the communication
system[16]. The radio link between the transmitter and
receiver varies from simple line-of-sight to the one that is
strictly obstructed by the buildings, mountains etc, and
hence undergoes severe multipath fading [1-5]. However,
the mobile channels are very different from the stationary
along with predictable wired channels, because of their
randomness. Over the years, several studies and
measurements have been carried out in different locations
for such channels and various models have been
propositioned for both the indoor and outdoor
environments [3,4]. The instantaneous signal strength at
the receiver can be forecasted using the traditional largescale and small-scale models, wherein the large scale
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II. QPSK (QUADRATURE PHASE MODULATION)
The aim of digital modulation scheme is to change the
characteristics of the carrier signal by a discrete signal.
This QPSK digital modulation technique is based on phase
shift keying. If two or more bits are used then the resultant
signal will be given by the process of modulation called
QPSK. It can be viewed as quarter-nary modulation. The
two bits are then combined to get the symbol. This reduces
the transmission channel bandwidth.
III. BER (BIT ERROR RATE)
The bit error ratio is described as number of bit errors
divided by the total number of bits transferred during the
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defined time gap from one location to another [15]. BER is
a unit-less parameter, commonly listed in the form of
percentage. The BER is applicable for radio data links,
Ethernet, plus fibre optic systems. When data is spread
over a long channel, there is a probability of errors being
introduced into the data. If error arises in the data, the
system may not be reliable. As a result, it is mandatory to
check the performance of the system in the form of BER. It
also verifies the complete end to end working of a system
including the transmitter, receiver and the medium between
these two [14].
IV. SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO (SNR)
SNR is the ratio of the received signal strength over the
noise strength in the frequency range of the operation.
Noise strength includes the noise from the environment
and undesirable signal interference. High BER grounds
augmented packet loss and decreased throughput. The
precise relation between the SNR and BER is not easy to
conclude [15]. Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is normally
used to investigate the quality of a communication link and
is computed in decibels. It can be expressed as
V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Now, to appraise the performance measure of the system,
MATLAB was used to reproduce the results. Calculating
the bit error rate, the transmitted data and demodulated
data is compared. The results have been compared for the
BER performance vs. signal to noise ratio (Eb/No) using
QPSK modulation, in the environment of Rayleigh &
Rician fading channels. The following graphs show the
above listed results for BER performance.

The second graph is the result of the power computation of
the sample of arrays of 1 & it has size of 2000.
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Abstract - VANET (vehicular ad-hoc networks) are the
best move toward in the field of transportation system to
make it intelligent transport system (IOS) for the road
safety purposes. VANET networks have no permanent
infrastructure. In this article, we have discussed about
VANET, its architecture and security challenges along
with different security techniques that are used in
VANETs to make the intelligent transport system ( IOS)
system more efficient. Providing security to VANET is
important and well organized in terms of having efficient
and secure communication .Safety information exchange
enables the life-critical applications.
Keywords – VANET , attacks, security, threats.

2. Vehicle to Roadside or Vehicle to Infrastructure (VI)
Communication
3.Inter Roadside Communication.

1. Introduction
As the population increasing the number of vehicles on
roads are also increasing in a drastic manner. Today, the
car manufacturers and telecommunications industries have
sided up together to furnish vehicles with wireless
technologies which not only carry various information
technology services to vehicles but also get better the
safety on the road and traffic efficiency. Vehicles
collectively with the road side infrastructure can form a
vast self-organized communication network called
vehicular ad-hoc network (VANET). VANET is a
collection of vehicles in a network that are self-motivated
in nature and communicate with each other or with close
by Road Side Units (RSUs), using a technique called,
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC). The
vehicles are prepared with wireless On-Board Unit (OBU),
which perform the communication. A Vehicular Ad-hoc
Network is a type of Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET),
that provides communication among the vehicles.

Fig.1 VANET data exchange
II.Security Requirements in VANET's
The critical issue for ad-hoc networks nowadays is security
applications. The following terms have to be fulfilled by
the network for a secure and safe network. These are
described as:
1.Authentication:It refers to verification of identity
between the infrastructure units (RSUs) and the and the
vehicles and the reliability validation of information
exchange. It makes sure that the message is transmitted by
the actual node and that's why reduces the attacks done by
the attackers or the adversaries to a greater extent. It is the
foremost security requirement in VANET.

A VANET has the following types of communication:
1. Inter-Vehicular
Communication

or

Vehicle

to
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Vehicle

(V-V)

2. Access control: It make sure that all the nodes in the
network execute their functions according to the roles and
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privileges given to them. Authorization, in access control,
specifies what each node could do in the network and what
kind of messages could be generated by it.

5. No power constraint: The nodes in VANET does not
have the issue relating to the energy of computational
resources.

3.Real time Guarantees: Many safety related applications
in VANET depend on solid time guarantees. It make sure
that the time constraint can be met in case of safety related
applications like collision avoidance .

6. Unbounded network size: VANET can also be
implemented for one or more cities or even for countries
that results in geographically unbounded size of the
network.

4.Non-Repudiation: In this security based system a sender
cannot deny the fact of having sent the message. But this
does not mean that everyone can identify the sender. Only
detailed authorities with absolute authorization are allowed
to identify a vehicle. The attackers can be identified even
after the attack happened. This prevent cheaters to deny
from their crimes.

IV. Types of Attacks on VANET
1.Privacy Leakage: The identity of user revealed to the
other user in the network .So in this way the information
gets leaked.
2. Denial of service attack: A lot of wrong of message are
created which kept server busy and service deprived to the
real user. Flooding the control channel with high volumes
of artificially generated messages, the network’s nodes,
onboard units and roadside units cannot sufficiently
process the surplus data.

5.Privacy: Privacy ensures that the information is not
leaked to the people which are not allowed to outlook the
information that is the unauthorized users. The privacy of
location is also important so that past or future locations of
the vehicles might not be traced. Though specified
authorities must be allowed to trace the identity of the user
in some liability related cases.

3. Confidentiality: A user in VANET possibly will not
want vehicle nearby to know his/her destination by eaves
dropping.
4.Message tempering : The original message is modified
by the attacker or fake user.

6. Availability: This term availability deals with the
services, like bandwidth and connectivity provided by the
network for all the nodes. Avoidance and detection
techniques using group signatures has been introduced in
order to make agreement with the issue of availability.

5. Broadcast Tempering : The delivery of false safety
message into the network. An inside attacker may inject
false safety messages into the network to cause damage,
such as causing an accident by suppressing traffic warnings
or manipulating the flow of traffic around a chosen route.

III. Characterstics Of VANET's
1. Wireless Communication: VANET's are only designed
for the wireless environment. Nodes are connected with
each other and then they exchange their information
through a wireless medium.

6. Malware : These are viruses or worms which can cause
problem in the entire network. Malware attacks are more
usually to be carried out by a rascal insider rather than an
outsider and may be launched into the network when the
onboard units and roadside units receive firmware and
software updates.

2. Fast changing network topology: High mobility and
relaxed speed of vehicles, causes the position of nodes to
change very fastly. As a result of this, there is a frequent
change in the network topology.

7.Spamming: This leads to the increase in message
latency. The presence of spam messages on VANET's
elevate the threat of increased transmission latency.
Spamming is made more complex to control because of
non appearence of a basic infrastructure and centralized
administration.

3. High Mobility: The nodes in VANETs are the vehicles
which are normally moving at very high speed. Therefore,
they remain in the communication range of each other for
few seconds, and the links are established and broken
down fast.

8. Black Hole Attack :This attack establishes the node
drops out. A black hole is formed when nodes decline to
participate in the network or when an established node
drops out.

4. Time Critical: The freedom of information to the nodes
in VANET have to be done within time limit so that it can
carry out the action accordingly. High data rates are not
required in VANET, however it
has hard delay
constraints.
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9.Replay Attack: In a replay attack the attacker re -injects
formely received packets back into the network, degrading
a node’s location table by replaying beacons.
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10.Global Positioning System (GPS) Spoofing: The GPS
satellite maintains a location table with the geographic
location and recognize all vehicles on the network. An
attacker can trick vehicles into thinking that they are in
different location by producing fake readings in the Global
Positioning system devices.
V. CHALLENGES IN VANET
1. Location Awareness: Many of the VANET applications
require certain effective location based services. The
increased reliance of VANET on GPS or other specific
location based instruments effect its applications in
instance of occurrence of any error.
2. Liability versus Privacy: Liability offer the possibility
for legal investigation. In some specific cases, the data
can’t be denied, when required. On the other hand each
driver must have the ability to keep his/her personal
information protected from others. Hence privacy must not
be despoiled.
3. Real-time guarantees: Most of the applications in
VANET requires time severe messages, like collision
avoidance, hazard warning and accident warning
information . So stringent deadlines for the delivery of
messages must be met.
4. High Mobility & Volatility: The network in VANET is
highly unstable. Due to high mobility most of the
communication occur between nodes that never interacted
with each other before. These nodes are in continuous
motion in their own directions and due to this the
connection between them lasts for very small amount of
time.
CONCLUSION
There is no doubt that Vehicular Ad-hoc Network Systems
are a developing research area with extensive number of
utilization case. VANET provide a wide variety of services
which include applications ranging from safety to crash
avoidance to multimedia access .In this paper various
security attacks and challenges are discussed and these are
all associated with its security services. As VANET is a
broad research area which has a promising future with
huge challenges in its security.
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surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) are extremely
recommended because of their label-free detection
and versatility. In SPR procedure, at the metaldielectric interface there is an excitation of electron
density oscillation which are recognized as surface
Plasmon wave [2]. The free electrons in metal are
used for SPR where the shape size and composition
of nano particle affect the emergence of surface
Plasmon. Surface Plasmon increases when the area
coated with metal and this allows the device to be
used as a sensor to perform label free detection of
chemical and biological elements. Applications like
optical modeling Finite-difference time domain
(FDTD) offers a few advantages for investigate the
performance of fiber optic application. A broadband
pulse can be used as a source in time domain
technique FDTD and wide range of frequencies can
be obtained with single simulation.

Abstract-This paper gives an overview about the effect of
different nano particle on the performance of surface
Plasmon resonance based optical fiber sensor. Various
parameter of optical fiber such as sensor sensitivity, figure
of merit, FWHM, PEAK SENSITIVE and shift in
wavelength which gives an overall sensitivity and are also
discussed. For visible and near-infrared wavelengths, the
excitation of surface Plasmon resonance in nano particle
metal coatings of silver, gold and other metal are described
and compared quantitatively.

Keywords: Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR), Finitedifference time domain (FDTD), nano particles.

1.

Introduction

Due to progress in nano technology, optical sensor
gains a lot of attention. Optical fiber sensor based on
grating and surface Plasmon resonance has generate
great interest. Optical fiber sensors have a lot of
benefits contrast to its electronic counter part. As
well as being small and compact, it is also low
powered, low loss and immune to electromagnetic
interference. They are efficient for remote sensing
and provide multiple detection techniques within a
single device.
In general, two types of protocols that are used in
optical bio sensing: fluorescence-based detection and
label-free detection [1]. Optical sensors based on

2. Surface Plasmon Resonance
Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) is the resonant
oscillation of conduction electrons at the interface
between a positive and negative permittivity material
stimulated by incident light. It occurs when thin
metal is hit by plane polarized light. Thin film of
noble metal used on the reflection site of prism due to
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conventional combination of reflectance angle and
wavelength, where we used gold most of the times.
The angle of surface Plasmon mainly depends upon
the metal films properties, incident light wavelength
and refractive index of the media [3].The metal must
have conduction band electrons capable of resonating
with the incoming light at a suitable wavelength.
Metals which satisfy these conditions are silver, gold,
copper, aluminum, sodium and indium. In addition,
the metal on the sensor surface can be free of
sulphides,oxide and it must not react with other
molecules on revelation to the atmosphere or
liquid [4]. From all these metals, indium is too
expensive, sodium too reactive, copper and
aluminum too broad in their SPR response and silver
too susceptible to oxidation. This leaves gold as the
most practical metal. Localized surface Plasmon
resonance (LSPR) and surface Plasmon polarization
(SPP) are used for sensitivity of sensor. In SPP light
injected in optical fiber toward a plane face coated by
a thin layer of noble metal. SPP found at outer side of
the metal, whereas LSPR waves propagating along
continuous metal surface and produce by trapping
light wave with in conductive nano particles (NPs)
with dimension smaller than the wavelength of light.

D investigate the performance of sensor with nano
composite considering of Ag, Au and indium tin
oxide with different amount dispersed in host
dielectric matrix. The result shows that the nano
composite coated with the ITO-TiO2 based sensor
possesses high sensitivity [5]. In another analysis
Rana Tabassum and Bansi D. Gupta, used zinc oxide
and palladium over a silver coated unclad core of
fiber for sensing of small concentration of hydrogen
gas in the visible region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. To achieve the maximum value of the
figure of merit, the film thickness of layer and
amount of Nanoparticles in the nano composite layer
have been optimized and result shows that sensing
probe coated with ZnO:Pd nano composite gives
maximum figure of merit than sensing probe coated
with multilayer of Pd and ZnO over a silver coated
unclad core of the fiber [6]. Comparison of different
parameters shown in table1 by using Silver-gold
alloy nano particle, the design of optical fiber have
been investigate on the performance of sensor and
this shows the better performance than metal-host
alloy. The analysis and results are shown in graph1.
Table1: Comparison of different parameter
Probe

AG/ZNO:PD
Nano
composite
coated probe
AG/ZNO/PD
coated
Fig.1 Sketch of the operating principle of the
Kretschmann–Raether prism (SPW surface Plasmon
wave)
3. Effect of nano particles on optical fiber sensor.
Various parameter of sensor which affects the
sensitivity of the sensor are discussed in this section.
Surface Plasmon resonance based optical sensor is
dependent on the nano particle properties of different
noble metal. Various type of nano particle are
proposed for optical fiber sensor. Sarika Singh and B
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Graph 1: Sensitivity with film thickness for two
different sensor configurations.
Due to presence of different nano particle in different
shapes, various experiment performed using Lorentz
drude model. Nano particle in spherical shape could
be gold, silver, copper used to analysis of various
parameter of optical fiber sensor at different
resonance frequencies [7].wavelength sensitivity,
peak absorbance, full width half maximum of
different nano particles at different refractive index
shown in table 2 and table 3 with variation in SPR
wavelength.

SPR
wavelength
at n=1.1

SPR
wavelength
at n=1.3

585.2

Ag
Lorentzdrude
model

468.0

635.1

481.8

598.0

398

Cu
Lorentzdrude
model

521.7

561.1

197

VO2
Lorentzdrude
model

557.3

585.2

139.5

Nanopartic
les material
Au
Lorentzdrude
model
Ag
Lorentzdrude
model
Al
Lorentzdrude
model

Wavelength
sensitivity
(nm/RIU)

Au
Lorentzdrude
model

518.4

Table3: Peak absorbance, half width full maximum
SPR wavelength of Au, Al, Cu, VO2 at refractive
index 1.1

Table2: Wavelength sensitivity of different nano
particles at different refractive index.
Nano
particle
material

Al
Lorentzdrude
model

249.5

SPR
wavelength(n
m)
585.2

Peak
absorbance
(%)
90.2

FW
HM

468.0

66.8

81.9

518.4

53.2

9.9

74.6

This table shows the parameter which effect the
sensitivity of optical fiber sensor based on nano
particle [6]. There is possibility to increase the
sensitivity by using various nano particles. Also
observed that FWHM for gold nano particle increase
with increase in refractive index. Another method of
photo deposition is used to immobilize silver
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Nanoparticles on the optical fiber end to measure the
refractive index in aqueous media using localized
surface Plasmon resonance (LSPR). In this analysis
LSPR peak wavelength is linearly shifted to longer
wavelength when the refractive index increases as
shown in graph 2. The shape and size of different
nano particle are also recommended to increase the
surface Plasmon resonance based sensor. Amar
m.masor investigate the different parameter such as
wavelength and peak sensitivity, full width at half
Maximum and FOM using gold nanoparticle on the
tip of optical fiber. Different shapes of gold nano
particle like cylinder conical, sphere and cube shows

spectra. This achieved by removing the cladding
entirely or in part, via a chemical etching process or
by side polishing but now its range increases. At
operating wavelength between 500 to 800nm unclad
or D shaped sensor are used.
Table 4: performance of different geometry based
optical fiber sensor
Sensor
configuratio
n
GEOMATO
RY
MODIFIED
FIBRE
Unclad/etch
ed fiber

Tapered
fiber
Hetero core
structure
Graph 2

Side
polished
fiber

variation in sensitivity. Conical shapes shows
maximum exhibits resonance wavelength and peak
intensity sensitivities of 157 nm/RIU and 44 %/RIU,
respectively, which give a higher overall sensitivity
[8].

Wavelen
gth range

Ultimate
bulk
refractomet
ery

FO
M

RE
F

500800nm

ca
4000nm/RI
U [9 10 ]

ca
.40

[9
10
]

ca
11,800nm/
RIU
ca
5000nm/RI
U
ca
3200nm/RI
U

ca.1
18

[11
12]

ca
.33

[13
14]

ca.6
4

[15
16]

8001200nm
15001600nm

ca.
10
ΔT/RIU
ca.
500
nm/RIU

N/A

[17
]
[18
19
]

500800nm

ca
6,430
nm/RIU

ca
90

500800nm
500800nm
500800nm

2.Grating
assisted
fiber
LPFGs

4. In this section we describe some types of optical
fiber sensor

TFBGs

1. Geometry modified fiber

ca
2500

3.Specialty
fiber

The Plasmon optical fiber sensor based on the
geometry of optical fiber in which alteration of
optical fiber that brings surrounding medium direct
contact with core-guided light and where surface
Plasmon resonance is obtained from the transmission

Microstruct
ure
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Polymer

500800nm

ca
13,00nm/R
IU

ca 9

surface Plasmon resonance. This resonance also
shows variation in the sensitivity of sensor at
different wavelengths with the application of nano
particles. In future there is possibility to increase the
limit of detection using different geometry and nano
particles.

[22
23]

ΔA/RIU absorption change per refractive index unit,
ΔT/Retransmission change per refractive index unit,
ΔI/RIU intensity change per refractive index unit,
N/A not applicable.
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Abstract - This paper demonstrates the design of Modified
Sierpinski Carpet Fractal Antenna with United Circle
(MSCFAUC) for S, C and X Band Applications. This antenna
works at frequency 2.6 GHz and support multiband band
behavior. FR4-epoxy with h= 1.6 mm and εr=4.4 is used as
substrate material. The antenna is fed using coaxial probe feed.
Gain (G), Return Loss (RL), Radiation Pattern, Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio (VSWR) and Bandwidth (BW) are main parameters,
calculated to measure antenna performance. Satisfactory values
of parameters of antenna i.e. RL < -10 dB, VSWR < 2 and gain >
3 dB are obtained at each resonant frequency. The antenna is
designed and simulated using software HFSS (High Frequency
Structural Simulator) software. The projected antenna works in S
band (2-4 GHz), C band (4-8 GHz) and X band (8 - 12 GHz).

[6-7] Fractal consists of three main elements: Substrate,
Patch and Ground [8]. Patch can have different shapes like
triangular, circular, rectangular and square etc. In this work
antenna with rectangular patch is designed on FR4
substrate.

2. Antenna Design and Fabrication
To design MSCFAUC dimensions are calculated
using equations (1) to (4) of the transmission line model [2]
of antenna. Various dimensions are calculated using
formulas given in [6].

Antenna.

2 fr
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r 1
2



( eff )  0.5( r  1)  0.5( r  1) 1  12hW

1. Introduction
Fractal antenna is considered as a significant part in
existing wireless communication system because of high
gain, narrow bandwidth, multiband performance, small
size, simple fabrication and low cost [2-3]. Conventional
patch antennas suffer from many limitations like poor
efficiency, narrow bandwidth and low gain [3]. To reduce
patch antenna limitations several techniques are developed.
These techniques include fractal antenna, defected ground
and thick substrates antenna. The Latin word “fractus is
used to define the FRACTAL and it has meaning
“broken”. This antenna can be well-defined as an element
that uses a fractal or self- similar design [11]. Fractals are
split into self-similar parts due to its space filling property.
Bandwidth and radiation property of antenna are improved
by discontinuities in the geometry of the antenna [1]. In
previous work many dissimilar fractal geometries are
available [4-5]. These antennas are used in biomedical
telemetry services, radar, mobile communication base
stations, aircraft, satellite communications, missile etc.

c

Patch width (W ) 

Keywords - HFSS, Gain, VSWR, Sierpinski, Carper, Microstrip,

L  0.412h

( reff  0.03)(Wh 1  0.264)
( reff  0.258)(Wh 1  0.8)

Patch Lenghth ( L) 

c
2 f r  eff

 2L



1 1 / 2

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Permitting to the transmission line model (TLM) ground
size should be infinite [9]. But practically infinite ground is
not possible. So finite ground is used which takes size
greater than six times the substrate height and hence the
results are familiar to the infinite ground plane [2].
Ground plane Length (Lg) = 6h+L
(5)
Ground plane width(Wg) = 6h+W
(6)
Design parameters of the proposed MSCFAUC antenna
are calculated and given below in Table 1.
Figure1. reveals with geometry of proposed antenna based
on fractal concept. For designing of proposed antenna
steps are described below:
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Step 1: The proposed MSCFA is fabricated and simulated
on FR4 substrate with h= 1.6 mm, εr =4.4 and loss tangent
0.02. Ground has length and width 36.6 mm each.
Step 2: The geometry of the projected MSCFA consists of
square patch which has side length 27 mm. A smaller
square with side length equal to 9 mm is cut from the
center of larger square as depicted in figure 1(b). A
circular patch with diameter 9.2 mm is united at the center
to form the 1st iteration geometry as depicted in figure 1(b).
Step 3: This process is repeated for the modified carpet
fractal antenna to obtain geometry as depicted in figure
1(c). Fractal antennas can be feed by several ways but
coaxial probe and microstrip line feed are most frequently

The proposed antenna is also fabricated with FR4 substrate
having thickness 1.6 mm. The antenna is tested using
Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). Figure2. shows the top
view and back view of fabricated antenna. SMA female
connector with Teflon inside is used for coaxial feed.

Table 1: Various design parameters of Antenna

1

L

27 mm

2

W

27 mm

3

Lg

36.6 mm

4

Wg

36.6 mm

Substrate Material

5

FR4

6

h

1.6 mm

7

εr

4.4

8

Loss Tangent of the Substrate

0.02

9

Side of square in 1st iteration

9 mm

Radius of circle in 1st
iteration
Side of square in 2nd
Iteration
Radius of circles in 2nd
iteration

4.6 mm

10
11
12

(b)
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3. Results and Discussions
Results of MSCFAUC in relation to different factors like
scattering parameters, radiation pattern and VSWR are
discussed in this section.

1.51 mm

(c)
Figure1: (a)
iteration (b) 1st iteration (c) 2nd iteration of
proposed antenna
0th

(b)

Figure 2: Fabricated antenna (a) Top view (b) Back view

3 mm

used feeds. In this paper coaxial probe feed is used. The
patch is connected to the coax-pin or probe and ground
plane is connected to conductor of the coax. Construction
of probe or coaxial feed is easy, less spurious radiations
and better impedance matching. Outer cylinder of radius
1mm of material vacuum and inner cylinder of radius 0.5
mm of material pec is used in coaxial feed.

(a)

(a)

Values

Return Loss

Parameters

Sr. No

0th
iteration
1st iteration
2nd iteration

Fig.3 Return Loss versus Frequency
S parameters gives the reflection and transmission losses
between incident and reflected waves. All the iterations of
proposed antenna are proficient of generating multiple
resonant frequencies. Return loss characteristic for all the
iterations are compared as displayed in figure 3. Simulated
and measured results are compared for final iteration of
proposed MSCFAUC as displayed in figure 5. which
shows close agreement with each other. VSWR of 0th, 1st
and 2nd iterations of SCFAUC are compared and are
described in figure 4. SCFAUC has VSWR < 2 at each
resonating frequency. Radiation pattern provides the
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information about antenna energy radiation. Pattern
measurements are presented in either a rectangular

VSWR

0th
iteration
1st iteration
2nd iteration
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. VSWR v/s frequency plot

Return loss

(c)

(d)

frequency
Figure 5.Simulated and measured RL v/s frequency
plot

(e)

(f)

Table2: Result parameters of SCFAUC

Iteratio
n

Freq.
(GHz)

0th
1st

2.6
2.6
7.6
2.6
7.6
9.6

2nd

Return
loss
(dB)
-12.25
-10.85
-15.09
-10.94
-12.49
-12.49

VSWR

Gain
(dB)

Bandwidt
h

1.64
1.80
1.42
1.79
1.62
1.62

8.23
8.09
5.76
6.5
5.8
10.8

0.40
0.10
0.20
0.10
0.20
0.18

Figure6: Radiation pattern (a) at frequency 2.6 GHz of 0 th
iteration (b) at frequency 2.6 GHz of 1 st iteration (c) at frequency
7.6 GHz of 1st iteration (d) at frequency 2.6 GHz of 2 nd iteration
(e) at frequency 7.6 GHz of 2nd iteration (f) at frequency 9.6 GHz
of 2nd iteration
Table 3: Comparison of MSCFAUC with some existing antenna

Author
Priyanka Sharma [4]
Avni Kapadia [10]
Ram Krishan [11]
Proposed Antenna

or a polar format. Gain is reported as 8.23 dB at 2.6 GHz
of 0th iteration, 8.09 dB at 2.6 GHz and 5.76 dB at 7.6
GHz in 1st iteration and 6.5 dB at 2.6 GHz, 5.8 at 7.6 GHz
and 10.8 GHz at 9.6 GHz of 2 nd iteration. Two
dimensional radiation patterns of proposed antenna for all
the iterations are shown in figure 6. Table 2 describes the
simulation results for all iterations of MSCFAUC. Results
of MSCFAUC antenna is also compared with some similer
types of antennas. A comparison of proposed antenna with
other existing antennas is depicted in Table 3.

Frequency Band
(GHz)
5.5,8.2, 9.4, 9.7
2.45
2.49
2.6,7.6,9.6

Gain (dB)
5.82,7.62, 8, 6.8
2.17
7.2
6.5, 5.8, 10.8

4. Conclusions
In this paper Sierpinski Carpet with united circular
geometry fractal antenna is planned up to 2nd iteration.
Projected antenna works triple band at 2.6 GHz in S Band
(2-4 GHz), 7.6 GHz in C Band (4-8 GHz) and 9.6 GHz in
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X Band (8 to 12 GHz). From comparison it is concluded
that gain of the MSCFAUC is better than other antennas.
The MSCFAUC can be used for wireless LAN and mobile
phones. Gain, Bandwidth, Return Loss, VSWR and
Radiation Pattern of projected antenna have satisfactory
values for appropriate performance.
.
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Abstract - Surface plasmons are electromagnetic field waves
that induce over the surface of a conductor. The researcher
analyzed and proposed Bragg gratings in surface Plasmon which
was formed by periodically varying the width of the insulator in a
metal-insulator-metal waveguide. That shows plasmonic Bragg
gratings have good filtering features. The sidelobes are quietly
suppressed in the transmission spectrum, to improve the
performance the researcher moreover proposed S-shaped Bragg
cells. In this paper, Bragg grating based MIM surface plasmon
polariton reflector (SPPR) is also discussed.
– Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide,
surface plasmon, Bragg reflectors, waveguide Bragg grating
(WBG).

Keywords

1. Introduction
Surface plasmons (SPs) have great interest in the area of a
wide range of researchers, ranging from chemists,
physicists, and biologists to material researchers. The more
attractive interest in SPs which allow all metallic structures
distinguished on the nanometer scale by the latest
researches. For example, SPs are being investigated for
their importance in optical communication, microscopy,
data storage in magneto-optic, solar cells and also being
utilized to develop sensors for detecting biologically
interesting molecules. In the field of optics for scientists,
they help us to concentrate and confining the channel light
using subwavelength scale, which is one of the most
interesting aspects of Surface Plasmon [1]. At this
instance, a massive group of SPP subwavelength optical
devices, for example, mirrors [8], waveguides [9],
directional couplers, and Mach–Zehnder interferometers
[10] and also modulators [11] are discussed.
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SPP waveguides are mainly classified into two categories,
insulator-metal-insulator (IMI)-type and metal-insulatormetal (MIM)-type. Although IMI type waveguide has
longer propagation length and low losses, but it suffers
greatly from poor confinement ability of light into
subwavelength scale and also not suitable for high
integration purpose. MIM-type waveguide has been
responsible for manipulating of light into subwavelength
scale with a suitable propagation length and have good
ability of confining light into subwavelength geometries,
thus has taken into more and more consideration. [2].

2. Surface Plasmon Polaritons
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are light waves and the
most attractive ways to deal with diffraction limit, which is
used to manipulate light at a subwavelength scale in order
to fulfill the demands of highly integrated optical devices
and circuits [3]. The surface-bound electromagnetic
excitations propagate over the metal–dielectric interface,
thus surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), have attracted
much interest in the realization of recent integrated
photonic devices and nanooptics. Surface Plasmon
Polaritons (SPP) based structures operating in optical
domain offers an advantage of to be used in on-chip
integration of optical circuits. SPP are charged waves those
propagate over the conductor surface due to its interaction
with free electrons present on that surface. In photonic
circuits, SPP’s have the inherent capability to guide light
over the diffraction limit [7]. At the interface, the
amplitudes of electromagnetic excitation are strongly
enhanced and decay exponentially into both of the
neighboring media for these waves. Hence, by using the
various types of surface metal nanostructures the SPP
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propagation in the surface plane sufficiently control
because SPPs are very sensitive to surface features [4].
In the area of optics for researchers, the important
characteristics of SPPs is the way they help us concentrate
light in subwavelength geometries. Some photonic
integrated components depend on light assisting control in
SPPs, like lenses, modulators, sensors, filters, waveguides,
splitters, resonators, interferometers, and cavities, have
been theoretically mentioned in this literature [3]. SPs have
a integrated electromagnetic excitation and surface charge
character at the interface across a noble metal and
dielectric as shown in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1(a)
Fig. 1(a) They are transverse magnetic in character (H is in
the y direction), and the propagation of Surface charge
requires an electric field normal to the surface. This
integrated character also pointing the field component
perpendicular to the surface being enhanced near the
surface and decaying exponentially with distance away
from it.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1(b). The field taken in perpendicular direction is said
to be evanescent, reflecting the bounce, non-emitting
nature of SPs, and prevents power from propagating away
from the surface. Over the metal in the dielectric medium,
commonly air or glass taken, the decay length of the field,
δd is of the order of half the wavelength of light included,
whereas the decay length into the metal, δm is calculated by
the skin depth. Fig. 1(c) For SP mode the dispersion curve
shows the problem of momentum mismatch that should be
controlled by coupling light and SP modes together, with
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the SP mode always lying beyond the light line, that is, it
has greater momentum (ħksp) than a free space photon (ħko)
of the same frequency ω [1].
The photonic devices based on SPP waveguides are
classified into two types i.e. the insulator-metal-insulator
(IMI) waveguide and the metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
waveguide having fundamental and basic structures.
However, the practical use of SPPs devices in the metal
have a significant drawback comes from the resistive
heating losses, with a small propagation length as a
consequence. To overcome this problem an insulator–
metal–insulator (IMI) geometry, which supports the long
range surface plasmon polaritons (LRSPP), has been
proposed. Moreover, the electromagnetic field rises into
the dielectric layers and the effective size of the
electromagnetic field will no longer be subwavelength, due
to the poor confinement ability of the cladding dielectric
layers [5]. The IMI-type waveguide has longer propagation
length and low losses, but it suffers greatly from poor
confinement ability of light into subwavelength structures
and also not suitable for high integration purpose. The
MIM-type waveguide has been responsible for
manipulating of light into subwavelength scale with a
suitable propagation length, thus has taken into more and
more attention. Wang et al. investigated by alternately
stacking two types of MIM waveguides, a planar
heterowaveguide be constructed which can improve the
efficiency of energy transfer at the range of subwavelength
because it provides spatial light confinement with lateral
dimensions of less than the free-space wavelength.
However, by inserting a lossy material such as aluminum
the MIM waveguides have more ohmic losses. Hence to
handle this problem, low-loss MIM SPP Bragg reflectors
have been achieved based on periodically varying the
dielectric materials between the MIM waveguide. To
suppress sidelobes of SPP based reflectors the S-shaped
Bragg cells are also introduced. Quite recently, Liu et al.
has reported a SPP wide bandgap reflector based on MIM
waveguides, because photonic element with a wide
bandgap is quite important in applications. This reflector
with relatively wide bandgap is realized by modulating the
MIM waveguide width and inserting the dielectric
materials. However, since the contrasts of the waveguide
width and the dielectric constant in different layers cannot
be sufficiently large in their design, the contrast of the
effective refractive index is actually not large enough.
Thereby, the bandgap of their reflector cannot be as wide
as expected [3].

3. MIM Bragg Reflectors
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Plasmonic PBG components have been utilized in low
threshold light-emitting diodes based on SPP and singlemode surface-plasmon lasers. However, most of the
experimentally characterized Bragg reflector structures
consist of corrugated metallic strips based on the InsulatorMetal-Insulator (IMI) geometry, which cannot provide true
subwavelength light confinement, and therefore, is not
applicable for high integration levels. Also, the MetalInsulator-Metal (MIM) waveguide has been proposed for
future on-chip optical communication, which can provide
both low-loss propagation and light confinement to lateral
dimension of 10% the wavelength. MIM Bragg reflectors
have been proposed in few numerical studies. In this paper,
they present an accurate characteristic impedance for MIM
waveguide structures.
Using
Finite-Difference
Time-Domain
(FDTD)
simulations, they shows that impedance matching can
diminish the reflection at discontinuities in MIM based
heterostructures. Then, present a general formulation
totally based on the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) for
MIM Bragg reflectors with subwavelength dielectric layer
thickness. Based on the TMM analysis, they investigated
the impact of geometric and material parameters on
propagation loss and PBG strength [6].
It was cleared that in Bragg gratings the chirp technique
can increase the photonic bandwidth. This paper shows the
Bragg grating based MIM surface plasmon polariton
reflector (SPPR) with a broad bandgap is successfully
obtained. It ensures reflector with nice filtering
characteristics, they should guarantee them to have nearzero transmission in the band and small sidelobe out the
band. Therefore, the MIM SPP waveguide to suppress
spectral sidelobe is also investigated. The model of the
MIM SPP waveguide is presented and its optical properties
are studied, it also describes the quasi-chirped technique to
realize broad bandgap MIM SPPR [3].

section changes gradually. Thus, as the width changes
gradually, so does the effective index.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematics of an SPP-WBG. By periodically changing the
width of the insulator slot in an MIM-type waveguide, good filtering can
be achieved. The schematics of Bragg cells having rectangular and Sshaped sections are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.

Fig. 3 shows calculated transmission spectra of an SPPWBG consisting of 14 and 17 periods of S-shaped Bragg
cells. We see that the sidelobes are quite suppressed. As
seen, this can however be improved by increasing the cell
numbers, which in this case will not induce larger
sidelobes. This is another advantage of these kinds of
Bragg cells [2].

Fig. 3. Transmission spectra for an SPP-WBG with rectangular (rect 14
and 17) and S-shaped Bragg (S14 and S17) cells for the cases of 14 and
17 sections calculated using FDTD.

4. SPP- Waveguide Bragg grating (WBG)
It is clear that this SPP-WBG shows nice filtering
characteristics, with a large bandgap and near-zero
transmission around the central wavelength. However, the
spectrum also displays rather large sidelobes. Additional
simulations show that increasing the number of periods
will, while decreasing the transmission around the central
wavelength, further pronounce the sidelobes. They
attribute these sidelobes to the scattering of light at the
small variation in index of refraction between the wider
and narrower regions of the insulator layer. By introducing
a gradual change of the effective index of refraction the
sidelobes can further reduced. In Fig. 2(c), They proposed
a Bragg cell having S-shaped wherein the width of wider

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, IMI structures have less loss, and longer
propagation length, but it has poor ability of confining
light to subwavelength scale. So we used MIM which has
good ability of confining light to subwavelength scale. By
using two types of bragg cells in WBG, S-shaped bragg
cells show less sidelobes as compare to rectangular bragg
cells. The MIM SPP waveguide to suppress the spectral
sidelobe of SPPR is also presented by optimally varying
the gap width. These designed reflectors have good
filtering characteristics such as broadband, near-zero
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transmission in the band and small sidelobe out the band,
and are expected to have important potential applications
in the highly integrated SPP-based photonic networks.
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Abstract – This paper gives information about wireless sensor
network. With the enhancement in technology of sensor network
and computer networks have empower dispersed sensor networks
(DSNs) from very small clusters of large sensors to micro sensors
of large swarms, from fixed nodes of mobile, from wired to
wireless communications, from constant network topology to
electric changing topology. Various aspects influencing the
design networks such as backbone operation, flexibility, power
consumption, transmission test etc. This paper given reading test
of AC structure and DC structure, flat tree and DG networks,
sensor architecture design, Ad-hoc sensor networks, sensor
applications and brief description about client/server modal and
Mobile –Agent Based network..

remote sensing, comprehensive information, etc. these are
used time-critical, envelop a broad geographical area, and
desire strong delivery of specific information for their
conclusion.
decision
making

detection

Keywords - Sensor network structure, sensor architecture

data
gathering

design ,Ad-hoc wireless networks, Data processing paradigm,
Applications of wireless sensor networks.
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor network describe as agreement of a
extensive number of inferior cost, inferior influence multifunction nodes. These are extremely dispersed either
internal the system or close it. Nodes which are very short
in size rest of understand data processing and
communicating fundamentals. The position of tiny nodes
not be complete; these not only gives casual control but
also means that protocol of sensor networks and its
principle must occupy automatic establish capacity in
Inaccessible areas. Dispersed sensor networks (DSNs)
have anew stream as an signal research area. That
evolution has been spread by advances in sensor
technology and computer networking. It is economically
appropriate to appliance DSNs, but there are many
technical objections that must be taken before DSNs.
Today’s can be used more complicated advice collection
tasks. These assignments, across a broad spectrum of one
and the other civilian and military applications, build
environment monitoring, scene reconstruction, motion
tracking , motion detecting, battlefield surveillance,

collaborating signal processing

event

signal
processing

data
different
sensing
modalities

energy-Aware communication,computation and operating system
Fig. 1 Block diagram of DSN functionality point of view

Block diagram in above figuring different illustrating
components in DSNs from functionally point of view. The
eventual task of DSNs is to change option or obtain
knowledge based on background knowledge united from
dispersed sensor inputs. At the base level, individual
sensor node gathers data from various sensing modalities board. A basic info deal with drifting out at the local node
to generate local event detection result. This transitional
conclusion will then be dissolve at a high processing inside
into collect ability and help produce opinion. Analysis
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affair associated with above diagram can be analysis
compile into three questions: Where to dissolve? What to
dissolve? And how to dissolve? Along the size of sensors
capturing lower and the valuation capturing reasonable,
other senor can be refined to compile element through
volumes. On the other hand, sensor frequently broadcast
through wireless networks. These affair carry new
objection to the design of DSNs: Early, data quantity
being integrated are full huge; alternative , the frequency is
low wireless network is fully low; Tertian , the influence
ability on each sensor is fully limited; portion, the situation
is also unstable, being unstable network and developing
the possible of input data to be unfairly.

the least nodes will be assemble as the instruction goes up
the hierarchy. One way of the affected this problem is
combine nodes in the least level of the network. lyengar et
al. [1] per posed to use deBruijin graph (DG) [6] to
connect nodes all level as shown in figure 3. DG add many
advantage over AC and DHC, and flat tree design , like as
clean routing arrangement improve wrong tolerance
capacity , improve extensibility

2. Sensor Network Architecture
DSN analysis started from early 80s. DSN may be
consisting of various type of sensor. Like as a thermal,
Low sampling rate magnetic, visual, infrared, seismic,
acoustic and radar, and they have able to monitor a large
number of atmospheric conditions. Sensor nodes used
continuous sensing, event ID, local control of actuators,
event detection. Wesson et al. [5] they were first to
purpose of a network architecture that can be used and
design to DSN. Two architecture are studied in the basic
work of Wesson et al. [5]. The anarchic board structure
and the dynamic hierarchical cone architecture as
illuminated in figure 2. AC can be consider a fully
interconnected network without ranking, the all node can
be communicate with a each nodes, so analysis between
nodes is straight forward. They were easy to transmission,
AC structure is costly instrument and also to extend. the
other hand, DNC provides to hierarchical architecture is
known as a free structure. It allow transmission between
nodes in boarding layer, but cannot within the same layer.

Flat Tree

DG

Fig. 3 Flat tree and DG

2.1 Sensor architecture design
internet

BS
user
sensor

node
position finding
system

senso
r
AC
AC

DHC
DHC

Power unit

Fig.2 AC and DHC Architecture

The drawback of AC and DHC, hybrid architecture is
called flat
[2, 4]. These
AC tree network was purposed in DHC
nodes in the network are coordinated many entre binary
tree, and the drawback of entire linked, is illustrated in
figure 3. Alike flat tree design enhance DSN from both
robustness and hierarchical condition, integration error of

AD
C

mobilize

process
or
Storage

transceiver
power
generator

Fig. 4 Sensor nodes scattered in a sensor area and elements
of a senor nodes

Sensor nodes are commonly shared in a sensor field as
shown in figure 4. All of the distributed nodes have
capable to collect the data and rout data back to drop the
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end user. Data are routed back to the end user by multi-hop
transmission less structure over the sink. The protocol
stack blend power and routing information combine data
with the networking protocol, and the transmission power
efficiently through the wireless medium. The protocol
stack constitutes the application of Data link layer, power
management plane, physical layer, network, transport, task
management plane and mobility management plane.
Depends on the sensing task, various type of utilization
software can be assemble and use on the application layer.
the transport layer advice and maintain the leakage of data
if the sensor network application required it. the network
layer take haul of the routing data equipped by the
transport layer. The habitat is noisy and sensor node can
be mobility, and the MAC protocol must be alive and able
to decease collision with neighbors broadcast. The
physical layer addresses the demands of the techniques.
The power, mobilityand the task authority plain monitor
the power, movement and the task distribution among the
sensor nodes. this plane support the sensor nodes
coordinate the sensing task and reduce the overall power
utilization

2.2 Ad hoc wireless sensor network


The ad hoc wireless network automation and
wireless communication have made in a ad hoc
network. Unlike common wired network, the
connection between the sensor nodes in AWSNs
is dynamic. An unstable shortened network is
setup for the communication of the moment [8],
for example of f the front-line provides
discourage challenge sensor fusion networks, light
weight, expensive, greater specialized are usually
extend with unrealizable patterns inhospitable
environment. Individual sensor node can appear
and go, and also suffer fitful connectivity due to
large error rate of wireless link, and it can be
more deteriorated by environment threat, so an
effective sensor synthesis framework and
survivability to comfort node failure, connectivity
failure, and individual service failures.

2.3 Sensor network utilization

formation, fault resistance and self organization attributes
of sensor network produce them very promising sensing
technique for military. The sensor network are based on
the heavy deployment of removable and low cost sensor
nodes, loss of some nodes by hostile activity does not
change military application, virtually the destruction of
historic sensor, that make sensor network perception of a
better approach of the port –line. Various types of military
application of a sensor network are monitoring attentive
force, equipment and arrangement and biological and
chemical attack detection and surveillance.


Sensor network include tracking the movement of birds,
small animals and insects, monitoring environmental
conditions that affects crops and herd irrigation, planetary
exploration, precision agriculture, macro instruments for
large
scale
earth
monitoring,
biological
and
chemical/biological detection, earth and environmental
monitoring in marine, soil and atmospheric contexts, flood
detection, forest fire detection, and metrological and geo
physical research, bio-complexity, mapping of the
environment and pollution study.


Military application

Wireless sensor network can be intrinsic part of military
commands, communication, and intelligence, computing
control, surveillances and targeting system. The rapid

Health Application:

WSN provide integrated patient monitoring, interface for
the disabled, drug administration in hospital,
telemonitoring of human physiological data, monitoring
the movements and internal process of insects or other
small animals, and tracking and monitoring doctors and
patients inside a hospital.


Home Applications

Sensor nodes inside the domestic appliances can be
interlinked with each other and with an external network
via the internet or satellite. Home computerization, as
machinery can hide appliances, such as vacuum sweeper,
stove, refrigerators and VCRs. They grant end users to
conduct home appliances narrowly and casually more
easily.

The sensor network utilization in a home, home,
environmental, health, and other commercial fields.


Environmental Applications:



Other commercial applications:

Some of the commercial applications are monitoring
material fatigue, robot control and guidance in automatic
manufacturing environment, factory process control and
automation, machine diagnosis, local control of actuators,
building virtual keywords, monitoring disaster area,
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interactive museums, monitoring product quality ,
constructing smart office spaces, interactive toys, smart
structure with sensor nodes embedded inside, detecting and
monitoring car thefts, environmental control in office
building, factory instrumentation, vehicle detection and
tracking, and rotating machinery, instrumentation of
semiconductor processing chamber, and wind tunnels and
anechoic chambers [9].

3 Data Processing paradigm
The network architecture may be differing and the current
data processing approaches may bear to use a natural
network computing standard. The client/ server model has
been adding many appropriated systems, like as remote
action calling (RRC) [10], natural object request agent
architecture (CORBA) [11, 12], etc. in this model, the
client sent data to the sever, where data proceed the task
are carried out. However, have a several drawback [13]
like as client/ server model are required various round trips
over the network in order to entre one transaction. Any trip
establishes the network traffic and lower bandwidth. In this
system with various clients and/or much agreement, the
overall bandwidth need may exceed usable bandwidth,
resulting in very bed performance of the system.

Comparison between MADSN and DSN from feature point
of view
Features
Elements moving
on the network
Bandwidth
computation
Scalable?
Extensible?
Affected network
reliability
Fault- tolerable?

DSN
data

MADSN
computation

high

low

no
no
yes

yes
yes
no

yes

yes

4. Conclusions
In this paper, firstly we discuss the two networks DHC and
AC for the study of DSNs and we came in contact of
discrete drawbacks of DHC and AC. To thrown the
drawback of AC and DHC we discuss the flat tree in that
nodes of network are standardized many complete binary
trees, the roots are fully connected. The data refine
paradigms connects two models client-server model mobile
agent based DSN and complete the MADNs better network
scalability, stability, extensibility, than the client –server
model.

A. Mobile –agent-based DSN
Acknowledgments
The mobile agent paradigm is proposed in [14] to behave
the above challenges. The reciprocal DSN is assigning to
as mobile agent –based DSN (MADSN). MADSN accepts
a new computation paradigm: data vacation at the local
site, while the assimilation process is motion to the data
sites. MADSN following important benefits:
 Network bandwidth required is low. Rather than
passing large amount of basic data over the
network and several round trips, agent with large
size is sent.
 The broker achievement of the network is not
acted that the number of sensor is expanded.

Extensibility, mobile assistant can be register to
carry task- adaptive blending processes that
extend the capacity of the system.

Stability, mobile assistant can be sent the
network relating is alive and return results the
connection is re-stored. TABLE 1.1 provides a
comparison between MADSN and DSN from
feature point of view.
3.1 T TABLE 1
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Abstract –Interconnected power systems are so popular
these days. In the system Load demand and losses in
tie-line are changing continually/dynamically. So
control of frequency in system and tie-line power
losses system is required. Fuzzy logic intelligent
controllers now take place of proportional, PI and
PID controllers. The gain constants in conventional
controllers remain same throughout the work. As
the Load is varying daily. This is the main
disadvantages related to conventional controllers; a
lot many literatures is studied. In concern to this
work, fuzzy logic base controller has been used to
control load and frequency. In this rules are
constituted with respect to the change in load to
reduce the error. Here we formulate rules using
triangular membership function as day gives good
results.. All the work is done in Matlab/Simulink
software.

Keywords - Fuzzy Controllers, Area Control Error(ACE), Load
Frequency Control (LFC), PI, PID, Tie-line,

Load Frequency Control (LFC) is studied from several
years as part of Auto-matic generation (AGC) in power
systems. One of the objectives of Auto-matic generation
(AGC) is that it maintains the system frequency at
nominal value of (50Hz)[2-5]. From the study of various
types of controllers, the most robust and widely used is
Fuzzy logic controller as it can handle imprecise data.
A block diagram of a fuzzy control system is shown in
Figure1. Fuzzy rules based controller converts crisp value
to fuzzy value.
b. A set of If-Then rules, which contains a fuzzy logic
quantification of the expert’s. In other word, the rule- base
is derived from an “inference engine” or “fuzzy inference”
module, which emulates the expert’s decision making in
interpreting and applying knowledge about how best to
control the plant.

1. Introduction
The studies of operation of two area control of power
system fuzzy controller are used. The main motive of this
work is to regulate the frequency with the help of
intelligent FLC. Thermal power plant is consider as
Area-1 and hydro power plant is consider as Area-2
respectively .Fuzzy logic controller controls the nonlinearity’s and also it is faster than all the conventional
controllers. The importance of the intelligent fuzzy
controller is that it damps local and inter area modes of
oscillation. The outputs of the different controllers are
studied by using MATLAB/SIMULINK. The results of
PI and PID are compared with proposed fuzzy control.
In the case of auto-matic generation a feedback control
system is used to control the generator output power.
And the frequency remains the same. Auto-matic
generation control (AGC) and (AVR) automatic voltage
regulator. Load Frequency Control (LFC) system
controls generator load and balance frequency to zero
steady-state value. Load Frequency Control (LFC) in a
multi-area interconnected power system is studied in[1].
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Fig 1 . Fuzzy control system

In this paper a new analytical approach is used for
the optimal design of fuzzy logic controllers. Here we used
a new regulator for the optimal design of fuzzy-logic PID
controllers in Load Frequency Control (LFC) loop and
(AVR) automatic voltage regulator. In this work the
performance of PI, PID and intelligent fuzzy controller are
compared. Also the rise time and settling time, over shoot
time, steady state error in plots, gain margin and phase
margin of the outputs are compared.
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2. Intelligent Fuzzy controller
This controller is invented in 1960 by Lotfi Zadeh. This
controller gives dealing with vague/ uncertain. Zadeh
originally devised the technique as a means for solving
problems in the soft sciences, particularly those that
involved interactions between humans, and/or between
humans and machines [6].

3. Basic Notions of Fuzzy Logic
3.1Fuzzy set
A set is define as a collection of objects distinct and
perfectly specified [Kaufmann88]. A part of a set is a
subset. For example, let E is a finite referential set:
E = {a, b, c, d, e}
We can form a crisp subset of E, for example:
A = {b, d, e}
If we present it in the other form:
A = 0 1 01 1
abcde
In this classical set theory an element can either belong or
not belong to a set. This property can be represented by a
degree of membership. In the case shown before, the
element b belongs to A, and its degree of membership is 1.
The element a doesn’t belong to A and its membership is
0. We can form a function which represents this property:



A x1
0

derived from research on swarm such as bird flocking and
fish schooling. In Particles swarm optimization (PSO)
instead of using mutation and crossover to manipulate
algorithms, for a d-variable optimization Problem, a flock
of particles are put into the d-dimensional. Search space
with randomly chosen velocities and positions knowing
their best values. So far (p best) and the position in the ddimensional space [9].
The velocity of the particle is adjusted
accordingly to its own flying experience and the other
particles flying experience [10]. For example, the ith
particle is represented, as
xi=(xi,1,xi,2,……….,xi,d)
....(1)
Best previous position of the i th particle in d-dimensional
space is recorded as,
Pbesti=(Pbesti,1,Pbesti,2······, Pbesti,d)
---(2)
Fig.2. Block Diagram of fuzzy hydro-thermal system.

if x A
if' x A

The fuzzy set theory is the notion of fuzzy-set. Fuzzy set is
an extension of crisp set. So a Fuzzy set is defined as a
collection of objects/items with a range of grades of
membership functions between zero and one.

4. Genetic-Algorithm
It is global search method in which mimics process of
natural evolution is shown. This is the known method used
for optimization. In 1970 John Holland formally
introduced this method in the United States in Michigan
University. The improvement in performance made them
attractive.GA starts with no knowledge of the correct
solution and depends completely upon responses from
reproduction, mutation, and crossover to achieve the best
solution. This algorithm avoids local minima and
converging to the best optimal solutions.

So the velocity for particle i is represented as
Vi = ( Vi,1,Vi,2 ,…….Vi,d )
--- (3)
And the modified velocity and position of each particle
can be calculated using the current velocity and
distance from Pbesti,d to g bestd as shown in the
following formulas.
Vi,m(t+1) = W. Vi,m(t) + c1 * rand () * (P besti,m - xi,m(t) )
+c2 * Rand () * (g best m – xi,m(t) )
…(4)
xi,m(t+1) = xi,m(t) + Vi,m(t+1)
i = 1 , 2, .... , n
m = 1 , 2, . ... , d
Where
n= Number of particles in the group
d = dimension
t = Pointer of iterations (generations)
Vi,m(1) = Velocity of particle I at iteration
t W= Inertia weight factor
c1, c2 = Acceleration constant
rand()=Random number between 0 and 1

5. PSO
Particles swarm optimization (PSO) is one of the
optimization computation techniques. This technique is
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xi,m(t) = Current position of particle i at iterations
Pbesti =Is the Best previous position of the ith particle and
gbestm =Is the Best particle particles in the whole
population.

6. Methodology
As many loads are connected to many generators located
in different areas. Load randomly changes and abnormal
conditions lead to mismatches in the frequency and
scheduled power interchanges through tie line. The aim is
to balance this mismatch. The change in frequency and
time errors should be reduced. Also the change in the tie
line power by a step load must be zero.

Fig.4 Fuzzy Logic Controller

8. Simulation Results
In this section the discussion of simulation results obtained
from two areas interconnected hydro-thermal system with
fuzzy logic controller is represented. Non-linearities of the
FLC is tested with conventional PID controller.

Fig.3 Inter-connected Hydro-Thermal System with Fuzzy Controller

This proposed work will be carried out by using the
following step by step methodology:

Detailed Literature Survey of various tuning
methods of PID controller.

Collection of real time data of LFC and
Temperature, Pressure, level and Flow etc. in
Power system.

Implementation of PID controller and Fuzzy
logic.



Analysis of the system performance.
Lastly the comparison of time domain and frequency
domain characteristic such as: rise time, settling time,
over shoot, steady state error, gain margin and phase
margin etc. is done using various soft computing
techniques.

7. Load frequency control Problems
It is necessary to balance the frequency and desired tie
power flow and also to achieve zero steady state error.

Fig.5 Frequency Deviation in Hydro Area with FLC

Table.1. Comparison of Frequency Deviation
Parameters
Frequency peak (Hz)
Settling time (s)
Steady state error (Hz)

Thermal Area
PID
FLC
-0.101 -0.11
195
170
0.0015 0

Hydro Area
PID
FLC
-0.107 -0.11
195
175
0.0015 0

From Table.1 it is clear that the performance of fuzzy
logic controller is superior to conventional PID controller.
As far as the settling time is concerned, with PID the
system would not settle until 195s. But fuzzy logic
controller settles down the parameters at 170s and 175s.
Similar action is obtained in steady state error.
Fuzzy logic Controller focuses on optimization by fuzzy
rules.

9. Conclusions
It is cleared that PID controller cannot be used with the
systems which have a fast change of parameters, because it
would require the change of PID constants in the time. But
in this situation, the fuzzy-logic based controllers give the
best performance, but there are some challenges that are
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faced by the control engineer. From the results of this
developed Load Frequency Control (LFC) using fuzzylogic controller for two area hydro-thermal system
following are the conclusions:
 Load Frequency Control (LFC) using fuzzylogic controller for two area hydro-thermal gives
the best control and better reliability of the power
supply.
 Load Frequency Control (LFC) using fuzzylogic controller for two area hydro-thermal
reduces the peak error of frequency and tie-line,
settling time is considerably reduced and the
steady state error is zero, which improves the
overall system’s performance.
 Load Frequency Control (LFC) using fuzzylogic controller for two area hydro-thermal
finally shows that fuzzy logic controller provides
superior simulation result and performance.
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Abstract - The economic load dispatch (ELD) play an
important role in the operation of the power system. The unit
commitment or pre-dispatch is the former problem, to satisfy the
calculated load and supply a specified limit of operational reserve
over a specified amount of time. On the other hand, economic
dispatch is that the online economic dispatch, whereby it is
needed to allot the load amongst purveyed generating units
coordinated with the system in such a way. In this process to
optimize the load dispatch at minimum cost, the research going
on like Genetic algorithm, bat algorithm, lambda iteration,
artificial bee colony etc. This paper describes particle swarm
optimization (PSO) method to obtain the best solution of
economic dispatch. In this paper, review of PSO application in
Economic Load Dispatch problems.

Keywords - Economic load dispatch, Problem formulation,
Optimization, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).

1. Introduction
The optimal economic operation and planning of power
generating system has always occupied an important area
in the power system. With large interconnection of the
electric networks, continuous rise in fossil fuel and tariff
structure require the most favorable operation of
committed power generating units. A small preservation in
the operation of generating system results in reduction of
operating cost as well as in the amount of fuel consumed.
The main problem is the economic load dispatch of
generating systems to obtain minimum operating cost.
Economic load dispatch (ELD) is a constraint based
optimization problem in power systems whose objective is
of dividing the total power demand among the online
committing the generators economically while satisfying
the essential constraints. The goal is to provide overview
of various conventional and non-conventional methods
such as dynamic programming [3],[4]quadratic linear
programming [5], mathematical linear programming [6],
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Non-linear programming
techniques.

[7]

is

the

conventional

Conventional
techniques
have
straightforward
mathematical model and great search speed but they fail to
solve such problem because they have the limitations of
Multiple local minimum marks in the cost function,
Algorithms need that characteristics be estimated,
however, such estimations are not desirable as they may
cause suboptimal operation and hence gain loss over time,
prohibition on the shape of fuel-cost curves. Other
techniques, that has been proposed, are based on artificial
intelligence to solve the economic dispatch problem such
as genetic algorithm [8][9], Tabu search [10], PSO [11].
The PSO was first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart
[1][2], is a flexible, powerful, population based algorithm.
This technique solves numerous problems of power system
due to its simplicity, high convergence characteristics and
superior solution quality. Classical PSO approach under go
from premature convergence, especially for complex
functions having multiple minima.

2. Problem Formulation
The objective of the optimization problem is to attain a
particular set of points, including all outputs of the power
generation units, so that all equality and inequality
constraints are fulfilled. In addition, the total cost function
is reduced. In this paper, the equality and inequality
constraints represent the real power balance and
disadvantage of power generation of each unit,
respectively.

2.1 Objective Function
The goal of any ED problem is to minimize the
operational cost of system meeting the load demand within
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margin of constraints. The various types of objective
functions are listed below.
Simplified economic cost function: Simplified economic
dispatch problem can be denoted as a quadratic fuel cost
objective function, expressed in Rs per hour as stated in
equation (1), (2) below.
(1)
(2)
Where
: Total generating cost
: Cost function of
generating unit
, ,
: Cost constants of generator i
: Output power of generator i
N
: Number of generators
Economic cost function including valve point loading
effect: The generating units with multi-valves in steam
turbines are feasible. The opening and closing of these
valves are advantages to control the active power balance.
However it sums the ripples in the cost function that makes
the objective function highly non-convex. The sinusoidal
functions are computed to the quadratic cost function as
represented in equation (3).
= +
)

piecewise quadratic function showing the effect of fuel
type changes.

.
.

the

are the cost coefficients of generator i for
power level.

Emission function: The global warming is a main concern
for power industry, as it is responsible for the emission of
green house gases in environment. The modification of
clear air act and environmental friendly policies (Carbon
Credit System) evaluates an interest of power sector for
reduction of emissions of NOx, SOx, and CO2 gases.
Various mathematical formulations are used to indicate the
emission of green house gases in Emission Dispatch(ED)
problem. It can be described in quadratic form, in addition
of quadratic polynomials along with exponential terms, or
continuous equation with exponential conditions of
generated power.

.

(3)
Where
are the coefficients of generator i
assuming the valve point loading effects.

Where

Rs/MW

2.2 Equality and in-equality constraints

E
D
C

are the emission coefficients.

The optimal solution of any optimization problem is
required to determine within feasible area. This feasible
area can be denoted as equality or inequality constraints. In
ELD problems below given are the constraints that must be
satisfied.
System power balance equation:
In ELD the total
power generated must exactly match with the load demand
and losses that is mathematically represented by the
equation (4). It is a type of equality constraint.

B
A
MW
Fig. 1 Incremental fuel cost curve for 5 valve steam turbine unit.

Rs/MW

Fuel3
Fuel2
Fuel1
MW
M1

P1

P2

Max

Fig. 2 Piecewise quadratic and incremental fuel cost function.

Economic cost function with multiple fuels: The various
type of fuels can be used in thermal generating unit, hence
fuel cost objective function can be expressed with

Where
: Power output from thermal plant
n
: Number of thermal generating units.
: Transmission Loss.
: Load Demand
To calculate system losses, constant loss formula
coefficient or B coefficient formula is used. The
transmission loss equation represented as:
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Rs

PZ: Prohibited Zones
PZ2
PZ1

Power generation limits: Each thermal generating unit
consists of minimum and maximum generation bounds and
the optimal generation schedule must be in within limits.
(5)
are the minimum and maximum bounds of
generation for thermal plant.
Generator ramp limits: One of the considerations taken
in conventional ED problem is that the adjustment of
power output is instantaneous. But in practical condition,
ramp rate limit prohibits the operation of all committed
units. The generation may vary within compatible area so
that the units are constrained due to the ramp rate bound s
as below:

MW

Min

Max

Fig.3 Example of cost function with two prohibited operating zones

3. Particle Swarm Optimization
Modified generation bounds after assuming ramp rate
limits are not stated as

(7)
Where
are the upper and lower ramp rate limits
of generators respectively.
Prohibited operating zone: The generators may have
certain range where operation is prohibited due to the
physical disadvantages of machine parts, vibration in shaft
bearing, steam valve etc. The consideration of restricted
operating zones generates breaks in cost curve and
converts the constraints as below:

(8)
are the lower and upper bounds of
prohibited operating zone of i, k unit is the index of
prohibited operating zone, is the number of prohibited
operating zones. A unit with prohibited operating zones
has non-linear input-output characteristics as shown in
figure below:

Optimization is a strategy of finding and comparing
appropriate solutions unless best solution has been
attained. Amongst all evolutionary techniques, PSO is a
comparatively new computation approach which is
inspired by natural aspects like fish schooling, bird
flocking.PSO was initially proposed by Kennedy &
Eberhart in 1995[1], which was further modified by many
researchers to improve the performance. Hence various
variants of PSO are now available, that has shown the
superior results over basic PSO in terms of solution
efficiency and speed of convergence. It has been noticed
that individuals seem to share information among them, a
fact that cause increased efficiency of the swarm. PSO as
an optimization tool, present a population-based search
strategy in which individuals called particles change their
position (states) with time. In this, particles fly over a
multidimensional search space. During flight each particle
alters its position according to their own experience & the
experience of neighboring particles using the best position
encountered by it and neighbors. The direction of swarm is
described by the set of particles neighboring the particle
and their past experience.
According to the PSO
algorithm, a group of particles which have predefined
prohibitions starts to fly over the search space. The
performance of each particle is represented by the value of
objective function and considering the minimization of
problem. In this case, the particle with lower value has
better performance. The best experience for each particle
in iterations is kept in its memory and known as personal
best (pbest). The best value of pbest that is having the
minimum value, in iterations resolves the global best
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(gbest) .By using the concept of pbest and gbest, the
velocity of every particle is revised in equation given
below.
(9)
Where
: Particle velocity at present iteration (k+1)
: Particle velocity at iteration k
: Random numbers between [0, 1] range
: Acceleration constants
After this, particles move to a new position and current
position equation is given as:
=
(10)
Where,
: Current particle position at iteration k+1
: Current particle position at iteration k

4. PSO Algorithm
According to the discussion in above, the following
procedure can be used for implementing the PSO
algorithm.
 For each particle in the swarm
 Initialize the particle's position with a evenly
dispersed random vector in the lower and upper
boundaries of search-space.
 Evaluate the performance (fitness) of each
particle.
 Find the minimum fitness out of each particle
performance.
 Assign the particle's best known position (local)
to its initial position.
 Assign the Global best position to the swarm's
best known position (local) according to the
minimum fitness value.
 Initialize the particle's velocity within minimum
and maximum boundaries of search-space.
 Repeat until acceptable fitness is attained.
 For each particle
 Create a uniformly distributed random vectors R1
and R2
 Update the particle's velocity: using Eq. (9)
 Update the particle's position by adding the
velocity: using Eq.(10)
 Evaluate the performance (fitness) according to
new positions.
 IF the new fitness is less than the previous fitness
THEN
 Update the new particle positions as the
particle's best(local) known position



Assign new fitness as the local fitness
and find the minimum out of each.
 Update the swarm's best (global best)
known position according to minimum
fitness.
 Now best new positions hold the best found
solution.

5. Basic Variants of PSO
The limitations of PSO have been minimized with a
variation of PSO [16]. Various variations have been
discovered to improve speed of convergence and quality of
solution resulted by the PSO. The variation is influenced
by a numerous control parameters, namely the dimension
of the problem, the number of particles (swarm size),
acceleration constants (The acceleration constants, and
together with random vector
and
, control the
stochastic effect), inertia weight, neighborhood size,
number of iteration, and the random values which scale the
addition of the cognitive and social component. Following
are the basic variations of particle swarm optimization:

5.1 Velocity clamping
Velocity clamping will manage the global exploration of
the particle. If the velocity ‘v’ of a particle ‘i’ exceeds the
maximum allowed speed bound, it will set a higher value
of velocity (
). So that
, j represents the
maximum permissible speed for a particle in the
dimension. Speed (velocity) of the particle is adjusted
using the equation:
(11)

Higher values of
will cause global exploration, on
the other hand lower values result in local
exploration
will control the movement of the
particle and form of exploration and exploitation. Velocity
clamping will not control the position of the particle. This
only minimizes the size of the step velocity. Variations in
the search direction not only make a particle to achieve a
better exploration but also have adverse effects and the
optimum value cannot be achieved.
The following equation is used to initialize the max and
min velocity to the solution:
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Whereas
and
are the maximum and minimum
positions of the particle in the
dimension. is a
constant factor and range from 0 until 1. The complication
is if all the velocity becomes equal to the particle will
continue to conduct searches within a hypercube and will
possibly remain in the optima but will not converge in the
local area.
There are some researchers that have
developed velocity clamping method, such as: [12], [13]

5.2 Inertia weight
In 1998 Shi and Eberhart came up with PSO with
inertia. It is a method to control an exploration and
exploitation capabilities of the swarm, and as method to
eliminate the requirement of velocity clamping. The inertia
weight, w, govern the momentum of the particle by
weighing the improvement of the previous velocity –
basically managing how much memory of the previous
flight direction will impact the new velocity. For the gbest
PSO, the velocity equation [12] varies from equation:

(12)
Where w is a non-zero inertia weight set according to the
below equation:

There are some researches who have developed the
constriction coefficient, like:[14], [15]
Table.1.The Basic Variants of PSO
Basic
Variant
Velocity
Clamping

Inertia
Weight

w=
Where
is the maximum number of iterations and
iter is the number of current iteration. Actually, w often
decreases linearly from about 0.9 to 0.4 during a run. An
identical variation is made from the- lbest PSO. Inertia
weight representing how much the amount of memory from
the preceding flight direction will influence the new
velocity. If w > 1, then the velocity will decline with time,
the particle will accelerate to maximum velocity and the
swarm will be different. If < 1, then the particle’s velocity
will decline as far as it reaches to zero. The higher value of
w will help an exploration, rather lower values will benefit
the exploitation.

5.3 Constriction Coefficient
In 2000 Clerc introduced Constriction Coefficient PSO
(CPSO) .The updated equation of velocity using
constriction coefficient changes to:

K=

Constriction
Coefficient

Function

Advantages

Govern the
global
exploration
of the particle
Lessens the
size of the
step velocity,
in order that
the particles
remain in the
search space,
but it cannot
vary
the
search
direction of
particle
Manages the
momentum of
the particle
by weighing
the
contribution
of the earlier
velocity
To assure the
steady
convergence
of the PSO
algorithm
[17]

Minimizes
the size of the
step velocity
so it will
govern
the
movement of
the particle

Disadvantage
s
If
all
the
velocities
become equal
to
the
particle will
continue
to
plan searches
within
a
hypercube and
will probably
persist in the
optima
but
will
not
concentrate in
the local area.

Higher inertia
weight in the
end of search
will
encourage the
convergence
ability.

Obtain
optimality
convergence
strongly
impact by the
inertia weight

Same
as
inertia weight

When
the
algorithm
begins,
the
fixed values of
the parameters
may affect the
unwanted
fluctuation of
particles.

4. Conclusion
This Review present a survey of particle swam
optimization (PSO) applied in solving a problem of
economic load dispatch. In this paper, we have made
review of the various techniques of PSO algorithm. Basic
particle swarm optimization has advantages and
disadvantages, to beat the lack of PSO. There are many
basic variants of PSO. The basic variants as specified
above have helped in controlling the velocity and the static
convergence. Our review paper concludes that in
comparison of conventional optimization techniques, PSO
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has given an improved result with in less computational
time.

multiple fuels” ,IEEE Trans. Power Syst., vol. 20, no. 4, pp.
1690–1699, Nov. 2005.
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Abstract - The power blackout is one of the worst conditions
for any country. The power blackout has a huge affect on the life
of general public, industrial sector and economic sector of a
country. The stable electric supply is essential for economic
development and raising the living standard of citizens of a
country. In this paper the event of blackout, the fundamental
reasons behind the Indian electrical blackout of July 2012 and
the preventive measures that should be adopted in order to
prevent it from happening any time in future are described. This
blackout had highlighted the condition of power crises, technical
drawbacks of Indian electrical grid system and poor management
in power sector of India. The lessons learned from this blackout
and schemes and methods implemented for the prevention of
such blackouts in the future are also described.

dispatch centers (LDCs) with four of them connected to
National grid. These regional LDCs were made to function
under a subsidiary of Power Grid Corporation of India,
which is a public sector utility given the responsibility of
managing the National grid. The LDCs had power to cut
off the power supply to state grid after giving warnings to
states, if the states continue to draw more power than
permitted to them [4]. This structure diagram of Indian
power grid is represented in fig 1.1 as follows:

Keywords - Electrical Blackout, Indian power crises, cascading
power failure, North Indian blackout, Northern Indian power
grid failure.

1. Introduction
The meaning of electrical blackout is the complete failure
of electric power over a large area. The power blackouts
are unpredictable in nature as they can happen from a large
variety of reasons. The main reasons behind the power
blackout are shut down of generating units, overloading of
various transmission lines and failure of transmission
system. If the power failure affects more than 1000 people
and remain for at least 3 hours, only then that power failure
is included in power blackout [2].
India is divided into five electrical regions, namely
northern, eastern, western, north-eastern and southern.
Each of these regions has its own regional load dispatch
centre to sustain the grid frequency. Among these five
regions, four regions, excluding southern region, had
achieved
the
interconnectivity
through
grid
synchronization, which had resulted in the formation of
NEW grid with a National load dispatch centre in New
Delhi. Southern region was not yet connected with this
interconnected system, which had its own grid network.
This had resulted into the formation of five regional load
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Fig. 1.1 The Structure Diagram of Indian Power Grid

At that time all India demand was about 110000 MW. The
75000 to 80000 MW of demand was met by connected
grid system in northern, western, eastern and north-eastern
regions. The southern grid which is connected to this
whole system fulfills the demand of about 30000 MW. The
prime generation resources were based on coal, located in
eastern part of the country and hydro resources are located
in north north-east part of the country. The backbone of the
transmission system was 400 kV transmission system and
765 kV lines. From the analysis of this blackout it was
analyzed that there were a lot of hidden threats and
vulnerabilities present in this system. The conditions were
such that they favor the blackout triggering phenomenon.
Also there were other factors which intensified and
amplified those vulnerabilities and resulted into a power
blackout. Those factors and vulnerabilities are qualitatively
described in this paper.
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The electrical blackout of July 30 and 31, 2012 was the
worst blackout ever in the history of India. This was the
worst and most serious blackout incident in over 50 years.
It had affected more than 670 million Indian people, about
half the population of India (9% of total world’s
population) at that time and complete northern grid of
India. The blackout had affected three regions of India,
namely north region, north-east region and north-eastern
region. It had affected 300 million people in only northern
region including the capital New Delhi. It was estimated
that about 32 gigawatts of power generating capacity was
lost [1], [2], [5], [8], [9], [10].
The power minister of India Sushil Kumar Shinde, at that
time, gave the statement that, “Everyone overdraws from
the grid. Just this morning I held a meeting with power
officials from the states and I gave directions that states
overdraw should be punished. We have given instructions
that their power supply could be cut” [2].
Due to high load demand and failure of monsoon, the
northern region of the country was drawing a large amount
of power from western and eastern power grids. On the
other hand, due to good rain fall demand of western region
was less and it was under drawing the power. This led to
an unbalanced generation among the different regions. A
large amount of power was flowing from western to
northern region directly as well as through the eastern grid
at the same time and system was under large stress. This
triggered the vulnerable condition for blackout to occur
and because of cascading effect of series of breakdowns,
the worst blackout happened.
The main cause of this blackout is considered to be poor
planning, lack of proper management and irregular sharing
of electrical information of different areas with each other.
The electric power was restored in the outage regions
between 31 July and 1 August 2012.

2. The Event
The blackout of July 2012 happened on two days
consecutively on 30th and 31st of July 2012 in the northern
India. One the first day, a disturbance occurred in the north
India grid at 02:33 am on 30th July 2012, which caused a
blackout in nearly the entire northern grid. The affected
regions of this blackout were Jammu and Kashmir, New
Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Rajasthan, Punjab,
Haryana and Himachal Pradesh. The grids were in
vulnerable position because of a number of transmission
lines were shut down for maintenance purposes, only two
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400kV lines between west grid and north grid, were live.
The system was under stress because of increasing high
demand by the northern region the remaining lines become
overloaded. This overloading caused the tripping of main
400 kV Bina-Gwalior line and some other 220 kV
transmission lines, this further weakens the connection
between the northern region and western region. A large
amount of power was transferring to the northern region
through the western and eastern region and an important
400 kV transmission line was tripped because power flow
overload. This resulted in the power angle instability
between the northern grid and other regional power grids
which resulted into the cascading effect of the outages and
other tie lines were also tripped because excessive
overloading. This resulted in the complete separation of
northern grid from the rest of grids and caused the collapse
of northern grid. At that time there was a surplus power
capacity in the southern grid which had capacity to
maintain stable operation of the system under these
circumstances, if southern grid was in contact with NEW
grid system [1], [3], [6].
On the second day of power blackout, while the northern
grid was still in the shortage of power and in vulnerable
position, another disturbance occurred at 13:00 on 31 st July
2012 which affected the northern, eastern and northeastern electricity grids. This disturbance affected the 21
states and one union territory of country and 48000 MW of
power was gone offline. The blackout on its second day
was more dangerous and wide spreading than that of its
first day. In order to restore the power the supply of 114
MW and 1745 MW was imported from Bhutan and
Srilanka respectively. The areas which survived this
blackout were generating units at Narora Atomic Plant
Station, Anta GPS, Faridabad GPS as well as part of Delhi
systems, Bokaro Steel and CESC Kolkata systems. The
blackout was caused by a relay problem near the Taj
Mahal because of this the power stations across the
affected regions again went offline. The initiation of this
power outage was similar to that of first day of power
outage the only difference is that the disturbance centre
shifts from northern region to the eastern region. After this
a series of breakdowns occurred and resulted into the
separation of western region and eastern regional grids.
Also a large scaled blackout occurred in larger area of
northern region [1], [3], [4], [6].

3. Restoration Process
The three panel committee ordered by power minister of
India for investigation of this blackout analyzed that an
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unduly long time was taken by many generating units in
order to start up the power generation. Some of the utilities
stated that delay in the startup is accounted for some
commercial issues. Many hydro power stations were ready
to provide the start-up power just after the power
disturbance. But due to complete shutdown of northern
grid, the generation build up did not match up with the
required load demand. It was also observed that after
starting of the units, some of the units had taken
comparatively longer time to synchronize with the grid
system. The analyzed time duration was of about 2 to 4
hours in the case of generating units of Obra, Paricha,
Anpara and Panki. In gas based stations like Dadri,
Auraiya and Faridabad this time duration was about of 3 to
7 hours.

triggered a series of breakdowns resulting into cascading
effect and worst blackout finally.

In case of the main hydro power stations like Bhakra Beas
Management Board (BBMB) stated that on 30 th July 2012
the system was connected to grid by 09:02 hours and on
31st July 2012 the system was fully connected at 15:53
hours. Guru Gobind Singh Super Thermal Power Plant
(GGSSTP) received its start up power from BBMB source
at 08:41 hours on 30th July 2012. This unit was fully
synchronized at 12:18 hours through Bhakra (220 kV) –
Ganguwal (220/132 kV) and Ropar-GGSSTP route.
On 30th July 2012 the gas turbine (GT) 1, 2, 5 of Delhi
Transco Limited (DTL) were restarted during 02:50 to
04:30 hours giving a generation of about 80 MW and later
on gas turbine 3 was resynchronized with steam turbine
generators (STGs) at 06:40 hours giving the generation of
extra 30 MW. On 31st July 2012 the GTs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of
DTL were restored to power between 13:10 to 14:45 hours
and STGs 1, 2, 3 restored to generation between 16:15 to
16:46 hours.
Faridabad Gas Power Station (GPS) which was tripped on
30th July 2012 at 02:33 hours was restored to power and
synchronized with the grid at 05:52 hours. However, it was
again tripped because of shut down of Badarpur thermal
power station. Faridabad GPS was again synchronized
with the main grid at 08:44 hours.

On the day of power outage the power minister of India,
Sushil Kumar Shinde ordered a three member panel to
investigate the reason for this power failure and report on it
in fifteen days. The three member investigation committee
consisted of S.C. Srivastava, A. Velayutham and A.S.
Bakshi issued its report on 16th August 2012. It concluded
that there were four main factors responsible for two days
of power outage [2].
 Loss of 400 kV Bins-Gwalior link due to misoperation of its protection system.
 Over loading of 400 kV Bina-Gwalior-Agra
power link.
 Weak inter-regional power transmission corridors
due to multiple existing outages (both scheduled
and forced).
 Inadequate response by State Load Dispatch
Centre to the instructions of Regional Load
Dispatch Centers (RLDCs) to reduce overdraws
by the Northern Region utilities and under
draw/excess generation by the Western Region
utilities.
It was analyzed by the investigating three panel committee
that the system was weakened by multiple power outages
on the transmission lines connecting the western region
and northern region. The overloading of 400 kV BinaGwalior link because of high demand by the many northern
utilities results into the loss of this line. The loss of this
line separated the northern region from the western region.
The various regulations allow deviations from the schedule
permitted to them. The SLDs did not give the adequate
response to the instructions given by RLDCs to reduce the
high stress on the tie lines. This made the system continue
to remain under stress and made weaker.
Indian power system relies mainly on the thermal power
generation and hydro power generation and lagging in the
development of new power generation methods like
nuclear power. The main power generating sources in are
primary energy sources but the per capita consumption of
energy is very less because of its large population. Also
because of intensifying factors of high coal price and lower
precipitation, India always remained in the shortage of
power supply. To add more in this, there is a regional gap
between the generation and demand. The power producing
areas are located in northeast and eastern India while
power consuming areas are located in northern India.
Therefore because this structure of power network there
always remained an imbalance between generating

4. Main Reasons and Triggering Factors
The direct cause of the blackout is considered to be
electricity supply failing to meet the growing demands of
electricity
in
electricity.
Some
regions
kept
overconsumption of power even under the vulnerable
conditions of overloads and possibility of plenty of
transmissions lines going offline. Also the poor
management and negligence at the early warnings had
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capacity and load demand in various regions. Hence some
regions remain under generation while others remain over
generation.



In a large interconnected power network, load management
is the basic factor that influences the power system
stability. At that time India adopts a dual management
system of National Grid Corporation and State Electric
Power Bureau instead of a united power managing
mechanism. India dispatch consisted of four levels which
includes centre, regional, state and local. It was analyzed
that there was absence of proper coordination and
cooperation among various dispatching levels, which
resulted in to the inability for realization of the optimal
management. All the grids in operation, at that time, were
operating with low efficiency and regional diversity caused
a large gap regarding the demand and consumption of
electrical power. Under these circumstances of low
operating efficiency of grids the high demand of electricity
collapses the whole system and resulted in to a worst
power blackout [4], [6], [7].










5. Discussions and Preventive Measures
The Indian electrical blackout of 30th and 31st July 2012 is
result of hidden vulnerabilities and threats that existed in
the power network of India. In the power distribution
systems, India lacked the effective and intelligent
management of power demand. All the states of the north
India kept on consuming large power for satisfying their
local demands even there were early warnings about the
collapse. This adds the vulnerabilities in the power system
network. The following recommendations were given by
the three panel investigating committee in their report [1],
[3].
 The periodic review and audit of the power
protection system is must for avoiding the
undesired conditions in the power network and to
prevent the malfunctioning of various protective
equipments.
 The installation of proper static and dynamic
reactive power compensators is must for avoiding
the frequent outages and for preventing
overloading of lines.
 Panel provisions given in the Indian electricity act
of 2003 should be reviewed to ensure better
acceptance of instructions of load dispatch
centers.
 Proper planning with coordination of the
transmission system of India should be carried out
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in order to avoid the collapse of whole system
because spontaneous outages in the system.
Total transfer capacity of the system should be
taken in to account in conditions of scheduled and
forced power outages.
The unscheduled mechanism of frequency control
needs a review because of its poor performance in
this blackout. Instead of this mechanism
frequency control should be done through
generation reserves or ancillary services.
Under frequency control, df/dt based load
shedding and other special protection schemes
should be made to operate in accordance with the
provisions of grid code.
There should be the proper provision regarding
the absorption of reactive power by the generating
units.
The startup time of the various generating units
needs to be reduced in order to achieve fast
recovery of system from the power blackout
conditions.
With the growing complexity of the power
network with the increasing demands of the
power, the transmission system planning
strategies should be reviewed.
There is a need to form the separate task force
consisting of academics, power utilities and
system operators to carry out a detailed analysis
of present power system conditions and to find
the conditions and hidden threats that may lead
system to similar blackouts in any time in coming
future.
There is a need to give more members or man
power to the LDCs so that they can take the better
decisions relating to the operation of grid and
power control.
LDCs should be armed with real time and faster
state estimation tools to detect vulnerable
conditions much before they become real.

6. Conclusions
This paper analyzes the main reasons behind the Indian
electrical blackouts of 30th and 31st July 2012. From the
analysis of this blackout it is true fact that India, at that
time, was failed to meet ever growing demand of
electricity in the country. The country’s negligence
towards the energy sector in proper management and
proper planning had resulted in to a worst blackout ever in
the history. Because of this blackout many issues in the
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Indian electricity system come into light like the
inadequate performance of the protection system under
critical conditions. There was a regional indiscipline which
includes the over withdrawals and under withdrawals of
power than actually permitted to a particular region by the
main controlling entity. There was a regional gap between
the generation of power and the load centers which
amplified the regional indiscipline problem. Also the
transmission system of electrical power was not maintained
and controlled with the growing demand of power. The
speed of restoration of the power units must be fast so as to
restore the system in short period of time. The
investigating committee also found that there was absence
of proper dynamic reserves and fast system state analyzers.
This blackout had shown that even in the large
interconnected grid, it is essential to have some local
generation in case of an emergency.
Hence there is a simple rule, if you do not change with
time you will lag behind. The trends in power systems are
continuously changing because the demand is continuously
increasing and so complexity of the system is continuously
increasing. Hence there is a need to adopt new trends that
emerge as possible solutions to the increasing problems in
the power system networks. This is also described by the 3
panel investigating committee in their recommendations
[1], [3].
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latitudes. Solar heater is used for heating the water;
solar heater is utilizing the energy and building the
steam for domestic and Industrial purposes. The
energy which is forthcoming from sun in the shape of
solar radiations in infinite amount is called solar
energy; solar radiations are converted into heat when
these radiations are falls on absorbing surface. For
heating the water this heat is used. Due to radiation
and convection this form of thermal collector goes
through heat losses. Losses are directly proportional
to temperature i.e. losses increase with rise in
temperature.

Abstract-In the current review paper; the solar water
heating methods are contrived with their applications. In
present days, quantity of hot water is used for industrial,
domestic and commercial purposes. Different kinds of
resources i.e. diesel, coal, gas etc, are used to heat water
and steam production. Conventional energy sources are
replaced by solar energy. The amount of free available solar
thermal energy is tackle by solar thermal water heating
system. The solar thermal system is depicted to meet the
energy demands. The size of the solar systems depends on
availability of temperature requirement of customer, solar
radiation geographical condition and arrangement of the
solar system, etc. From these above parameters solar
system is necessarily to design. The accessible literature is
examined to recognize the arrangement, construction,
sizing and applications of the solar thermal system.

2. Solar water heating system
To heat water solar water heating systems are
utilizing only sunlight. A working substance is
conduct into contact with a dark surface revealed to
sunlight which origin the temperature of the fluid to
rise. This fluid can be heated the water directly, also
known as direct system, it can be a water/glycol
mixture which is passed through some form of heat
exchanger and this is known as indirect system. These
systems may be divided into three main types:
2.1 Active system
2.2 Passive system
2.3 Batch system

Keywords- Active & passive system, storage tank, solar
polar heating, solar energy collector.

1. Introduction
Solar energy is known as radiant light and using a
range of changing technologies such as photovoltaic,
solar thermal energy, photosynthesis and solar
heating heat is exploited from the sun. Solar energy
has large magnitude which makes it a
highly interesting source of electricity. The solar
energy is having a ability of the alternative energy
sources. Because of enhancing demand for energy
and increasing cost of fossil fuels (i.e., gas). Solar
energy is examined an attractive source of renewable
energy and which can be used in both homes and
industry for water hearing. For average family heating
water consumes nearly 20% of total energy
consumption. Solar water heating systems are the
cheapest and most easily affordable clean energy
available to homeowners that may gives most of hot
water demand by a family [1].
Water heating is a thermodynamic process above its
initial temperature which uses an energy source
to heat water. To heat water solar hot water systems
utilize sunlight. Domestic hot water from 60 to 70%
utilize up to 60 °C of temperatures can be provided
by solar heating systems in low geographical
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2.1 Active Systems:
To flow water active systems use valves, controllers
and electric pumps or other heat-transfer substances
through the collectors. Active systems are also known
as forced circulation systems. It may be indirect or
direct. The active system has two types:
• Direct (Open Loop) Active System
• Indirect (Closed-loop) Active System
(A)Direct (Open Loop) System
Open-loop systems through the collectors use pumps
to flow water. This design is well organized and
lowers operating costs but is not suitable if the water
is acidic or hard because scale and corrosion rapidly
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Damage the system. These systems are well-liked in
non-freezing weather.

be less well organized. Best Example of passive
systems is Thermo siphon system.
2.3 Batch systems
Batch System is called by integral collector storage
systems. These are simple passive systems having one
or more storage tanks placed in an insulated box
which has a varnish side in front of the sun. Batch
systems have collected storage and collection
functions. There is no requirement for pumps or
moving parts depending on requirement, that’s why
they are inexpensive and have few components in
other words, less maintenance and fewer failures.

1.1 3. Solar pool heating

Fig1. Direct System
(B) Indirect (Closed-Loop) Systems
Closed-loop systems are used to pump heat-transfer
liquid through collectors. In the tanks Heat is transfer
from the fluid to the household water stored. Indirect
glycol systems are approved in areas subject to
increased freezing temperatures because they provide
fine freeze protection.

1.2 Swimming pool systems are simpler. The pool's
filter pump is used to pump the water by a solar
collector that is usually made of black plastic or
rubber. And of course, the pool is used to store the
hot water [2].

4. Components of solar water heating
system
SWH generally consists of a solar radiation tank,
solar radiation collector panel, a pump, a heat
exchanger, piping units, and auxiliary heating unit.
Some components are explained in the next sections.
4.1 Solar Collectors
The choice of collector is defined by the
environmental conditions and heating requirements in
which is employed in the collector. There are mainly
three types of solar collectors like evacuated tube
solar collector, concentrated solar collector.

Fig 2.Close Loop Active System

(A) Flat Plate Collectors
These collectors are used broadly for domestic water
heating applications. It is simple in construction and it
has no expressive parts so requires less maintenance.
It is an insulated, weather proofed box containing a
dark buffer plate under one or several transparent
covers. They collect both direct and diffuse radiation.
Their construction is simple which reduces
maintenance and initial cost of the system. A more
detailed picture of these systems is of interest and is
presented in the following section.

2.2 Passive Systems
Passive systems simply circulate heat or a water
liquid through natural convection between an
elevated storage tank and a collector. The principle is
simple, as the fluid heats up its density reduces. The
fluid becomes brighter and increases to the top of the
collector where it is worn to the tank. The liquid
which has frigid down at the pad of the storage tank
then flows back to the collector. Passive systems can
be less costly than active systems, but they can also
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exchanger and to combine the heat from collector. In
order to have an efficient SHW configuration, the
fluid should have high thermal conductivity and low
viscosity, and low thermal expansion coefficient, anticorrosive ownership and over all low cost. Among the
common heat transfer fluids such as water, glycol and
hydrocarbon oils, the water change out to be the best
among the liquids. Water is the cheapest, most readily
available and thermally valuable fluid but does cool
and can cause corrosion.
Fig.5 Flat Plate Collector

5. Literature review

(B) Evacuated-Tube Collectors
These Evacuated-Tube Collectors are built up of rows
of parallel, transparent glass tubes. Each tube
contains a glass inner tube and an outer tube, or
buffer, covered with a selective coating that absorbs
solar energy great but prohibits radiative heat loss.
The air is withdrawn (“evacuated”) from the space
between the tubes to produce a vacuum, which reject
conductive and convective heat loss. They are most
suited to extremely cold atmosphere temperatures or
in sedations of regularly low-light. They are also used
in industrial applications, where high water
temperatures or steam need to be accomplished and
where they become more cost effective.

Soteris A. Kalogirou [3] has worked on various
kinds of solar thermal collectors and advantages. All
the solar systems which make practical and effective
use of the solar energy and Application depends
upon the flat-plate, compound parabolic, evacuated
tube, Fresnel lens, heliostat field collectors which are
used in system. The solar collectors are used for
domestic, commercial and industrial purposes. These
contain a part of solar water heating, which consist of
thermosyphon, integrated collector storage, air
systems and direct indirect systems and, space
cooling and heating, which consist of, air and water
systems and heat pumps, space heating and service
hot water, refrigeration, industrial process heat,
which comprise water and air systems and steam
generation systems, desalination, thermal power
systems, which consist power tower and dish systems,
solar furnaces, and chemistry applications.

(C).Concentrating Collectors
These Concentrating collectors use mirrored shallow
to establish the sun's energy on an absorber called a
receiver. A heat-transfer liquid discharges through the
receiver and absorbs heat. These collectors reach
much higher temperatures than evacuated-tube
collectors and flat-plate collectors, but they can do so
only when direct sunlight is available. However,
concentrators can only target direct solar radiation,
with the result being that their performance is poor on
hazy or cloudy days.

P. Rhushi Prasad et al [4] has worked on
comparison with tracking collector and Performance
of flat plate collector. A flat plate water heater, which
is commercially obtainable with a capacity of 100
liters/day is implemented and spread into a test-rig to
handle the experimental work. Experiments were
managed for a week throughout which the
atmospheric conditions were practically same and
data was possessed both for fixed and tracked
conditions of the flat plate collector. According to the
result in the outlet temperature, there is an average
enhance of 40C .The efficiency was calculated for
both conditions and the comparison display that in the
percentage of efficiency there is an increase of about
21%.
Wattana Ratismith et al [5] has worked on the topic
of design of the PTC in which enhances the outlet
temperature by decreasing heat loss. In this design the
maximum efficiency of the collector is 32% and has
an ability to achieve high output temperature, the

4.2 Storage Tank
Most commercially accessible solar water heaters
require a well-insulated storage tank. Thermal storage
tank is built up of high pressure refused stainless steel
covered with the insulated fiber and aluminum foil.
Some solar water heaters usages pumps to regulate
warm water from storage tanks through collectors and
exposed piping. This is normally to preserve the pipes
from freezing when outside temperatures drop to
freezing or below.
4.3. Heat Transfer Fluid
A heat transfer fluids are used to transfer to the
storage tank either directly or with the help of heat
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greatest temperature at dive of evacuated tube is 235
degrees Celsius, and is therefore suitable for high
temperature application such as industrial uses.

evaporator length/Length (Le/Lc) ratio of the heat
pipe, different cooling water mass outflow rates and
opposed inlet cooling water temperature were
analyzed. In the collector, five numbers of elliptical
heat pipes with stainless steel wick has been used and
fabricated as transport tubes. With methanol, Copper
tube has been used as container material as working
fluid of the heat pipe. The heat pipes were located to
the buffer plate of the solar collector and the analysis
of elliptical heat pipe solar collector has been
considered and results were compiled. It has been
found from the experimental trials that the elliptical
heat pipe solar collector which has Lc/Le ratio of
0.1764 achieved higher instantaneous efficiency.

Krisztina Uzuneanu et al [6] describe optimum tilt
angle for solar collectors with less concentration
ratio. The conduction of any solar energy system
depends very much on the availability of solar
radiation and the inclination of solar collectors. Solar
collectors need to be inclined at the optimum angle to
increases the receiving energy. In this work, we
suggested to analyze the optimum tilt angle for
compound parabolic collectors CPC with particular
concentration ratios. These are considered the energy
gains when the collector keeps the same position
during the entire year and when the collector changes
its tilt twice a year, on summer and on winter.

Conclusion
Now days, Solar water heating systems are installed
with different positions and arrangements. The basic
technology specific of these systems are considered
and it is found that there is a need to work on the
generated design method to best, install and monitor
the solar water heating system as per the available
with solar radiation and local geographical condition.

R. Herrero et al [7] has explained the enhancement
performance for flat-plate liquid solar collectors.
Tube-side increment passive techniques can contain
of adding additional devices which are incorporated
into a smooth round tube (twisted tapes, wire coils),
adjusting the surface of a smooth tube (dimpled tubes
and corrugated) or making special tube geometries
(internally finned tubes). For the expected operating
progressive rates in flat-plate solar collectors, the
most suitable technique is inserted devices. Based on
privies studies from the authors, wire coils were
selected for enhancing heat transfer. This type of
inserted material gives best results in laminar,
transitional and low turbulence fluid flow regimes.
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Abstract -. Power flow analysis stands out as the basis of power
system preface research as well as design. They are really
essential for planning, process, economic preparation and
exchange of power between utilities. The primary facts
concerning power flow analysis are to recognize the magnitude
and phase angle of the voltage at every single bus and the real
and reactive power graceful in every one transmission system
lines. The load flow study in a power system comprises a study
of very important significance. The analysis uncovers the
electrical presentation and power flows (real and reactive) for
specific conditions whenever the system is functioning under the
consistent state. This paper gives an impression a variety of
techniques useful for load flow study under individual stipulated
conditionss

Keywords - Load Flow Studies, Y-matrix and Z-matrix
iteration, Newton-Raphson method, Fast Decoupled method,
Artificial Neural Network

1. Introduction
Further giving real and reactive power the load flow study
provide in sequence about line and transformer loading (as
well as losses) all the way through the system and voltages
at different points in the system for estimate and regulation
of the presentation of the power systems. Further study and
analysis of potential development, stability and consistency
of the power system network can be simply analyzed all
the way through this study.
Growing demand of the power and convolution of the
power System set of connections, power system study is a
significant tool for a power system operative in order to
take corrective measures in time. The start of digital
computers, load-flow solution was obtained with network
analyzers. The first practical usual digital solution method
appeared in the literature in 1956.
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Although the presentation is satisfactory on special
systems but the main drawback is its converging time. To
overcome this scarcity lead to the progress of Z matrix
methods, which converge more dependably but sacrifice
some of the advantages of Y-matrix iterative methods,
particularly storage and speed when applied to large
systems. The other predictable methods like NewtonRaphson method was shown to have great convergence
properties, but was computationally mutually polite. Major
breakthrough in power system network computation came
in the mid-l960.Advance ordered exclusion [1] and after
that it and after that it leads in to a greatest general-purpose
load-flow approach which has been adopt by much of
production presently, with the stimulus of increasing
problem sizes, online application, along with system
optimization, newer methods are promising which are also
expected to find wide applications. The concise
explanation of necessary formulation of the load-flow
difficulty is described in [2]-[4]. For review, a balanced
three part power system by the side of with transmission
line has been considered. The normally prefer network
analysis nodal admittance matrix equation is use and is as
shown than
I=Y*E (1)

Where, matrix Y is square, sparse, and equal (in the
absence of phase shifters or mutual coupling represented
Bynon bilateral network branches).

2. CONVENTIONAL
POWER SUPPLY

METHODS

OF

2.1 Y-matrix Iterative load flow methods:
The Y-matrix iterative method of load-flow result are
based on the iterative solution of the linear equation for the
bus voltages, using the relaxation algorithm .J. B. Ward et
al. in available a method for solving on digital computers
the power flow problem which is most likely the most
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frequently encountered type of problem in the field of
power system complex analysis. Digital result of this class
of problem can furnish a valuable tool to supplement the ac system analyzer. In various system-planning studies, the
network analyzer is still the best means for providing
quickly and cost-effectively results of adequate accuracy.
In some studies, such as analysis of losses and incremental
losses, the system analyzer does not supply sufficient be
troubled and, in such cases, the digital computer solution
gains distinct advantages.
The Y-matrix iterative methods of load-flow result are
based on the iterative solution of the linear equation (1) for
the bus voltages, by means of the reduction algorithm
discussed in [5]. J. B. Ward et al. in [6] suggested a
valuable tool to increase the a-c network analyzer which is
still the best means for provided that quick and economic
results with enough accuracy. But the disadvantage is that
the network analyzer does not provide adequate precision.
This can be rise above with the digital computer result that
provides a discrete .Its correctness for parallel processing.
This method can be extensive to the three phase harmonic
load flow study. The authors of [16] have made
improvement on the representation of direct adjustments of
N-R power flow by relating a sparse 4n×4n formulation for
the result of power flow problem, comprising 2n current
addition equations. It is best suited to the assimilation of
flexible AC transmission union devices and direct of any
kind. In paper [17] presented a new procedure benefit. The
procedural evolution using a medium-sized digital
computer, (the International industry equipment
corporation IBM 650), for the estimate of the load flows
which are basic for development of electric power systems
are explained by the authors.

2.2 -Z Matrix load flow method
The major differentiation in principle involving the Ymatrix iterative methods and the Z-matrix method is that in
the final, the equation (1) is solved straight for E in terms
if I using the inverse of Y:
E = 1/Y * I= Z*I
Authors of [10] industrial a new load flow program has
been developed which employs the node impedance
medium of a method. A unique input practice was
developed that allows the line data to be in any order
preferred. The program has the capacity to be in charge of
generator voltages within a particular VAR (reactive
power) range, and also to consist of off nominal auto
transformers along with individual emphasis on time i.e.
the point for solution was less than that required by the
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common nodal branch admittance iterative method. Paper
[10] presents an expansion of the employment by the
planner of [9] on the Z-matrix load flow. The algorithm
initially proposed is derived and further clarified by
employ both the matrix equations with location ground and
those with a bus of the system as reference. Test
consequences are reported on the use of the block-iteration
method and the axis-reiteration process and the effect of
load combination on convergence. Refinement in the basic
algorithm is also included, with test results shown
verifying the theory.

2.3 - Newton Raphson Method:
In brief it is a successive estimate procedure based on an
initial unknown estimate and the use of Taylor series
extension. Comparison involving two consecutive
solutions is needed to see whether their difference is within
the patience limit or not. The problem is constructed as the
Jacobian matrix equation
F(X) = - J*ΔX
Where ΔX is the correction.
J. E. Vann Ness in [11] reported that function to take one
particular problem having to do with the flow of power in
an electric system and to study the union of the solution
when this problem is solved by the node method. The
general technique is that existing by J. B. Ward and H. W.
Hale. The author considered a number of parts of this
problem, while the contribution is limited to the problem
of convergence.
A simple modification of the method of equations being
solved allows Newton's method to calculate load flows
with area control but with the same union rate as studies in
which area control is not included. Author of [14]
developed a Procedure for vary the equations which form a
load flow while retaining the same basic (Newton's
Method) algorithm; this results in a program of improved
power and good organization. X. Zhang et al in [15] have
considered three Sequence decoupled models through the
recognized Newton-Raphson algorithm, the so-called
Sequence-Decoupled Newton Raphson Method used for
three period load flow learn is conduct and the
computation precision, calculation speed and convergence
character of this method is then investigate and the
specialty of this method is high accuracy, high speed, and
dependable convergence.

2.4-Fast Decoupled Method:
Power system transmission lines have an extremely high
reactance to resistance ratio. For such a system real power
is more aware to change in phase intersection rather than
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voltage magnitude and for the reactive power just the turn
around of it. So in this process the basics of J2 and J3 of
the Jacobin matrix are set to zero. The decoupled Newton
equations are
ΔP/V = A *Δθ and ΔQ/V = C.ΔV
Where A and C are invalid Jacobian matrices. B.Stott in
[18] had industrial the decoupled load flow conception. In
Newton load-flow solutions the mathematical decoupling
of bus bar-voltage angle and magnitude calculations has
more than a few Computational and abstract attractions. A
fast and dependable method for solving the load flow
problem in electrical Power systems is existing by authors
of [19]. It is called the energy vectors method. The main
feature of the method is its capability to solve the load flow
difficulty very rapidly, faster than any nearby method.
Rapid and reliable convergence is its other main feature.
The numerical model of the method is very simple. It is
defined by two systems of immediate linear equations,
which can be solve by the make use of optimally ordered
Gaussian elimination as well as special programming
techniques. The methods incorporate difficult off-nominal
transformers into the model not including any complexity.
A numerical example is also given and solved by Newton's
method in order to explain that the voltage vectors process
has various advantages over Newton's method at close to;
the latter method is now measured to be the quickest
technique of solving the load current problem. Authors of
[20] existing a express approximated method for solving
the ac imperative flow problem for line and producer
outages.
A quick, consistent and new method for solving the load
flow problem in electrical power systems is existing by
author of [21]. It is called the decoupled electrical energy
vectors and Newton's method. The method has advantages
more than Newton’s method in terms of computer storage
space, speed and reliable convergence. It also has
advantages over all other identified methods in conditions
of computer storage space, and is as reliable convergent
and precise as the voltage vectors method. A mathematical
example is specified and solved by Newton’s method, by
the voltage vectors method, by power vectors and
Newton's method and by Decoupled Newton’s technique in
classify to show that the decoupled energy vectors and
Newton’s method has some compensation more than
Newton's method and the other mentioned method.
B.Stottet al in [22] describes a simple, very consistent and
a group fast load-flow solution method among a extensive
range of practical application and possibility calculations
for networks of any size, and can be implement efficiently
on computers by restrictive core-store capacity. The
authors of [23] have given a quantity of important study on
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fast decoupled load flow optional by authors of [7]
particularly on its union. The authors of [24] also describe
a build up fast decoupled model and a novel approach for
the used to load flow analysis exclusive of any need for
refractorization .G.Leonidpoulos [25] presents an
estimated solution of the load flow equations is industrial
by the similar principles in use for developing the fast
decoupled method. The estimated decoupled result takes
less time to analyze than one iteration of the fast decoupled
method and gives a good estimated representation of the
V-D summary of a power system. In paper [26] the authors
have described a simple method for increase the
decoupling of real and reactive powers that lead to an
better universal purpose version of the state of-the art
approach for fast decoupled load flow solution the basic
idea is that suitably combined real and reactive power
equations rather.

3).NON CONVENTIONAL METHODS OF
POWER FLOW STUDY
3.1. Fuzzy Logic Method:
It is a type of logic that can identify more than simple true
or false value and can represent the scheme with degrees of
truthfulness and false hold. It is a very powerful tool for
the solution of nonlinear algebraic equations. K. L. Lo et al
in [27] have conducted a latest move toward using fuzzy
judgment to change variable parameters so as to meet
constraints during load-flow study. Parameters to be used
to consist of transmission-line impedance, phase angle and
transformer tap situation, and the constraints are
transmission line power current and bus electrical energy
level. The proposed approach is mostly aimed at assisting
convergence in load flow program. The parameters to be
used are decoupled from the main body of the load-flow
formulation. J. G. Vlachogiannis [28] show the purpose of
fuzzy logic to power flow difficulty. hard contribution
charge, which are fuzzified into the fuzzifier.
The method logic uses a regulation base to detonate the
fuzzy production signals, which are defuzzified and the
brittle values are selected as the correction of electrical
energy angle and magnitudes at each one node of the
system. The authors of [29] have made an challenge is
made to acquire fuzzy superiority flow solution
considering reactive power limit violation at voltage
controlled buses, reservations in voltage need load models,
load forecast and system parameters. Corresponding to the
given range of unsure variables, a range of conditional
variables and functions is provided by the proposed
approach. A fuzzy logic base power flow system has been
planned in [30] which compute voltage magnitudes and
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angles at dissimilar buses of power systems. In position of
triangular relationship function, Gaussian function was
used. This compact the overall CPU time requirement.

3.2 Artificial Neural Network Method
This method is same as preceding one with the addition of
the concept of neural network. This is also a prevailing
apparatus for solving nonlinear equations.V. L. Paucar et
al in [27] the better speed of ANN over conventional PF
methods, multilayer perceptrons neural networks educated
with the second order Levenberg/Marquardt method have
been used for compute voltages magnitudes and angles of
the PF problem.
The proposed ANN methodology has been effectively
tested by means of the IEEE-30 bus method. A. Arnagiriet
et al in [28] have report an purpose of Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) to establish bus voltages of a radial
distribution system for any given load without execute the
load flow algorithm. In paper [29] has proposed an
artificial neural network advance base on Lagrangian
multiplier to solve the complexity of trade and industry
load flow in a power system.
Union momentum is added increased by employing the
momentum technique. Authors of [30] have provided a
new method for stochastic load flow analysis by applying
the usual backside spread method for training the neural
system. The results are good fast and instant and the
planned method can be practical to great power systems.
Paper [31] presents a new method of stochastic load flow
investigation using simulated neural networks. Artificial
neural networks are very fast and directly give the selfconfidence limits of the output quantities
.

expressed in terms of supremacy mismatches and printed
in rectangular coordinates.

4) FUTURE SCOPE OF LOAD FLOW
ANAYSIS
The application of difficult valued neural system approach
is
 Implemented for crisis analysis using the offline data for
training utilize. This method can be total for online
application of useful power method. For superior power
method having thousands of variables, input.
 Feature collection for the neural system plays an
important role. As the size of the method increases the
amount of neurons increases there by increase the training
time. A method of mutual information between the input
and output variables is to be investigate. In this research
voltage constrained transfer potential.
Computed the future work could execute the other
constraints like thermal and economic considerations.
A well coordinated power system planning, manage and
operation is necessary for the opportunity electric utilities
as they will find themselves in a more and more ready for
action atmosphere. There is a critical need for the
development of methods, events and software tools to deal
with various contingency, wide variety of working
conditions. This would help in further research on accurate
transfer facility computations.

4 ABBREIVATION-LFS-Load flow study, NRMNewton Raphson Method, ANN-Artificial neural network

3.2-Other Miscellaneous Methods:

5. CONCLUSIONS

Authors of [32] troughs a basic concept for a modified
power flow analysis with sense of the economic load
dispatch to remove the concentrate burden of the slack bus.
The proposed process eliminates not only the trouble of a
slack bus, but as well maintains ‘the same incremental
cost’ in the economic load dispatch common sense in this
paper. Both the IEEE 14- bus and IEEE 39-bus systems
are use to confirm the helpfulness of the planned
technique. Paper [33] presents a new second order power
flow methodology by with present addition equations
expressed in voltage rectangular coordinates as a substitute
of using fixed rectangular power flow equations.
The results presented show that the proposed method leads
to a largely more rapidly second classify power flow
solution, when compared to the conventional method

The discussion shows the different methods involved in
solving the nonlinear load flow problems. Further research
work can be done for finding more powerful methods to
solve the power flow equations with more efficiency in
terms of time, computer memory storage as well as
robustness.
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